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Message

The Hon’ble Vice President of  India is happy to know that the
Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI), is organizing its 47th
National Convention from November 14-16, 2019 at JEEC Convention
Centre, Jaipur.

The Hon’ble Vice President extends his greetings and
congratulations to the organizers and the participants and wishes the
event all success.

New Delhi

23rd October, 2019.



Message

I am glad to know that the Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India (ICSI) is
organizing its 47th National Convention on ‘Empowering New India- Reform,
Perform, Transform’ on November 14-16, 2019 in Jaipur.

In the changing global economic scenario the role of Company Secretaries is vital.
To contribute to the system and thus serve the economy, they need to gear up and
keep themselves update with the best practices of  the profession.

I am sure that this convention being organized by the institute will deliberate on
national and international developments in the corporate & industrial arena, issues
of  national importance, exemplified role of  the professionals engaged therein to
carry forward the legacies of  systems and the processes aligning with the growth
mantra.

I convey my best wishes for the success of  the event.

(Ashok Gehlot)

CHIEF MINISTER
RAJASTHAN



Message

I extended my best wishes to the Institute of  Company of  Secretaries of  India (ICSI)
for organizing its 47th National Convention of  Company Secretaries on the theme,
“Empowering New India- Reform, Perform, Transform” from November 14-16, 2019 at Jaipur,
Rajasthan.

The Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India has during its journey spanning glorious
51 years established its reputation as an Institute of  national importance, instilling professional
behaviour in the corporate world through its members.

I am hopeful that the convention will serve as a platform for the best brains from the
government, industry, academics and corporate sector to discuss vivid facts of  business
governance.

I wish the National Convention of  Company Secretaries a grand success.

(Anurag Singh Thakur)
New Delhi

21.10.2019

MINISTER OF STATE FOR FINANCE
AND CORPORATE AFFAIRS

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
NEW DELHI - 110001

vuqjkx flag Bkdqj
Anurag Singh Thakur

foÙk ,oa dkjiksjsV dk;Z jkT; ea=h
Hkkjr ljdkj

ubZ fnYyh - 110001



Injeti Srinivas, IAS
Secretary

dejk ua- 519] ‘,’ foax] ”kkL=h Hkou] ubZ fnYyh - 110001
Room No. 519, ‘A’ Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi - 110001

Phone : 91-11-23382324, 23384017, Fax : 91-11-23384257, E-mail : secy.mca@nic.in

Government of India
Ministry of Corporate Affairs

New Delhi

7th November, 2019

Message

I am glad to learn that the Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India (ICSI) is organizing
its 47th National Convention of  Company Secretaries during November 14-16, 2019 at Jaipur.

The theme of  the convention “Empowering New India – Reform, perform, Transform”
captures the aspirations of  New India.

I am sure the deliberations at the Convention will inter alia throw up useful
recommendations on the role of  Company Secretary and emerging challenges with respect to
compliance management and corporate governance.

I take this opportunity to convey my best wishes to ICSI in all its future endeavours.

Hkkjr ljdkj
dkjiksjsV dk;Z ea=ky;

ubZ fnYyh

mailto:secy.mca@nic.in
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The Institute

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) is a premier national
professional body constituted under an Act of Parliament, namely the
Company Secretaries Act, 1980 (Act No. 56 of  1980) to regulate and develop
the profession of Company Secretaries.

ICSI provides top-quality education to the students of Company Secretaries
(CS) Course and has set and maintains best quality standards for CS
members. The ICSI has on its rolls more than 59,000 qualified CS members
including over 11,000 members holding certificate of  practice. Around
3,00,000 students are presently pursuing the Company Secretaryship Course.

Motto

“lR; a onA /ke Za pjA
speak the truth abide by the law”

Vision

“To be a global leader in promoting
good corporate governance”

Mission

“To develop high calibre professionals facilitating
good corporate governance”
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ICSI Nationwide Network

Head Office - New Delhi

Chapters - 71

Examination Centres – more than 200 (including overseas centres at Dubai and USA)

ICSI Study Centre – more than 100

Regional Offices - Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai, New Delhi

Centre for Corporate Governance, Research & Training (CCGRT), Navi Mumbai

ICSI Centre of Excellence, Hyderabad

ICSI Subsidiaries

ICSI Governance Research and Knowledge Foundation (ICSI GRKF)

ICSI Institute of Insolvency Professionals (ICSI IIP)

ICSI Registered Valuers Organisation (ICSI RVO)
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ICSI Centre of Excellence, Hyderabad

The ICSI in its candid endeavours to foster good corporate governance and inculcating
analytical approach through research and training among CS fraternity and other vital
segments of  society, has initiated to set up learning and knowledge centres across India.
The ICSI-CCGRT being the first of  its kind located in Navi Mumbai, the Institute has
set up its second Research & Training centre as Centre of  Excellence in Hyderabad
which has commenced of its activities effective from June 2018.

The ICSI-Centre of  Excellence sprawling in a lushgreen area of  4166 square meters is
located in Uppal area of  Hyderabad, the Capital of Telangana State which is best known
as “City of  Pearls” and located on the banks of  Musi River. The Centre is at a walkable
distance from NGRI Metro Station.

The vast campus of  the Centre comprises 200 seater Auditorium, Training Halls of
different seating capacity, Board Room, Computer Room, Library, Yoga Room &
Institutional Blocks equipped with ultra modern and state of the art audio visual aids
to facilitate high end training programmes and undertaking research of topical interests
to the Institute.  The campus has also 24 self  content dwelling units on twin sharing
basis catering to the residential projects of  the Institute.

ICSI Governance Research and Knowledge Foundation
(ICSI GRKF)

ICSI Governance Research and Knowledge Foundation (ICSI-GRKF) is a company
promoted by the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI), which is registered
under erstwhile Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 (now section 8 under the
Companies Act, 2013). It was incorporated on September 23, 2013. The main object of
ICSI GRKF is “to generate, spread and impart knowledge, directly or in association
with person(s) having similar objects or engaged in similar activities, in the area of
corporate laws, governance, management, business sustainability and corporate social
responsibility, capital and financial markets, auditing, fiscal and economic laws and
policies, information and control systems and allied disciplines through research,
publications, training, education or in any other manner."
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ICSI  Institute of Insolvency Professionals
(ICSI IIP)

The ICSI – Institute of Insolvency Professionals (ICSI IIP) is a section 8 Company
incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 and formed by ICSI with its 100% capital
is owned by ICSI. The Company is registered as an Insolvency Professional Agency
with Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India to enrol and regulate the members
practising as Insolvency Professionals (IPs) in accordance with the provisions of
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.

ICSI Registered Valuers Organisation
(ICSI RVO)

The ICSI Registered Valuers Organization (ICSI RVO) is a Section 8 Company
incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 and formed by ICSI with its 100% capital
is owned by ICSI. The Company is recognised as Registered Valuers Organisation with
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of  India, formed with the intent to enrol, register,
educate, train, promote, develop and regulate Registered Valuers as per the Registered
Valuers Rules, while establishing and promoting high standards of  practice and
professional conduct and promote professionalism, ethical conduct and competency
ensuring quality of valuation work.
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ICSI - Centre for Corporate Governance Research &
Training (CCGRT)

The primary objective of the Centre is to act as a catalyst organisation in the professional
development of the Indian corporate sector through qualitative research and high level
corporate training with ‘Corporate Governance’ as the thrust area. Since its inception, the
Centre has undertaken a number of activities aimed towards fostering research.

Professional Development Programmes

ICSI-CCGRT conducts Professional Development Programmes (PDPs) for members,
students, corporates and regulatory / government bodies. Apart from programmes for
upgradation/ updation of  the knowledge base of  Company Secretary, ICSI-CCGRT has
designed programmes for enabling Company Secretaries to venture more effectively into
newer areas.

ICSI-CCGRT provides reading material/backgrounders for these programmes, generally
based on in-house research. These materials are also available for sale. Some of these materials
include Compliance with Listing Agreement, New Takeover Code (With Checklists and
Formats), Schedule III, Labour Laws, Balance Sheet Analysis, Shareholders’ Agreement, SMEs
and Company Secretaries etc.

Integrated Company Secretaryship Course

In order to groom the students of Company Secretaryship Course better to meet the challenges
of today and build a niche cadre of governance professionals who can shoulder the
responsibilities assigned to them in an evolving business environment and ensure governance
in true letter and spirit, ICSI-CCGRT is offering three years Integrated Company Secretaryship
Course (Full-Time).

This Course is being delivered by CCGRT at its premises in CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai
through Academia, Industry Experts and Practitioners. The Course inter alia covers the syllabus
of  the CS Course as notified by ICSI from time to time, focusing on experiential learning
and, combining class room lectures, discussions, class exercises, case studies, mock meetings,
industrial visits etc. and training in Soft skills, Leadership Traits and other Life Skills. Students
are exposed to real life organisational situations, professional dilemmas etc. to enable them to
develop holistic perspective towards decision making and governance. In addition, CCGRT
also facilitates the following for the students of this Course:

• Registration and Enrollment with ICSI
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• Educational Loans for the Course

• Internship/Training

• Hostel Assistance around CCGRT for outstation candidates on request

• Placement Assistance

This not only prepares the students to complete the Company Secretaryship course, thereby
making them eligible to be the members of ICSI but also helps build their soft skills enabling
them to be the governance leaders of  tomorrow.

Annual Membership Scheme

ICSI-CCGRT continues with its Annual Membership Scheme, which is an invitation to all
professionals, individuals and corporates, to attend a variety of  Professional Development
programs by making a one-time payment. ICSI-CCGRT has also introduced a new flexible
Annual Membership Scheme, which comprises of  four different kinds of  schemes; including
a special scheme for members outside Mumbai.

Residential Management Skills Orientation Programme (R-MSOP)

An activity added to ICSI-CCGRT’s training initiatives for students pursuing Company
Secretaryship course is through the Residential Management Skills Orientation Programme.
ICSI-CCGRT organizes Residential MSOPs where students from all over India, including
from non-metro cities get the opportunity for interaction with erudites. In addition to the
core subjects of  MSOP, the participants are also exposed to topics on soft skills, general
management, human relations, financial markets etc. Students also get an opportunity to
enhance their communication skills, presentation skills and peer learning through
presentation of  group projects/case studies before a panel of  experts. ICSI-CCGRT with
its amenities, well designed programme schedule incorporating varied topics, adept faculties
possessing rich exposure and expertise in their relative fields and placement assistance is
playing a pivotal role in comprehensive learning and professional growth of R-MSOP
participants.

Research Related Activities

In order to foster research among Company Secretaries and other researchers, ICSI-CCGRT
was entrusted with the responsibility of  administering the ICSI Research Initiative. The basic
idea has been to develop sound information base and insights into corporate /related laws,
their delivery mechanism, need for harmonization / changes in the light of  emerging realities,
corporate governance etc., and to use the developed knowledge base for brand building and
interacting with the Government, regulatory and international agencies.
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CCGRT has, since inception, completed a number of  commissioned research projects for
outside agencies/institutions.

CCGRT e-Bulletin ‘Chintanam’, which was started from April 2017, is the one of  the significant
steps towards wide dissemination of wisdom among governance professionals.

CCGRT also started series called ‘Gyan Jyoti’, wherein, CCGRT provides write-ups and
research articles on various contemporary topics.

CCGRT started the initiative named ‘Amrut Dhara’, on 12th May, 2017. In ‘Amrut Dhara’,
the articles on Corporate Governance and Management from Ancient India & Indian Epic,
are being published.

In order to create awareness among Governance Professionals, Doyens of  industry,
Professionals representing various professional bodies and students pursuing Company
Secretary and other professional courses regarding brief  of  'Premier on Company Law',
CCGRT has launched an initiative named "GEETA SAAR".

ICSI-CCGRT conducted Research on a project titled “A Study on the Level of  Compliance
to Commodity Risk Disclosure Regulations in India & Abroad” given by Multi Commodity
Exchange of India Ltd.

Infrastructure Facilities

CCGRT possesses the state-of-the-art infrastructure with air-conditioned and wi-fi enabled
lecture theatres, conference room, faculty room and a high seating capacity auditorium.
Further, it has twenty two well furnished air-conditioned rooms for stay arrangements of  R-
MSOP and Research colloquium/workshop participants.

***
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Objectives and Functions

The Institute

The primary objective of the Institute is to develop a cadre of highly competent Company
Secretaries for ensuring good corporate governance and effective management. It is for the
achievement of this objective that the Institute performs various functions as regards its
Members and Students which are as follows:

Students

• Registering students for Foundation and Executive Programmes

• Postal/Oral/Web-based coaching and training

• Conducting Examination twice a year in June & December, at examination centres
across India and at Dubai & New York (USA)

• Practical training for Executive/Professional Programme pass Students

• e-library facilities

• ‘Student Company Secretary’ and ‘CS Foundation Course Bulletin’

• Monthly Journal 'Student Professionals Today'

• Professional Skill Development Training

Other Initiatives for Students

• 100% concession in full Fee payable at the time of  Registration for various Stages of
CS Course and Examination Fee to the wards and widows of  martyrs of   Indian
Army, Indian Air Force, Indian Navy and all para military forces.

• 100% concession in full Fee payable at the time of  Registration for various Stages of
CS Course  and Examination Fee to the personnel of   Indian Army, Indian Air Force,
Indian Navy and all para military forces with permanent disability as a result of
participating in act of war and other missions.
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• 50% concession in full Fee payable at the time of  Registration for various Stages of  CS
Course and Examination Fee to all In Service/ Retired personnel of  Indian Army,
Indian Air Force, Indian Navy and all para-military forces.

• ICSI has launched 'Signature Award Scheme' under which top rank holders in B.Com.
Final Examinations in reputed universities and also specialised programmes/ papers
of  IITs / IIMs are awarded a Gold Medal and a Certificate.

• ICSI has been conducting International Company Secretaries Olympiad in association
with Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) for students of  Class 11th & 12th across
India and abroad.

• ICSI Students Education Fund Trust aims to financially support economically
backward students and motivate academically bright students to pursue Company
Secretaryship Course.

Members

• Enrolling qualified persons as Associate/ Fellow Members and issue Certificate of
Practice to members taking up practice

• Post Membership Qualification Courses/Certificate Courses/Diplomas

• Webinars on Corporate Laws

• Professional supervision over Members on matters pertaining to Professional Ethics
and Code of Conduct

• Secretarial Standards

• Auditing Standards

• Guidance Notes and other publications

• Expert advisory services on intricate issues in corporate laws

• Professional Development and Continuing Education Programme(s)

• Collaborative events with other Professional Bodies

• Representing before authorities for professional recognitions
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ICSI Membership

A Company Secretary is defined under the Company Secretaries Act, 1980
to mean a person who is a member of ICSI.

Code of Conduct for Members

The members of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India are subject to Code of Conduct
as provided under the Company Secretaries Act, 1980.

Regulatory Supervision over Practising Members

The Institute maintains strict regulatory supervision over its practising members through
Guidelines issued in accordance with the provisions of Company Secretaries Act, 1980. These
include:

• Guidelines for Advertisement by Company Secretary in Practice

• Dress Code for a CS appearing before Judicial/ Quasi-Judicial bodies and Tribunals
like NCLT-NCLAT, etc.

• Guidelines for Compulsory Attendance of Professional Development Programmes
by the Members

• Guidelines for Peer Review of  Attestation Services by Practising Company Secretaries

• Guidelines for Approval of Proprietorship Concern/Firm's name under Regulation
169 of  the Company Secretaries Regulations, 1982

• Guidelines for Requirement of Maintenance of a Register of Attestation/ Certification
services rendered by Practicing Company Secretary/Firm of Practicing Company
Secretaries.

• Guidelines for use of Individual Logo by Company Secretaries in Practice

Associate Membership

After successful completion of examination and training, a candidate is conferred
with Associate Membership of the ICSI

Fellow Membership

A member of  the ICSI is entitled to get himself  enrolled as a fellow, if  he is an
Associate Member for at least five years.
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• Guidelines for Ceiling on Number of Secretarial Audit and Annual Return

• ICSI [Unique Document Identification Number (UDIN) Guidelines], 2019

• ICSI [Employee Company Secretary Identification Number (eCSIN) Guidelines], 2019

Disciplinary Mechanism

The Company Secretaries Act, 1980 and the Company Secretaries (Procedure of  Investigations
of  Professional and Other Misconduct and Conduct of  Cases) Rules, 2007 made by the Central
Government in exercise of powers conferred under of the Company Secretaries Act, 1980
provide elaborate provisions and fast track process for dealing with the complaints of
professional or other misconduct filed under the Act.

ICSI SECRETARIAL STANDARDS

ICSI AUDITING STANDARDS

Recognising the need to provide support to members in developing auditing acumen,
techniques and tools and for inculcation of  best auditing practices among its members, the
Institute has developed four Auditing Standards under the aegis of ‘ICSI Auditing Standards’
as follows:

CSAS-1

Auditing
Standard on

the Audit
Engagement

CSAS-2

Auditing
Standard on

Audit Process
and

Documen-
tation

CSAS-3

Auditing
Standard on
Forming of

Opinion

CSAS-4

Auditing
Standard on
Secretarial

Audit

SS-1

Secretarial
Standard on
Meetings of
the Board of

Directors

SS-2

Secretarial
Standard on

General
Meetings

SS-3

Secretarial
Standard on

Dividend

SS-4

Secretarial
Standard on

Report of
the Board

of Directors
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Other Initiatives

Publications

Chartered
Secretary

e-Book on
Companies
Act, 2013

Model Codes

Other
Publications

Events

ICSI CG and CSR
Awards

National Convention
for Company
Secretaries

National Conference of
Practising Company

Secretaries

Capital Markets Week
and Investor

Awareness Programmes

GST Day

PCS Day

Udai Divas

Interactions

National and Regional
Chambers of
Commerce

International/
Multilateral bodies/

Institutions

Government and
Regulatory Authorities

Members of CSIA and
Company Secretaries

Institutes in other
jurisdictions
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ICSI - International Perspective

Associations

Corporate Secretaries
International Association

Limited
(CSIA)

International Valuation
Standards Council

(IVSC)

International Corporate
Governance Network

(ICGN)

Organisation for
Economic Co-operation

and Development
(OECD)

Recognitions

Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and
Administrators

(ICSA)

UK NARIC

Malaysian Association
of Company Secretaries

(MACS)

Chartered Institute for
Securities and

Investment
(CISI)

Initiatives

International
Programmes

Support to
government for

promoting ease of
doing business
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New Releases

Interim Resolution Professional (3rd edition)

Interim Resolution Professional: A Hand Book (Third Edition) attempts to
exhaustingly cover the role of an IRP, list the compliances and other functions
that an IRP is required to perform during his tenure including performa for
notice of  meetings, intimations to statutory authorities, format of
applications to NCLT.  This book also contains the orders of  Adjudicating
Authority and Appellate Tribunal wherein support on directions has been
period to the resolution professionals. The compilation of order may facilitate
the interim resolution professionals in conducting the CIRP.

Practical Aspects of Insolvency Law (4th edition)

Practical aspects Insolvency Law (4th edition) has been developed with the
objective to cover all practical aspects of the legislation including but not
limited to regulatory interpretations, landmark judgements, duties and
liabilities of  insolvency professionals, etc. It would surely be of  assistance
to the resolution professionals as regards the manner of applying to the
National Company Law Tribunal for pursuing the process of  resolution
and also in identification of  significant aspects, documents involved, critical
issues of  resolution process settled through landmark judgements, etc.

100 Landmark Judgments of  NCLAT : An Insight into IBC (1st edition)

100 Landmark Judgments of  NCLAT: An insight into IBC (1st edition)
attempts to increase the understanding of a subject like IBC (and its
developments) which takes a lot of  efforts and time to be invested by the
Professionals into the exercise of reading of voluminous landmark
judgments. While IBC as a legislation is the chief  source of  law, the law
acquires its final shape through the case-law itself  and therefore the landmark
judgments, as delivered by Hon’ble NCLAT, have been identified and their
ratios and analysis carved out for the benefit of the readers.
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IBC Judicial/Regulatory Rulings for Stakeholders - A Handbook (2nd edition)

IBC Judicial/Regulatory Rulings for Stakeholders - A Handbook is a
collection of various directions and observations passed by various
Adjudicating Authorities under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
amended time to time, to understand and to facilitate the stakeholders
about the various provisions of  the Code. The book not only includes the
announcements pronounced by the Adjudicating Authorities, but also the
directions passed by the Regulatory bodies and it acts as a comprehensive
guide which broadly covers only the important and specific directions or
advise given to various stakeholders under the Code.

Peer Review Manual

The third edition of  Peer Review Manual : The revised edition of  the Peer
Review Manual has been designed to assist the Peer Reviewers and Practice
Units in carrying out the exercise of  Peer Review. With the recent
amendments in Guidelines for Peer Review of  Attestation and Audit Services,
the third edition of the publication seeks to guide the Members regarding
the same.
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EMPOWERING NEW INDIA: REFORM,
PERFORM, TRANSFORM

CS (Dr.) Pooja Rahi*

* Executive (Academics), ICSI.
The views expressed are personal views of  the author and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

The Indian nation, as it stands today, is a staged development over thousands of  years, as far as the reformation of
the territorial boundaries is concerned. The same holds true for the Indian society as well. A conglomeration of
varied cultures, religions, sects, thoughts and opinions, the Indian Growth story is one which has constantly awed
the research and academia for its richness, magnanimity and versatility.

The economic scenarios and structure, too, have been through trials, turbulence and have witnessed shifts which
have been drawn in the history of  time. Even if  the ancient India was to be deliberated upon, the reforms which
were a part of  the same, the performance of  the various economic components and the transformation process
undergone over the ages can be seen to play a definitive role in the Modern India.

However, as the present generation may see it, while the economic scenarios or the phases globally have usually
been bifurcated on the lines of economic booms and recessions with each recession marking a new era, the Indian
scenario has been bifurcated on various aspects, reforms being at the helm of the pyramid and the peak point being
the New Economic Policy of 1991.

The New Economic Policy brought with it the LPG to the Indian Growth Story. Liberalisation, Privatisation and
Globalisation can be considered to be the first major reforms brought forth in the Indian arena, leading to the
modern day revolution. While the age-old practice of developing five-year plans remains intact what is significant
is the altering dynamics of the span of five years.

Considered one of  the fastest developing economies in the world, India has ranked 68th in this year’s Global
Competitiveness Index1 of The World Economic Forum. And yet, with the various issues and concerns witnessed
in the Indian scenario, the clarion call of  the Government of  India to Empower New India with the three step
process of Reform, Perform and Transform seems to be clearly spot-on.

While the basic definition of ‘Empowerment’ is ‘to encourage and support the ability to do something’2 , the
United Nations has accorded a more holistic and yet people-centric meaning to this term. For them, Empowerment
is “the process of enabling people to increase control over their lives, to gain control over the factors and decisions
that shape their lives, to increase their resources and qualities and to build capacities to gain access, partners,
networks, a voice, in order to gain control”.3

The Indian Diaspora is one laced with diversity. Diversity of  cultures, traditions, languages, and even further those
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of economic and social nature adorn the Indian land. It is for this multitude of factors that the reforms which can be
brought forth in this nation cannot fall in the line of ‘one size fit all’. With the socio-economic divergence quite
evident and impactful, legislative measures as well as administrative measures are required to be rolled by the
government to make sure that the weakest and the most underprivileged sections of society get their full due. These
include but are not limited to rolling out of  laws to strengthen the positioning of  physically, economically and
socially lagging sections of the society but also ensuring that the same are enforced in such a manner to deliver the
desired results.

Deliberating upon the pursuance of  initiatives for the reformation and transformation of  the Indian society, the
role played by the Government of India in furtherance of the interests of the North eastern states, the areas lagging
behind and that of the weaker sections of the society clearly portray a Performance driven government.

From its schemes and initiatives of the likes of Digital India to those promoting ease of doing business, propagating
the start-up culture or building the framework of culminating indirect taxes under the aegis of Goods and Services
Tax, the Indian government has definitely pulled up its socks to rise higher on the Global Competitiveness Index
ladder at a much accelerated pace than ever.

Envisaging a ‘Swachh Bharat’ or a ‘Fit India’ are indeed an insignia of looking towards and aspiring for a
transformation which even though not being an overnight process shall lead us further into a New India of 2022.

For a nation looking for transformation, it is imperative that solutions are found to the modern day challenges
which are evidently more creative than those seen, witnessed and applied till date. It is for this thought that
innovation and creativity have been categorised as enablers in the process of  economic growth. The need of  the
hours is to transform the nation from a factor-driven economy to an innovation-driven economy by bringing about
the right institutional, industrial and policy reforms.4

With the nation ranking far behind on the Competitive Index on the factor of ICT (Information, Communications
and Technology) adoption and the need for improvising on the ‘skills’ factor being felt now more than ever,
investment in research and development as well as human capital is being considered not only an essential but a
crucial and indispensible ingredient for the growth and prosperity of the nation. And while the initiatives of Digital
India, Skill India, Make in India and Start-up India are having a more than positive impact, the ground to be
covered is far greater if  the nation is to join the big league of  innovative nations. However, while the innovativeness
of a nation is studied holistically for a global combat, a nation as diverse as India finds itself dealing with starking
disparities when studied for a state level innovation analysis.

With a host of  aspects in order, the dream of  Empowering New India shall definitely find its roots submerged in the
soils of  good governance. It is indeed a proud fact to note that the nation ranks 15th from amongst a total of  141
nations in the Global Competitiveness Index on the parameter of Corporate Governance. For a nation which stands
third in its market size as regards its Gross Domestic Product (GDP), with an enhanced ranking of macroeconomic
stability, it is imperative that the journey towards empowerment and transformation is chalked out keeping the
dynamism of the national and global scenarios in sight.

With the celebrations of  the 150th Birth Anniversary of  the Father of  the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, in order,
empowerment of a New India is bound to find roots in his adage beliefs of the likes of ‘Sarvodaya through
Antyodaya’. While the pre-Independence era found this as a route ahead to fight colonialism on one hand and the
evils (poverty, unemployment, untouchability, etc) that plagued Indian Society on the other, the present day
Government has astutely taken these words as an inspiration  to take welfare to the poorest of the poor, thus paving
the way for holistic empowerment.

Using technology to connect public, banking and financial services to the masses and even those extending beyond
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the outskirts of the urban India has been the forte of the Government of India in its attempt to live up to the RPT
mechanism of Reform, Perform and Transform. From supporting the cause of financial inclusion through its
Aadhaar Enabled Payment System and Digi Dhan Abhiyaan to the initiatives like National Mission on Education
through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT) envisaged as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme to
leverage the potential of  ICT, the propaganda of  technology adoption in all spheres of  government activity and
human activity have been made evident. The launch of  the first-of-its-kind participatory governance initiative
under the aegis of MyGov has brought the government closer to the common man by the use of online platform
creating an interface for healthy exchange of ideas and views involving the common citizen and experts with the
ultimate goal to contribute to the social and economic transformation of India.5

The Indian diversity, the root of  the varied Indian reform structure is a colourful mix of  not just geographical or
cultural diversity but a diversity of resources and skill base as well. Areas with resource abundance are yet to be
fully explored and utilised, potential of the youth yet remains to be channelized and the growth intended yet to be
achieved. Coining the term Surajya or good governance and emphasising upon the need for a participatory approach
in the Indian scenario, Shri Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of  India had said that “There are a lot of
problems which our country faces but we also have 1.25 billion people to solve these problems. Whether it is
Panchayat or Parliament, whether it if  Gram Pradhan or Prime Minister, everyone will have to fulfil their
responsibilities to achieve the goal of ‘Surajya’.” He had further said that his government aims to ‘Reform, Perform
and Transform’ and that it was more attentive to substance, rather than symbolism, integrated development rather
than isolated development; and empowerment rather than entitlement.6

Given the thought that Surajya means the progress of the common man, a government that is sensitive to the
requirements and aspirations of the common man and that “Responsibility and accountability are to be the roots of
such a Surajya”, the need of the hour is to join hands, and lead the nation on the path of a true transformation, one
where economic and social issues are resolved, the corporate India holds a sensitized approach towards their
presence in the society and the goals and visions of a New India of 2022 are achieved with enhanced vigour and zeal
thus rendering the nation, status of  next global super power.
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COMPANY SECRETARIES 2020: NEED
FOR UP SKILLING, AUTOMATION AND

TRANSFORMATION

CS M. Sundar*

* FCS. Chief Manager- Compliance- Cholamandalam MS General Insurance Co. Ltd.
The views expressed are personal views of  the author and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

The Company Secretaries profession is a profession which gives an insight about various subjects necessary for our
up gradation in our daily work life. When I took up the course I took up as a second option next to Chartered
Accountancy Course as years passed by my passion towards Company law grew manifold and without my knowledge,
I started shifting gears and took a “U” turn to embark on a path of  Career in Corporate Secretary ship.

Any profession including Doctor, Lawyer etc., needs constant updation on the current scenarios and happenings
around and also on the technological upgradations required for improvement of the respective profession. The
CS profession offers varied options in the field of Compliance, Governance, Risk Management, Strategic Thinking,
Internal Audit etc.,

UPHILL TO UP SKILL

My Economic Teacher in my school wrote in our Alma Matter as below:

“Knowledge is only an instrument of  Production and not a Law of  Diminishing Returns.”

Knowledge is to be harnessed and sharpened to build in ourselves a great amount of  Self- Confidence. Knowledge
is Power. Only by constant updation one can improve the Knowledge.

UPSKILLING

“The world is in perpetual motion, and we must invent the things of  tomorrow… Act with audacity.” Madame Clicquot

Upskilling”, means “to learn new skills or to teach workers new skills”. How a CS has to prepare himself for the
future by UPSKILLING his current skill sets. For Example, CS was filing forms in hard copies with ROC before
10 years and next Upgradation was to learn about online e-filing of forms in MCA portal and next came XBRL
filing of financial documents. Over the years the profession has seen a sea change in technological aspects and CS
is expected to be abreast with the latest changes happening around him.

There are many more opportunities and new avenues ringing at our door bells. The question, however remains
how much prepared are we to receive it.

As Company Secretaries, we are being looked upon as Governance professionals. A professional who is strong
in all facets of  laws and specializes in Company Law and a person who is being looked upon as a Compliance
Officer regulating Compliance and Governance in every organisation.

A-1
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AVENUES UNDER GST

Opening of GST has also opened the gates for the Company Secretaries to venture in it. The Company Secretaries,
practice in almost all the branches of  law as they are experts in interpreting laws and possess a strong accounting
background. They are competent professionals to handle the regulatory compliances under the GST laws. The
Company Secretaries are rendering value added services to the trade and industry and acting as extended arms of
the regulatory mechanism. Company Secretaries can render services like Audit, Advisory services, compliances,
consultancy, tax planning etc., Only handful PCS are entering and making an imprint in these areas. With a view
to equip Company Secretaries with the skills and develop competency in the area of  GST, ICSI and BSE Institute
Limited (BIL) a wholly owned subsidiary of  BSE Limited (formerly known as Bombay Stock Exchange), have
joined hands to offer a Certificate course in GST for its Members and Professional Programme students. Company
Secretaries should expand their horizons and venture in to these areas.

CS IN CYBER LAW SPACE

Corporates are being assisted in their compliances under the Indian laws by Company Secretaries. Hence,
Company Secretaries become essential catalysts in enabling companies to ensure their compliances with the law.
However, Company Secretaries need to be mindful of  the fact that increasingly all their activities are coming
under the umbrella of not just sector specific legislations but also of the Indian mother legislation to deal with
data and information in the electronic format being the Indian Information Technology Act, 2000. In that sense,
the Indian cyber law assumes significance.

In actual terms, the Indian cyber law and rules and regulations made thereunder concerning data protection are
being complied in breach rather than in the observance. However, corporates have to quickly realize that there
are immense reputational risks for not complying with the law. Corporates have to ensure that they have
documented compliances with the law in order to protect themselves from any unforeseen exigency that could
land at their doors unannounced. Further, in the context of  privacy, the law does not talk much about privacy.
The Indian cyber law has adopted a somewhat primitive approach on personal privacy. Issues of  data privacy
have not been elaborated in detail. The draft Personal data protection bill once becomes a regulation we will
bring in the various aspects relating to storage and retrieval of privacy aspects.

It should be the top most priority of any company to protect the data privacy of the individuals along with
securing its top management and their legal interests. It is in this context that the role of professionals like
Company Secretaries becomes increasingly significant in today’s time. The onus is on the Company Secretaries
to ensure that they themselves are aware about the nuances pertaining to electronic authentication and other
issues impacted by Indian cyber law and then appropriately advise their clients to be on the right side of  the law.

Basically, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is an objective to provide greater power to citizens to
regulate on how their personal data is being used, particularly in a period when organizations repeatedly exchange
and sell the digital data online.

Even after imposition of Brexit, compliance will be important for the company who wants to run a business in
the EU. Actually, organisations accessing personal information of  customers, prospects or employees who are
citizens of  EU and/or in the EU, covered under this scope, no matter where the company is located across the
world, even if  the information is accessed outside the scope of  the EU.

The acquaintance of  the GDPR shows an important shift in the manner organisations regulate and save all the
personal information they keep, and it will impact the business in every certain aspect. Therefore, many private
companies will need to hire Data Protection Officers (DPO), regardless of the size and whether the companies
are accessing the personal information in the capacity of  a processor or a controller. Irrespective of  their size and
whether they are processing personal data in the ability of  a controller or a processor. The Competent person
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would be the Company Secretaries who need to update their knowledge on the above said international laws on
data privacy and the local laws relating to it to create a mark from himself  in the International Arena.

INVOLVING INTERNAL AUDIT

Section 138 of the Companies Act, 2013 introduced the concept of internal audit to the forefront and has
widened its scope to a great extent. The Act has made internal audit of the functions and activities mandatory for
all listed companies and certain class of unlisted and private companies with a view to ensure better compliance
and governance. The Company Secretaries being governance professionals are aptly suitable to perform the role
of  internal auditors and have been inter-alia recognised to be appointed as internal auditors of  the company
under the provision of Companies Act, 2013.

With a view to further develop the skills of Company Secretaries to conduct internal audit including compliance
and operational audits, offering solutions for weaknesses in internal controls and verifying the subjective
compliance of  related laws and regulations, the Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India (ICSI) and National
Institute of  Financial Management (NIFM), Faridabad, an autonomous Institution of  Ministry of  Finance,
Government of  India, have joined hands to offer a Diploma in Internal Audit.

GOVERNING THE GOVERNANCE

Corporate governance offers a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach to the management and control of
companies. Corporate professionals of today and tomorrow must imbibe in themselves the evolving principles
of good corporate governance across the globe on a continual basis. Therefore Corporate Governance has
emerged as an important academic discipline in its own right, bringing together contributions from accounting,
finance, law and management. The corporate world especially looks upon Company Secretaries to provide the
impetus, guidance and direction for achieving world-class corporate governance. Company Secretaries are the
primary source of advice on the conduct of business. This can take into its fold everything from legal advice on
conflicts of  interest, through accounting advice, to the development of  strategy/corporate compliance and
advice on sustainability aspects. Internationally, the Company Secretaries are seen as Governance Professionals
and need to equip them with international trade laws, international governance practices will only help them in
building a reputation for themselves globally. The Institute of  Chartered Secretaries and Administrators and the
Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India have supplemented their existing Memorandum of  Understanding
(MOU) that recognises the common interest both Institutes have in promoting best practice in ‘Company
Secretaryship’. Both Institutes wish to encourage greater contact between their two organisations and to make
reciprocity of  membership more accessible. This gives the company secretaries to make an imprint globally by
accrediting themselves by having a globally recognized degree.

RESOLVING THROUGH AUTOMATION

Moving towards Digital Meetings

Company Secretaries should move from the traditional board meeting approach to paperless Digital Board
meeting and reduce the cost in printing and saving time. Company Secretary to equip himself  with the digital
tools that would help him to understand the nuances of conducting Board meeting and storing of meeting papers.

As the present India is moving towards a Digital Economy, the Company Secretaries should also automate the
process of paperless board meeting and bring their boards in to the Digital era.

Art of learning Artificial Intelligence

The automation of repetitive and administrative tasks would enable the Company Secretary to focus more time
on more complex tasks. The attitude towards the development of AI ought to be positive with company secretaries
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seeing AI as an opportunity to allow them a greater voice within an organisation by having more time to focus on
ensuring that the company is a good corporate citizen and legally compliant, and spending less time on
administrative and repetitive tasks. Where directors need information on statistics; data etc. a director would be
able to simply ask the robot to identify percentages or other statistics in a matter of minutes, thereby leading to
more productive and informed meetings. Company secretaries would then have more time at the meeting to
focus on assessment and judgment and to provide valuable insight into complex and critical issues. This is an
illustration of how a company secretary and a robot can co-exist in the boardroom in a productive and efficient
manner, and how AI may be of  benefit to the role of  the Company Secretary.

Make it with Microsoft Tools

The Company Secretaries in today’s arena should equip themselves with advanced Xl and Word, powerpoint
tools, as he will be a person who needs to know the art of  reporting to the board in a better way. This will only
put them in a better perspective of a much respected person knowing the entire gamut of required things. The
understanding of these tools will only assist him improving his analytical skill, whenever he has been assigned
works in other areas of  Audit, Taxation , strategy etc.,

REFORM TO TRANSFORM:

“CHANGE IS INEVITABLE” , The need for the hour is REFORM AND TRANSFORM.

Transformation is the process of  changing. An example of a transformation is a caterpillar turning into a butterfly.
How prepared are we to accept the changes happening around us. Only when we are ready to accept and receive
the change we will improvise and leap forward in our career path.

It is only left in our hands on choosing the option to accept the change and go through these contours of
transformation to become a respected professional globally.

Transformational leadership is defined as a leadership approach that causes change in individuals and social
systems. In its ideal form, it creates valuable and positive change in the followers with the end goal of developing
followers into leaders. Enacted in its authentic form, transformational leadership enhances the motivation,
morale and performance of followers through a variety of mechanisms. These include connecting the follower's
sense of identity and self to the mission and the collective identity of the organization; being a role model for
followers that inspires them; challenging followers to take greater ownership for their work, and understanding
the strengths and weaknesses of followers, so the leader can align followers with tasks that optimize their
performance.

 Transforming leadership is a process in which "leaders and followers help each other to advance to a higher level
of morale and motivation". A Company Secretary should acquire the required traits to become a
“Transformational Leader”. Transforming leaders are idealized in the sense that they are a moral exemplar of
working towards the benefit of  the team, organization and/or community. Transactional leaders usually do not
strive for cultural change in the organization but they work in the existing culture while transformational leaders
can try to change organizational culture.

CONCLUSION

A Company Secretary may or may not know the intricacies of  laws relating to RPT (Related Party Transactions)
but he should essentially understand and work towards RPT (Reform- Perform – Transform). Only by
transforming into a Transactional leader with a passion to upskill and automate, the Company Secretaries will be
seen as a much recognized professional globally, by not only making an imprint for themselves in their career but
also for their profession as a whole.

***
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INTRODUCTION

Albert Einstein in his famous book  “The world as I see it” wrote; A hundred times every day, I remind myself
that my inner and  outer life  are based on the labours of other men, living and dead ,and that I must exert myself
in order to give in the same measure as I have received and am still  receiving’ .These words came from deep
feeling for humanity of  the greatest  Phycist of  the twentieth century who was also a  philosopher.  Left alone, an
individual cannot  make even a pin or a pen;  He is totally  dependent on others and totally indebted to the
society. Similarly, all  organizations, big  or small, are dependent on the society for their  existence and the
organization should  be mindful of the needs to  repay their debts to the  Society

While the wheel  of the  industrial and technological progress cannot be stopped and it has brought  immense
benefits  and prosperity to the Society, the industries have beenworst social offenders, no body could  perhaps
portray the baneful effects of   industrialisation than D.H.Lawrence;  ‘Now though perhaps no body knew it, it
was  ugliness which really betrayed the spirit of  man in the nineteenth century. The great crime which the
moneyed classes and  promoters of Industry committed in thepalmy Victorian days was the condemning of the
workers to ugliness,ugliness,ugliness;  meaningless and formless and  ugly surroundings,ugly ideals ,ugly religion,
ugly hope ,ugly love, ugly clothes, ugly  furniture, ugly houses, ugly relationship between workers and employers.
The human soul needs beauty even more than bread.

The confrontation which began between industry and environment from the birth of industrial revolution is still
going on, though in subtler form. Greater awareness among the people has forced the industries and governments
to take certain preventive measures. Public resistance  in  Edinburg  has not allowed  the British Government, to
establish  a  nuclear power plant at Edinburg. Unfortunately,  genuineconcern and greater awareness of  their
social responsibilities in this area is hardly a  serious agenda with the enterprises. Environment is only one
aspect of  responsibility. Equally important are : protection of  consumers’ rights, safeguard of  interest of   workers
and protection of Shareholders’ rights. No mechanism exists to bring into focus the performance of enterprises
in  discharging these social responsibilities. This is possible only through a system of  public Accountability. In
this context the concept of Social Audit which can enforce the enterprises to fulfil their social obligation  assumes
great importance.
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN GOVERNMENT FUNDS AND PRIVATE FUNDS

Accountability of Enterprises is essential because of  two main factors. First, there is hardly any distinction
between Government funds and private funds. Government spending is under strict scrutiny because it is tax
payers’ money which must be in public interest and should not be frittered away. Public accountability of
Government funds has been  ensured  through strict  system of control. scrutiny by the  Comptroller  andAuditor
General, the examination by the Public Accounts Committee and the Public Undertakings  Committees and the
Parliament in general through questions ,motions etc.. But spending by the private company escapes  any such
public scrutiny while the funds used by the private companies are hardly  private. Bulk of  the  funds in the private
are contributed by the commonpeoplein favour of  shares ,debentures and deposits; a large part of  the funds are
held by the public financial  institutions  like  banks, L.I.C   etc, and only a small portion is held by the owners.
In to-day’s  corporate  world there is hardly any distinction between public funds and private funds.Therefore,a
system of public accountability as it exists for Government funds is required to be introduced.

Secondly, and most importantly the private organization owe their existence to the society and earn their profits
from the society. A large number of  organizations are multi-nationals who  influence the lives of  millions of
people all over the world  by their policies and actions and products. Some of them are more resourceful and
powerful than many governments.Even in advanced industrial countries, they considerably influence and control
the policies  of  the government. It is, therefore, essential to assess as  to how they  have discharged the social
obligations and how the society has benefited or has been affected by the operations of these organizations. The
Bhopal gas tragedy which is the biggest industrial  disaster has shown how the operations if go wrong, can affect
the lives for generations and how the government, the public and the workers were kept in dark about the lethal
material the company was handling.All the organizations  have an obligation to repay their debt to the society.
While people are constantly watching andregulating governmental activities,the activities of big private
organizations are outside the public purview . The society has a right to know about their actions,their operations,
their impact and how the community in general have been affected bytheir  existence. The SacharPanel headed
by Justice Rajinder  Sachar  recommended (1978)‘Acceptance of  concept of  social responsibilities must be
reflected in the information, and  disclosure that the company make available for creditors, workers and
community . Openness in corporate affairs is the first principle in securing responsible  behaviour.

ASPECTS OF SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Public Accountability of the corporate sector can be analysed  in terms of the degree to which the companies
have fulfilled their  social obligations in the following four identified areas:

(1) Social responsibility to the consumer.

(2) Social responsibility to their own their employees.

(3) Social responsibility to the shareholders.

(4) Social responsibility to the Society and local community(e.g.-environment, pollution etc.)

THE PIONEERS

Social Audit Limited, London, a non-profit making  organization has been a  pioneer in creating  greater
awareness of  government and corporate responsiveness to the society .In his pioneering work‘the Social Audit
Consumer Hand book (1978), Charles Medawar says “ effective accountability depends not only on  provision
of information, but on a system which  sets appropriate standards  and which then ensures that a company has
much to gain by observing them and much to lose by not .And clearly depends on their being effective public
pressure-pressure which includes the law as a formal, if   perhaps imperfect, expression of  public interest, and
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also effective and open channels for public approval or criticism, as an informal and perhaps oblique expression
of  it. The fact that public criticism is oblique ( andalso unwelcome in its effect), does not mean  it is not effective.
Pain is an oblique way of telling thehuman body that some thing is wrong  with it. Public criticism may tell the
corporate body the same thing in the same way’.  What goes on in business and other  centres of power? What
standards ofbehaviours the society can  reasonably expect from business and with what  guarantee? What is the
real worth of  the product? These are some of  questionsMedawar  has raised in his consumer Hand book.
Medawar  thinks consumer interest are of  overriding importance and full  accountability of  the corporate sector
should be achieved by social audit.

Another pioneering work in the field  of  Social Audit has been Maurice Frankel’s ‘Social Audit Pollution
Handbook’(1978).In this hand book Frankel explains how to make in depth investigation  into the hazards and
collect evidence and information on toxic chemicals and substances used in factories and found in environment.
In many western countries including U.K, there is veil of  secrecy about the harmfulharmful substances used in
factories .Under the British Health and safety at Work Act 1974,an employer should give the employee the
information about the known and suspected  hazards of the substances at the workplace and the monitoring he
does. But the employer is more often than not unwilling to do so. Therefore, the information will have to be
obtained from other sources- the Factory Inspectorate, the manufacturers ,the trade union research departments
or the British Society For Social Responsibility in Science,London. As regards air pollution (emission of  Smoke
,gas ,dust) and water pollutions( discharge of  city  waster, sewers ,industrial  pollutants ) social Audit must find
out whether the company or organization has complied with the legal requirements, standards or objectives and
the  steps it has  taken to reduce the level of  discharge, emission or to treat the wastes.  In India, the standards of
quality of  air and water are required to be regulated according to Water(Prevention and control of  Pollution )
Act,1974 and Air( Prevention and control of Pollution ) Act, 1981.

INDIAN EXPERIENCE

While the  industrialized nations of the west were still groping with the concept of   Social  responsibilities of the
Corporate Bodies, Tata Iron and Steel Company(TISCO), in  their characteristic style of  enlightened business
management, adopted  the concept  of Social Audit far ahead of other  leaders in Industry .In 1979,the TISCO
amended their Articles of Association and added a new clause 3A which reads as follows:-

“The Company shall be  mindful of  its social and moral responsibilities to the consumer, employees ,share holders,
society and the local community”

By a resolution in 1979, , a social Audit team was appointed consisting of  Justice S.P Kotval, retired Chief
Justice of Bombay High Court as Chairman, Prof. Rajni  Kothari-,Director of the Centre for the study of
Developing Societies,Delhi and Prof. P.G.Mavlankar, Director  of  HaroldLaski Institute of  Political Sciences
,Ahmedabad  as members. The terms  of   reference of  the Committee  were to examine and report whether,and
the extent to which the company has fulfilled the objective contained in Clause 3A  of its Articles of Association
regarding its social and moral responsibilities to the consumers, employees , shareholders ,society and the local
community. The social Audit Report submitted by the expert committee in July 1980 is a land mark in the
history of   Indian Industry. It was the first reports of  its kind which was not known before .Notwithstanding the
initial handicaps and lack of literature on the subject the committee did commendable work and the reporting
standard was comparable to the best in the west. According to the Report,TISCO has fulfilled their social
obligations to the shareholders, employees ,the consumers and the  local community in general except  to some
extent ,environmental and work place  pollution where the Company had shown laxity.. The shareholders of
TISCO have always received their dividends on time and have been provided with all necessary information and
opportunities as regards shares of  the  Company. The Company’s wage structure and other benefits offered to the
employees were  perhaps,  the best in  country.. “The company has fulfilled its obligations“to the consumers,
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says the Report.The products of   TISCO are highly rated in terms quality, safety, and price. The committee was
highly impressed by the good work done by the company to the local community in providing housing, roads,
schools,  hospitals, markets,playgrounds and clubsfor which, the company spends Rs.10 Crores annually. The
committee was also impressed by the ideal Labour-management relations. “There has been no strike in
Jamshedpur over an industrial dispute for more than fifty years”

However the Committee was critical of the internal working condition in the siltering  plant and disappearance
of Notice advising workers of the plant to take fresh air for half an hour after every two hours of work.The Audit
committee expressed concern about the atmospheric pollution caused by smoke from the plants‘charged with
particles of coal and possibly iron and different  types of noxious gases including the deadly carbon monoxide’

TISCO fully accepted the Social Audit Report Presented in 1980.  On August 1980, The Chairman of TISCO
announced “one of the major sources of such air pollutions at Jamshedpur lies in the Steel Melting Shops.  I am
glad to inform the shareholders that the new shop we shall build as part of ourModernisaitonProgramme in
replacement of  the old Steel Melting Shop No.2 will include, at a cost of  some Rs.10  crores, all modern design
features and devices to make it virtually free from the discharge of  any objectionable matter of  gas into the air.
We shall, in keeping with the committee’s recommendations, maintain a continuing study and assessment of
social performance and its cost benefit ratio.

CONCLUSION

TISCO has shown the way.  Unfortunately no other company has come forward to introduce social audit which
only can judge the extent to which a company has fulfilled its social and moral responsibilities.  One obstacle
may be, absence of  any such provision in the Articles of  Association.  It may be pointed out here that the
Ministry of  Corporate Affairs have amended and incorporated both in the  earlier  Companies Act of  1956 and
in the new Companies Act of 2013  and made it mandatory to mention in the annual report of the company a
specific mention regarding the activities undertaken  by them in the area of social performance and  social
community welfare.  This activity report of  the Company  is subject to a  Secretarial Audit Report by a Secretarial
auditor (practicing Company Secretary), whose report  should be presented to the shareholders in its  annual
general meeting(A.G.M) along with Company’s Annual Report  together with the Report of  the Auditors’ on the
audited accounts (profit and loss account and balance sheet) as an attachment to the report.This provision in the
Companies Act of 2013, will make the  companies’ management  Statutorily  liable to bring out the  social
activities under taken by them for the benefit of  public at large in the social and community  field and the
companies can play a vital role in the social and community sector development.

***
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INTRODUCTION

Governance is defined as “policies, structures and processes that are directed to ensure accountability,
transparency, responsiveness, rule of  law, stability, equity and inclusiveness, empowerment, and broad-based
participation”. In Corporate scenario, governance simply means steering an organisation to meet the social,
legal and ethical obligations towards all the stakeholders. Corporates, being a representative of all the stakeholders
cannot function in isolation hence, it is bound to ensure that the organisation carries out its activities to meet the
desired vision. For overall strengthening of  an economy, corporate governance needs to be observed in letter and
spirit, it inter alia includes ethical governance, social governance, environmental governance, etc.

Environmental Governance, being an integral part of  Corporate Governance needs to be understood in larger
perspective.   Does it cover the land, water, soil and other biotic- abiotic factors around us or something more?
Is it limited to hydrosphere, lithosphere and atmosphere? Off  course not! Environmental governance is a wider
concept that has to be interpreted with diligence. It covers regulatory environment, natural environment, and
ethical environment.

Social governance inter alia includes practices and methodologies that are   directed towards benefitting the
society at large. Social Governance is a wide concept that incorporates sustainability, Corporate Social
Responsibility, Ethics and Integrity. Social governance is not about maintaining strict control over your social
presence, it’s about managing the experience of  all those who interact with the organization. Social Governance
is much of  organizational behaviour targeted towards customer satisfaction.

Governance and Ethics are used and described inter changeably. While Ethics is like breathing, once stopped the
body or organisation will collapse; on the other hand Governance is a very vast canvas and virtually covers
every aspect of the organisation,  to measure the pulse of Governance a question that a citizen or corporate needs
to ask - Will my action bring respect for self/the organisation? Thus responsibility of Governance is on every
citizen!!

GOVERNANCE TOWARDS NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Assessment of  environmental governance essentially covers the corporate behavior towards as global public
goods, belonging to the category of goods that are not diminished when they are shared. Issues in environmental
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governance are air, water and environment pollution, soil deterioration, green house effects, ozone nature and
its resources. In the central view of natural environment, Governance encompasses embedding the environment
at all levels of decision-making and corporate activities. It focuses on natural resources and the resource depletion,
global warming, climatic changes, health and wellness, controlled energy emission, responsible sourcing, carbon
etc.  Besides, protection of  biodiversity, conservation of  natural resources, reuse and recycling of waste, protection
of  air quality are the major concerns which needs to be looked upon. Therefore, emphasizing the connection of
people to the ecosystems in which they live and conceptualizing employees and all the corporate personnel as a
subset of  environment has become paramount. Most of  the corporates have adopted “Go Green” policies to
strengthen their environmental contribution. Following are some of  the inevitable factors ruling the healthy
governance of natural environment:

GOVT’S INITIATIVE FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Reiterating its commitment to the Paris Agreement, the Government of India (CG) has plans to make a major
shift to electric vehicles by 2030. The government is planning to offer incentives for manufacturing electric
vehicles and batteries to boost economic growth and encourage local manufacturing under its Make in India
initiative.CG has initiated for providing proactive support for Infrastructure for charging of  e-vehicles. It has
also permitted for private charging of  EVs at residence/office. Further, it has also permitted for delicensing of
public charging stations.  . Presently a large amount of the foreign exchange is being used for oil imports, these
initiatives of  the CG will help in saving substantial foreign exchange reserves which can be used for the infra
needs of  the country.  CG is directed towards ensuring safe, healthy and pollution- free environment thereby
leading to protection of ecological systems.

MEASURES TAKEN BY GOVERNMENT

        The Environment Protection Act,  The Air (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Act, The Water Prevention
and Control of Pollution Act, plays a pivotal role in prevention, control and abatement of environment, air and
water, prohibiting the use of  polluting fuels and substances that gives rise to pollution,  prohibit the discharge of
pollutants into water bodies beyond a given standard  established  framework for planning and implementing
long-term requirements of environmental safety and laying down a system of speedy and adequate response to
situations threatening the environment, and lays down penalties for non-compliance.

Hazardous Wastes (Management, Handling and Transboundary) Rules, 2008, brought out a guide for manufacture,
storage and import of  hazardous chemicals and for management of  hazardous wastes. Biomedical Waste
(Management and Handling) Rules, 1998, were formulated along parallel lines, for proper disposal, segregation,
transport, etc. of  infectious wastes. Municipal Solid Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules, 2000, aim at
enabling municipalities to dispose municipal solid waste in a scientific manner. The Public Liability Insurance
Act, 1991  provide for damages to victims of an accident, which occurs as a result of handling any hazardous
substance and is applicable to all owners associated with the production or handling of any hazardous chemicals.
The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 provides for effective protection of the wild life and to control poaching,
smuggling and illegal trade in wildlife and its derivatives.

In the heap of tremendous anti-ecological activities like pollution, deforestation, global warming,   etc. government
has laid down several precautionary and protection measures. In order to reduce pollution, government initiated
road traffic rationing, including implementing odd and even formula thus the reducing the number of cars on the
road, metro projects across various major cities to combat traffic congestion, increasing green cover alongside
roads, watering the trees along the roads, vacuum cleaning of roads, promoting Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, cleaning
and connecting the rivers and water bodies, etc. are the noteworthy initiatives taken by the government. In order
to improve hazardous waste management, government has set up more number of dustbins on the roads, parks
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and other public places, direction of  waste classification as dry waste and wet waste, decomposition of
biodegradable waste, separate dumping units for medical waste, penalties for disposing the industry sewage in
the rivers and canals, etc. Corporates have installed LED bulbs in the premises, proximity sensors for automatic
switch on and switch offs, incorporating Energy Efficiency MoU's, carpooling, rainwater harvesting etc. for
water and energy conservation. Several Acts under environmental legislations have been laid down that impose
strict penalties on violation of toxic emissions, etc.

Recently the Central Government has initiated phasing out single use plastic in the country w.e.f. 2nd October,
2019. It would help to reduce usage of plastic thus preventing chocking of rivers, streams, and reduce hazardous
effects of  such plastic on the environment at large. However we need to gauge the practices followed by the
developing nations in destroying and usage of plastic products instead of mass closure of such industries and face
other massive challenges.

SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

Social governance is defined as organisational practices and methodologies that are   directed towards benefitting
the society at large. It is branch of  governance that seeks social welfare.  Social Governance is a wide concept that
incorporates sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility, Ethics, Integrity, etc. Social governance is not
about maintaining strict control over your social presence, it’s about managing the experience of  all those who
interact with the organization. Social Governance is much of  organizational behaviour targeted towards customer
satisfaction. It is about analysing and optimizing every customer touchpoint.

Thus, social governance is enabling the mases to raise their standard of  living. If  executed correctly, social
governance can deliver positive and seamless brand value to the organisations and its stakeholders.

There are several Social Governance initiatives coordinated by the Central and State   Government, the prominent
ones amongst those are:

The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural employment guranteee scheme (which has immensely helped the
agricultural labourers and village folks) Rashtriya swatch yojna (which is repackaged as Swatch Bharat Yojna),
National Food Security Mission, Integrated Child Development Programmes, Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission, National Literacy Mission, National Pension Scheme, Gram Vihyut Yojna, Jan Dhan Yojna
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna, Aayushman Bharat, Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojna etc. Considering the fact unlike
the developed nations, India do not have a social security comfort for the aged and unemployed.  Various
initiatives being programmed by the central and state governments have been a catalyst to trickle benefits and
opportunities and helped in linking the cities with the towns and villages, creating employment opportunities,
raising literacy and enabling government health care benefits.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a self-regulating model that helps a company be socially accountable to
itself, its stakeholders, the public and return back to the society and the stakeholders’ part of the wealth earned
by the company. The Companies Act, 2013 mandated the corporates, crossing certain thresholds in terms of  Net
Worth, Turnover and Profit to:

– Constitute CSR Committee, having a composition as prescribed in the Act; and

– Contribute at least 2% of  their average of  the last immediately preceding three financial years' net profit
to the CSR and this amount is reproduced in the board report. Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013
lists out several activities like measures for the benefit of armed forces veterans, war widows and their
dependents, Eradicating hunger, poverty and malnutrition, protection of  national heritage, art and
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culture, slum area development, etc. The activities of  the schedule are only illustrative and not exhaustive.
Thus, the schedule is to be liberally interpreted in order to meet the essence of the activities.

FEW NOTABLE CSR ACTIVITIES

1. The Tata Group

The Tata Group conglomerate in India carries out various CSR projects, most of  which are community
improvement and poverty alleviation programs. Through self-help groups, it has engaged in women
empowerment activities, income generation, rural community development, and other social welfare
programs. In the field of education, the Tata Group provides scholarships and endowments for numerous
institutions.

The group also engages in healthcare projects, such as the facilitation of child education, immunization,
and creation of  awareness of  AIDS. Other areas include economic empowerment through agriculture
programs, environment protection, providing sports scholarships, and infrastructure development,
such as hospitals, research centers, educational institutions, sports academy, and cultural centers.
Although the statutory limits of  contribution towards CSR is  2% of  the average net profits of  immediately
preceding three financial year  of  the company, the Tata group through its holding company contributes
much more towards  CSR without any pomp and show,

2. Mahindra and Mahindra Limited

Indian automobile manufacturer Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) established the K. C. Mahindra
Education Trust in 1954, followed by Mahindra Foundation in 1969 with the purpose of  promoting
education. The company primarily focuses on education programs to assist economically and socially
disadvantaged communities.

Its CSR programs invest in scholarships and grants, livelihood training, healthcare for remote areas,
water conservation, and disaster relief programs. M&M runs various programs across the country such
as Nanhi Kali focusing on education for girls, Mahindra Pride Schools for industrial training, Lifeline
Express for healthcare services in remote areas project Haryali which aims at adding 1 million trees
every year to add to India’s green cover and integrated watershed management program being carried
out in various villages of Madhya Pradesh.

3. Tech Mahindra Limited

Tech Mahindra’s social initiatives are carried out by its two CSR arms viz. Tech Mahindra Foundation
and Mahindra Educational Institutions.

The Foundation essentially works with children, youth and from urban, disadvantaged communities in
India, with a special focus on women and persons with disabilities. Tech Mahindra Foundation in last
financial year has successfully steered 167 high-impact projects with more than 90 partners, reaching
out to more than 150,000 children, teachers and youth across various locations.

The key initiatives in the area of School Education include:

All Round Improvement in School Education (ARISE) where in educational initiatives are long-term school
improvement programmes, in partnership with local governments and partner organizations. The Foundation
has adopted 50 schools across India and worked with 22 partners to turn them around into model schools of
excellence. ARISE+ is a variant of  ARISE in which children with disabilities are provided chronic therapy as
well as special education to help them lead more fulfilling lives.
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Shikshaantar, envisioned as a programme for enhancing capacity of  government school teachers, has taken rapid
strides the foundation has been working with the East Delhi Municipal Corporation since 2013 to manage its In-
Service Teacher Education Institute (ITEI), where teachers from nearly 400 primary schools receive quality
training on a regular basis. The Foundation has the responsibility of  training over 60% of  primary school
teachers in Delhi. In addition to these, the Foundation has also worked with Municipal Corporations in Chennai,
Hyderabad, Pune & Thane for strengthening capacities of government school teachers.

Skills-for-Market Training (SMART) is the Foundation’s flagship programme in employability. It is built on
the vision of an educated, enlightened and employed India, and a belief that educated and skilled youth are the
country’s true strength. In last financial year around 17,595 able and disabled young women and men were
trained under the SMART program, majority of  the graduates are placed in jobs upon successful completion of
the training, across multiple industries.

Mahindra Educational Institutions (MEI)

Mahindra École Centrale (MEC), College of  Engineering, established by Tech Mahindra in collaboration with
École Centrale Paris and JNTU Hyderabad, is enabling technical education for bright students

ISR vis-a-vis CSR

Talking about social governance, the role of  Individual Social Responsibility (ISR) cannot be ignored. ISR is all
about an individual becoming responsible in his/her actions that affect communities outside his/her immediate
circle. ISR is not about philanthropy but also a self-understanding of  responsibility towards the environment.
Social governance cannot be laid unless the role of ISR in it is recognized and acted upon. Unless all the
employees, management personnel and other workforce in the organization are aware of  their duties and serious
about their responsibilities towards the environment. Though the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) has got a statutory place in the Companies Act 2013 individual social responsibility being the root of CSR
has no place in any statute or any other provision.  However we see lot of ISR carried out by various corporate
citizens by sparing there family time in weekends for the CSR activities viz. teaching students in municipal
schools, escorting and arranging  outings for the physically challenged students, tree plantations, cleaning the
streets along with municipal workers after the Ganpati and Diwali festival

CSR is called strategic CSR when it is directed to meet company’s financial and non-financial goals. Strategic
CSR is simply- CSR put in regular practices by corporates to meet their mission and vision. Apart from schedule
VII activities, CSR can also be utilized to train municipal school teachers, train students to face interviews,
arrange free healthcare check-ups for the employees, improve sanitation facilities, create awareness about wastage
of food at public or company canteens.

MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL GOVERNANCE (ESG)

Monitoring of  the ESG activities is an important element in the overall impact assessment of  governance.
Virtuality in governance activities is a big hurdle that makes the processes of Corporate Governance doubtful!
Corporates should keep a strong surveillance on the activities enlisted in their ESG policy. Periodical checking
of ESG activities and feedback process   should be carried out at regular intervals. The role of Board of Directors
should not be limited only towards recognition and formulation of the policies for ESG but should also involve
continuous assessment of  the policy. In case a company is engaged in an ongoing project for ESG, quarterly audit
of the cost involved in it should be done and reported to board. This would bring more transparency in the
overall governance   activities and add value to the efforts of  the company.  Active participation of  all associates
of the corporates would result in achieving collective goals of organization.
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SUSTAINABILITY

            When we hear the word “sustainability”, we tend to think of renewable fuel sources, reducing carbon
footprints, protecting environments and a way of  keeping the delicate ecosystems of  our planet in balance.
Sustainability is defined as “the study of how natural systems function, remain diverse and produce everything
it needs for the ecology to remain in balance.”  Simply, sustainability means avoidance of  the depletion of
natural resources in order to maintain an ecological balance. Sustainability occupies a prime role in the ambit of
social governance as it looks to protect our natural environment, human and ecological health, while driving
innovation and not compromising our way of  life. Sustainability initiatives drive the organization towards
achieving the collective goals of  environment protection and economic development. Following are the critical
when it comes to sustainable development:

— The Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI World)

The DJSI assesses companies on corporate governance, environmental and social performance and
sustainable business practices. Over the last few years, many Indian corporates have adopted strategies
that help the businesses achieve long-term growth while protecting and preserving the environment.

— Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)

SASB connects businesses and investors on the financial impacts of  sustainability. SASB’s mission is to
help businesses around the world identify, manage and report on the sustainability topics that matter
most to their investors.

SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES BY CORPORATES

1. Samsung LED TV screens have come up with eco- friendly LED backlight. They
use 40% less electricity have also no harmful chemicals like mercury and
lead.

2. Tata Consultancy Services TCS has a globally recognized Sustainability practice and has already
topped the Newsweek’s top World’s Greenest Company title. It also has a
global green score of 80.4% and this has mainly achieved due to the
initiative of creating technology for agricultural and community benefits.

3 Tech Mahindra Limited Tech Mahindra through its sustainability team aims to reduce the carbon
footprint by installing solar modules, retrofitting LEDs, installing motion
sensors, using star rated and efficient equipment and reducing, recycling
and reusing waste. Decrease transport emissions by using improved
logistics policies and through inventory control measures.

The sustainability-focused areas  of  Tech Mahindra are:

• Going Carbon Neutral : Increasing use of renewable energy;
Improving Energy Efficiency; implementing carbon price;
decreasing business travel; optimising logistics; moving towards
low carbon economy and ensuring environmental stability

• Saying No to plastic Using Biodegradable materials, encouraging
associates also to use eco-friendly products, awareness on
preventing single-use plastic
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• Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover Implementing process of
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Recover across the value chain to
reduce waste

• Innovation- Becoming future ready by proactively encouraging
Innovative thinking across the organization and going digital

GOING BEYOND THE LAW

Mere incorporation of sustainability and other governance practices in the corporate mission and vision statements
may not suffice it also requires practical commitments! Simply reflection of social governance initiatives in the
Business Responsibility Report of  the organisation is a mirage, but actual steps taken to account its enforceability
is important! The sad part in the overall movement of these sustainability and governance initiatives is that they
have got no place in the statute. Unlike CSR, ESG has only got place in the ethical rule books! Hence, it is
important to understand the role of ESG in the overall growth and development of the organisation. It is not
only an important price indicator, but also a tool to build strong brand value and dignity in the society. Thus, it
is necessary to comply with social governance norms, in letter and spirit.

Like culture, governance is a core component of  the unique characteristics of  a strong social environment.
Greatness can be achieved only when good governance principles and practises are applied at all spheres and
that’s why governance is important. Respecting regulatory framework in the country is equally important. Thus,
we all shall pledge towards a healthy, accountable and sustainable environment.

CONCLUSION

The environment or social governance is an ongoing process, it needs to be deep rooted and imbibed as a culture
of  the organisations which will help in nation building. Merely enacting the laws, rules, regulations and knee
jerk reactions of  the government on happening / non happening of  a particular act/deed will not help. All
citizens should be encouraged to engage in ISR, CSR and ESG activities only then it will become a mass
movement which will give a satisfaction for a cause!!

SOURCE

1. Green Climate Fund website

2. https://www.environmentalscience.org/sustainability

3. Companies Act, 2013

4. Annual Reports of  TCS - TATA group, Mahindra and Mahindra Limited and Tech Mahindra Limited.

***
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INTRODUCTION

“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not every man's greed”(Mahatma Gandhi).

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan has become a ‘Jan Andolan’ receiving tremendous support from the people. Citizens too
have turned out in large numbers and pledged for a neat and cleaner India. Taking the broom to sweep the streets,
cleaning up the garbage, focusing on sanitation and maintaining a hygienic environment have become a practice
after the launch of  the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. People have started to take part and are helping spread the
message of ‘Cleanliness is next to Godliness.1 ’

During last decade, environmental issues have been receiving increasing attention in all spheres of  life, including
greater coverage in the media. There is also a growing awareness of  the need and importance of  involving people
actively in the protection of  environment and management of  the natural resources of  their locality. While the
disasters, like the Bhopal tragedy and Chernobyl accident, the recent nuclear plant emissions in Japan have
heightened the awareness among the general public and the governments as to the grave dangers, the most
significant contribution of the nascent environmental movement in India has been to bring into sharp focus the
vital connection between growing poverty of vast numbers of marginalised people and the accelerating
environmental degradation and the need to involve people especially the affected people actively in the protection
and management of the natural resources, especially the Common Property Resources (CPRs), like forests,
rivers and grazing lands.

This Article deals with a very important and crucial function of company secretaries and lists out certain practical tips in
an endeavor to take advantage of pivotal position in the corporate organization in pushing philanthropic agenda of the
nation concerning all the residents of the nation through environmental education which is an integral part of the strategy
for ecological development, environmental improvement and protection as well as prevention of environmental degradation.
Such an approach becomes a medium and process of  creating awareness about man’s relationship with his natural as well

A-16
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as social and man-made environment. It should aim at enabling individuals and communities to understand the complex
formation of environment that results from interaction of their biological, physical, social, economic and cultural aspects
along with knowledge, values, attitudes and skills acquired over the years.

The Earth is the only planet in our solar system that supports life. Rising levels of  greenhouse gases and melting
glaciers are rapidly changing the climate. There is new and stronger evidence that most of  the global warming is
attributed to human activities. In society there were problems, there are problems and there will be problems.
We have to find answers to these problems.

Protection of environment and its limited natural resources has been the confronting situation in the era of
competitive industrial development. International and regional communities have time and again tabled their
concern at various international forums so as to check and balance the degrading quality of the environment.
The conventions, declarations and treaties have been a step forward towards sustainability in developmental
approach.

It has been observed that during rampant industrial development, natural resources are extracted at a rate far
greater than their capacity to regenerate. Pollutants are pumped back into the natural ecosystems at rates higher
than they can be absorbed and cleaned up. The expert estimates on the economic losses usually do not include the
losses due to ecological destruction.

The drastic increase in the global population has lead to a situation where the basic requirements of life appear
to be far behind the present requirement of  the day. To meet the challenge, efforts are made to utilize technologies
in hand to achieve high productivity in a sustainable manner.

Environmental protection was perceived by many as an obstacle to development. However, it is now accepted
that human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and
productive life in harmony with nature.

A basic requirement of any environmental protection system is that it should enter the planning process as early
as possible so that its role becomes more one of developing alternatives than of resisting a particular course of
action.

In addition to the deteriorating quality of  air, water and other components of  our environment, the poor lack
access to basic amenities, such as food and water, housing, clothing, transport and the myriad other basic needs.

INDUSTRIES’ CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY

The industrial sector is one of  the main sectors that contribute to the Indian GDP. The country ranks fourteenth
in the factory output in the world. The industrial sector is made up of manufacturing, mining and quarrying, and
electricity, water supply, and gas sectors.

Real GDP or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at constant (2011-12) prices in the year 2018-19 is estimated at
Rs.140.78 lakh crore showing a growth rate of 6.81 percent over First Revised Estimates of GDP for the year
2017-18 of  Rs.131.80 lakh crore. Nominal GDP or GDP at current prices in the year 2018-19 is estimated at Rs.
190.10 lakh crore, with growth rate of  11.20 percent against 170.95 lakh crore for 2017-18 in Indian rupee.

At constant prices GVA (Gross Value Added), GNI (Gross National Income) and NNI (Net National Income)
of  India are estimated at Rs. 129.07 lakh crore, Rs. 139.32 lakh crore, and Rs. 123.30 lakh crore, respectively. At
current prices, these figures are Rs. 172.00 lakh crore, Rs.188.17 lakh crore, and Rs.168.37 lakh crore.
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In new series, figures are available since 2004-05. GDP of  India has expanded by 2.57 times from 2004-05 to
2018-19.

According to IMF World Economic Outlook (April-2019), GDP (nominal) of  India in 2019 at current prices is
projected at $2,972 billion. India contributes 3.36% of total world's GDP in exchange rate basis. India shares
17.5 percent of the total world population and 2.4 percent of the world surface area. This projection would make
India as 5th largest economy of the world.

India is at 3rd position after China and Japan among Asian Countries. India shares around of 9% of total Asia's
GDP (nominal).

Economy of  India in 2019 is projected at 11,468 billion international dollar, 3rd largest economy of  the world
after United States and China. India contributes 7.98% of  total world's GDP. India shares over 16 percent of
total Asia's GDP (PPP). Gross domestic product (GDP) of India at purchasing power parity (PPP) is 3.86 times
more than GDP at nominal. (source:http://statisticstimes.com/economy/gdp-of-india.php)

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND INCREASE IN POLLUTION

Rapid industrialisation in India has not only led to the economic development but on the other hand it has
increased pollution of  land, water, noise and air.

Air pollution

It is caused by the presence of  poisonous gases such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen-oxides and sulphur oxides.
Factories producing paper, bricks, metals and other factories which burn fossils fuels pollute the air. Emissions
of poisonous gases by the industries affect the human health, animal plants etc.

Water pollution

The untreated industrial waste effluents dumped into nearby water bodies like lakes, rivers and sea by the
factories lead to water pollution. This polluted water becomes unfit for human use and also for irrigation. It also
affects the human life.

Soil pollution

This is caused by the presence of man-made chemicals or other alteration in the natural soil environment. The
incidence of  this type is quite common due to leakages from underground tanks storage, application of  pesticides,
oil and fuel dumping, leaching of wastes from landfills or direct discharge of industrial wastes to the soil.

Noise pollution

This is caused by the industrial and constructional activities, machinery, factory equipment, generators, etc.
Noise pollution can be reduced by efficient machines producing less or no sound. Noise absorbers may also be
used. Economic development should be consistent without degrading the environment.

MEASURES TO CONTROL ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

India is one of  the oldest civilization in the world, with kaleidoscopic variety and rich cultural heritage. To
accelerate the efforts to achieve universal sanitation coverage and to put focus on sanitation, the Prime Minister
of  India launched the Swachh Bharat Mission on 2nd October, 2014. The Swachh Bharat Mission, which aims
to achieve Swachh Bharat by 2019, as a fitting tribute to the 150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi.

http://statisticstimes.com/economy/gdp-of-india.php)
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Environment and Constitution of India

To protect and improve the environment is a constitutional mandate. It is a commitment for a country wedded
to the ideas of  a welfare State. The Indian Constitution contains specific provisions for environment protection
under the chapters of Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties.

In Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v State of  UP, also known as the Dehradun quarrying case, the
Supreme Court for the first time held that the right to wholesome environment is a part of right to life and
personal liberty guaranteed under Article 21 of  the Constitution. Under Article 48(A) the State shall endeavour
to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of  the country. Article 51(A)
speaks on fundamental duties of all the concerned to protect environment.

ROLE OF CORPORATE BODIES THROUGH CSR

Corporate houses should be encouraged, through push and pull by company secretaries, to participate in the
Strategic Business Management as an essential part of the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). There is
realisation that a healthy workforce can contribute towards better services for their output.

Company Secretary is a key functionary in the corporate pyramid. With increasing emphasis on the principles
of good governance and on compliances, responsibilities of Company Secretary have increased manifolds towards
safeguarding the interests of all stakeholders.

It is discernible from the above discussion that a Company Secretary has a role to play in Environmental
compliance. It is a statutory role and one that should never be overlooked. The Company Secretary today is
considered to be part of  the “mind” of  the Company. The company secretary is a policy maker.

The Company Secretary who is involved in strategic planning within the organisation can influence planning on
environmental matters so that the company embraces measures aimed at cleaner production, pollution control,
recycling of wastes, water harvesting and the use of cleaner energy resources in place of hydrocarbons.

The Company can take part in environmental awareness campaigns that corporations launch once in a while.
Attendance and contribution at seminars by the Company Secretary may serve to disseminate environmental
education both within the company and to the communities which may be affected by the activities of the
company. Knowledge of  environmental regulations requirements, penalties and compliance measures will
certainly come in handy for the Company.

The Company should strive and take part in “sustainable development” this being the development that meets
the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability to use the same by future generation.

The air we breathe, the land we walk on, the water we use, the climate, sound, aesthetics and all our surroundings
form what is called the environment. We all have a duty to protect, safeguard and enhance the environment.
Compliance with all regulations and initiation of measures to conserve the environment is part of the duty of the
Company Secretary even as individual element of  society.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Although India has a rich and long history of  environmental laws dating back to the 1970s, it still ranks very low
on air and water pollution levels compared to the rest of the world resulting in higher rates of infant mortality
and lower life expectancy rates. Poor sanitation conditions and sewage problems compound the problem affecting
the health of ordinary citizens in India.

The reasons for this disconnect between enlightened environmental laws and high levels of  pollution could be
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traced to lax enforcement of  existing environmental laws, discrepancies in the environmental guidelines for
businesses to follow between the central government and at the state levels, and the existence of a large number
of  SMEs who neither have the resources nor the technical skills to adhere to the existing environmental laws.

Every year people all over the world celebrate World Environment Day, with plans in mind to save earth and the
environment. But sometimes we need to ask ourselves: will we really execute our plans?  The existence of nature
is the proof  of  our own existence and everybody appreciates the existence of  water, forest, animals, flora and
fauna, but unfortunately these can be misused and end up being harmed. The environment is polluted by various
things such as radioactive elements, plastics, sewage, domestic waste and industrial pollution.

Nobody is a perfect environmentalist, however, together we can take some honest steps to reduce the amount of
resources consumed and waste that is generated.

The target groups can be persuaded to take into consideration following suggestions and make it a habit to help
achieve the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and preserve scarce resources and protect the planet and go green to save our
environment!

1. We can reduce the water wastage by:-

– Reducing the bathing time

– Install a low-flow showerhead

– Turn off  the water in the sink while shaving or brushing your teeth

– Shift to low flow model to save water with each flush

– Fix leaking pipes

– Wherever possible, try not to use water as a cleaning solution. Baking Soda and Vinegar can work
just as well as other cleaning products.

– Install aeration nozzles on all taps

Water conservation is very necessary as a lot of  energy is required to pump water from the river into our
home.

2. Unplug chargers, turn off lights and appliances not in use like computers, laptops and phones when you
leave for the day.

3. Replace regular light bulbs in your home with compact fluorescent bulbs (CFL)

4. Join the car pool or public transportation to save fuel and its cost.

5. Avoid using disposable cup or coffee mug at work in order to save space in the landfill and energy. You
can bring your own ceramic cup or coffee mug to work.

6. When you make purchases, try to opt for the brands that use recyclable packaging.

7. Bring your meal in a reusable container and don’t buy an additional plastic container for it. Don’t
generate waste with a plastic fork and plastic takeout container. Use a reusable container if  bringing in
lunch from home.

8. Start a recycling program in your home, office or community.
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9. Start paying your bills online and ask companies to stop paper bills from being sent to you. Print and
copy on both sides of  the paper. It helps to save paper and trees.

10. Use reusable grocery bags rather than plastic bags

11. Get your IT equipment like computers, laptop, printer and phones recycled or decomposed in order to
reduce related air pollution and water pollution. It can take a million years to decompose.

12. Use a more eco-friendly disposable or cloth in place of nappy of the child as it adds million tons of waste
in landfills each year.

13. Recycle newspaper, bows and gift bags by reusing them. We can also create something unique by using
old newspaper and cloth.

14. Instead of  purchasing a plastic water bottle, buy an appropriate reusable container. A plastic bottle takes
thousands of  years to decompose and because it’s not recycled or biodegradable.

15. Plant a tree to reduce air pollution as shady landscape enhances the value of the property and reduce the
energy consumption

16. Put the cruise control button on your car to work as you can get better mileage. With increasing gasoline
prices, this is a boon for your budget and the environment too.

17. We can save about 10% of  your energy use by adjusting your thermostat in winter and summer.

18. Try to get your phone recycled as it introduces very harmful and toxic substances into the environment
and go into landfills.

19. Maintain the vehicle by regularly checking the air filter and giving it a clean flow. This will help your
car more efficiently. It’s also important to inflate your tyres to a specific pressure as it reduces tyre-wear
and helps the fuel economy.

20. You can conserve energy in your home by

– Setting your freezer temperature 0-5 or refrigerator temperature at 36-38

– Minimising door opening while using the oven

– Avoid using chemicals to clean your home, use a microfiber cloth.

21. Buy wooden toys instead of  throwaway plastic toys

22. Take the stairs instead of  using lifts.

***
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In his report to the UN Millennium Summit, Kofi Annan, described the world of globalization,

“… as a new context for and a new connectivity among economic actors and activities throughout the world. Globalization
has been made possible by the progressive dismantling of  barriers to trade and capital mobility, together with fundamental
technological advances and steadily declining costs of transportation, communication and computing. Its integrative logic
seems inexorable, its momentum irresistible.”1

“It is widely recognised that the on-going globalisation is considerably driven by trade and investment
liberalisation.2  The lowering of trade and investment barriers, and increased market access coupled with
advances in international communication (including digital networks), transportation, finance, trade facilitation
and knowledge-based services have led to increasingly interdependent economies in a global marketplace.”3

The revolution in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and a reduction in market controls have
also aided international inter dependence through mergers and acquisitions, strategic alliances and joint venture
projects.

Corporates play a major role in influencing lives of people all over the world whether they are employees,
consumers or investors. Businesses operate with the support of  all stakeholders i.e. investors, employees,
consumers, vendors and the society at large. Business being an entity operating in the society has the obligation
to serve its stakeholders in some form or the other. Corporates must return to their stakeholders asthe stakeholders
provide the resources for the sustenance of the corporates.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the appropriate example for the concept of  giving back to the society.
CSR is made mandatory in India for companies under section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013 which states that
companies having turnover of  Rs. 1000 crore of  more, net worth of  Rs. 500 crore or more and net profit of  Rs.
5 crore or more during the immediately preceding financial year have to contribute towards CSR. This provision
has brought various companies in this bracket wherein they have to contribute towards activities mentioned in
Schedule 7 of  the Companies Act, 2013. Companies like IndusInd Bank contribute towards women literacy,
rural development, solar panel installations etc through its IndusInd Foundation with total CSR expenditure of
around Rs. 20.474  crores. Further conglomerates like Aditya Birla Group have widespread CSR programmes in
the form of healthcare activities, school education projects, rural and environmental development programmes
and social empowerment activities and they have contributed Rs. 29.845 crores for its CSR projects in 2017-18.

A-22
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Businesses all over the world have global responsibilities as they have huge resources at their disposal. “To put
the matter bluntly, I seriously doubt that a globalized conception of  justice-as-fairness licenses multinational
businesses to avoid the duty of  aid by hiding behind convenient self-serving proclamations of  "limited economic
missions," at least without incurring a charge of unjust ideological manoeuvring on this point.”6

CSR has not been implemented up to the expected level however corporates are eventually shifting towards
fulfilling their obligation towards the society as the concept of distributive justice imposes an obligation on
corporates to contribute a portion of  its wealth to the society. “The root idea I advocate is that Rawls' theory of
justice can be deployed? beyond its original intent yet in line with its spirit? to underwrite a prima facie obligation
of international business to render aid to ameliorate suffering on behalf of the inhabitants of developing countries
in which they operate.”7

Ethics and governance have taken a very strong seat in the prevailing corporate environment where the investors,
directors and auditors aim towards transparency and accountability. Ethics is a product of  the traditions and
customs of  a society that have evolved over a period of  time. Ethics are not laws, they vary from place to place.
Different corporations follow a different ethical code or code of conduct however there are some internationally
set standards that are to be followed by all corporations worldwide.

For example, the standards established under World Trade Organisation are to be followed by all member
nations. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)8  specifies clauses of  Most Favoured Nation Principle
and National Treatment Principle which puts an obligation on the member countries to treat all other states
equally. Another instance can be the ‘Sustainable Development Goals’ (SDGs) adopted by the UN Member
States in 2015 with a pledge to ‘Leave No One Behind’. Businesses cannot operate in an environment inundated
with poverty, unequal distribution of  income, lack of  appropriate resources and environmental degradation.
Hence, it is of  paramount importance for the corporates to align themselves with the SDGs i.e. the global goals
so as to aid and catalyse the process of global development. Business and the society go hand in hand and a
business cannot prosper without the development of the society and vice-versa. The Corporate Social
Responsibility given to the companies across the globe presents them with an opportunity to the companies to
contribute their bit for attaining the global goals. Corporates command huge resources at their disposal which
makes it all the more necessary for them to use their expertise and efficiency to address the environmental and
social goals.

In order to achieve good environmental governance the corporates are expected to abide by the principles such
as the Precautionary Principle and Polluter Pays Principle which aim towards sustainable development by
instructing corporates to preserve and maintain the environment by taking concrete steps to reduce pollution.

Corporates shift towards countries with lax environmental standards thereby giving rise to a menace such as
carbon leakage. This has given rise to a concept known as pollution havens in which developing or least developed
countries (LDCs) are being polluted at the cost of the developed countries because all the “dirty industries” are
shifted to such developing countries and LDCs. This violates the concept of justice as one country is bearing the
cost of  development of  some other country in this way justice and fairness is hindered in the global scenario. The
concept of global justice would prevail when a portion of wealth of these corporates would be used to reduce the
deterioration created by them in such developing and least developed countries. As per my interpretation the
ethical standards of the multi-national companies should be such that they do not compromise on the well-being
of its stakeholders including employees, investors, environment etc.

Multi-national corporations have a huge responsibility to contributing towards global development in terms of
environmental and social governance as they are global organisations which operate across many nations, they
have the power to influence the lives of  people worldwide not only through their products and services but also
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through their contribution to the society. These organisations should have a proper code of  conduct for
maintenance of social issues such as human rights so that human rights are not violated in any form and the
mandatory code of conduct would enable these organisations to abide by the rules of the international conventions
for human rights. Child labour issues can also be tackled by the business organisations as they have the money
and resources at their disposal to contribute towards this cause so that people can be prevented from falling into
the vicious circle of  poverty. While analysing the concept of  global governance, we can derive at the conclusion
that distribution or transfer of wealth from one person to another is a valid concept and in this manner flow of
funds or resources from corporates to the underprivileged is an effective way of achieving equality by providing
the necessary resources to the unequal or the less fortunate as corporates grow in the society, they have a
responsibility to contribute for the betterment of it.

In order to maintain good social governance many corporates have used the concept of  consumer labelling which
is a market-based method for improving labour standards wherein a particular mark is put on the goods which
provides information about production processes and allows consumers in making their consumption choices.
For example,‘Rugmark’  label on hand-knotted carpets from India indicates that they have not been produced by
child labor.  The conditions for use of  the Rugmark9 are that the exporters undertake:

— not use child labor in any area of production; and

— to pay all workers at least the minimum wage as set by Indian law.

In addition to the Rugmark, there is the ‘Woolmark’ label of  the International Wool Secretariat.  The label is
granted to manufacturers who agree to meet certain criteria set out by the International Wool Secretariat.  Since
October 1993, all Woolmark licensees producing hand-knotted carpets in India, Pakistan, Nepal, China and
Morocco have to sign a declaration.10

“Corporate governance is concerned with holding the balance between economic and social goals and between
individual and communal goals. The corporate governance framework is there to encourage the efficient use of
resources and equally to require accountability for the stewardship of those resources.”11

The biggest challenge for the companies today is the production of smarter and cleaner products for the consumers
as the world is moving towards sustainable products. The world is changing and the companies can no more take
the environment and the resources for granted. This puts an obligation on the corporates to discharge their duties
towards the stakeholders in terms of  environmental and social governance.

“For investors to determine which companies are best equipped to handle, and even potentially help resolve, any
of  these global challenges, it has become essential to have an effective way to evaluate their ESG practices.ESG
encourages a broader view and allow investors to look beyond their traditional remit. ESG information about
corporations is vital to understand corporate purpose, strategy and management quality of  companies. ESG
factors cover a wide spectrum of issues that traditional remit. ESG information about corporations is vital to
understand corporate purpose, strategy and management quality of  companies. ESG factors cover a wide spectrum
of issues that traditionally are not part of  financial analysis, yet may have financial relevance. This might include
how corporations respond to climate change, how good they are with water management, how effective their
health and safety policies are in the protection against accidents, how they manage their supply chains, how they
treat their workers and whether they have a corporate culture that builds trust and fosters innovation.”12

ESG considers the long-term perspective as it takes into account the long-term that would be achieved by better
governance rather than the short-term goal of  next quarter or year. Investors favouring ESG are more interested
in creating a long-term value as they consider governance to be a key to competitive success. Many investors
make it clear that they expect companies to have a proactive approach when it comes to governance. The world
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is moving towards the concept of sustainability. “Corporate sustainability is understood as the ability of companies
to positively influence environmental, social and economic development through their governance practices
and market presence.”13

Thus, the concept of environmental and social governance demands some form of contribution from the corporates
towards the society at large.

“ESG norms are progressively defining the way businesses should operate, particularly in developed markets.
environmental sensitivity continues to rise as health, lifestyle and economic risks are increasingly quantified.
social imbalances are becoming political hot potatoes: whether it’s rising economic disparities and opportunities,
gender biases or social class systems. And governance makes headlines – until recently more often the lack of it
– with progressively lower odds of sparing those that let down or get caught.”14

“In the Indian context, governance takes priority over social and environmental aspects since minority
shareholders stand to lose in the absence of  governance,” said Nilesh Shah, MD of  Kotak Mahindra Asset
Management Co. Ltd. “It is also important for investors to focus on companies that are adopting socially and
environmentally sustainable practices”. “As fund houses, it is in our interest to adopt ESG investing – thereby
attempting to create a positive ecosystem of  ESG-compliant businesses,” he added. “Pressure from investors
will prompt companies to change and become more ESG compliant before regulations kick in to make ESG
compliance compulsory”.15

“George Brenkert's observation states that the concept of affordability ought to be replaced by a broader concept
of capability that would encompass not only a corporation's financial resources but other non-monetary resources
at its disposal as well.”16

Also, it is not just the responsibility of  the corporates to work for the upliftment of  the society. The governments
should also play huge role in providing the requisite aid as corporates cannot be forced to contribute to the extent
that they reach the verge of  insolvency or lose their comparative advantage. Corporates would not operate if
they lose their comparative advantage as the major purpose of a business enterprise is to earn profits. No
business can exist without profit, thus it is essential for businesses to retain their comparative advantage so that
they can earn the desired profits. However, the earning of  profits has to be ethical and transparent. This ethical
behaviour of  businesses enables them to earn profits in manner whereby no harm is caused to any person or body
nor is there any unjust enrichment of any kind.

Also, in my opinion, governance is not in control of  a single corporate or even for that matter a single MNC. It
can be achieved only by having an autonomous international organisation that looks into the matter of  achieving
good governance through business ethics wherein it can monitor and analyse the contribution of corporates.

As the theory of  utilitarianism states that every activity should have some good for maximum number of  people
or the happiness of  maximum number of  people is important. Similarly, the concept of  business ethics and
responsible corporates is essential to attain global governance and justice.
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Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) are the criteria that altogether establish the framework for
assessing the impact of the sustainability and ethical practices of a company on its financial performance and
operations.

Initially, the ESG framework was only used by some investors to determine if  they were investing in a suitable
business. Nowadays, the framework has gained more recognition among all types of investors because of the
greater attention of  governments and regulators to such factors, and a stronger public awareness of  the
environmental and social influence a company can have on the society. The majority of  the big publicly traded
companies publish reports about their ESG initiatives.

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria are a set of  standards for a company’s operations that
socially conscious investors use to assess potential investments. Environmental criteria consider how a company
performs as a steward of  nature. Social criteria examine how it manages relationships with employees, suppliers,
customers, and the communities where it operates. Governance deals with a company’s leadership, internal
controls, and shareholder rights.

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) refers to the three central factors in
measuring the sustainability and ethical impact of an investment in a company or
business. These criteria help to better examine & determine how well the company
will perform financially in the future. Historically, decisions of  where financial
assets would be placed were based on various criteria, among them financial return
being predominant. However, there have always been plenty of  other criteria for
deciding where to place your money – from Political considerations to Heavenly
Reward.

Many in the investment industry believe that the gradual development of ESG
factors as considerations in investment analysis to be inevitable. The evidence
toward a relationship between consideration for ESG issues and financial performance is becoming greater and
the combination of fiduciary duty and a wide recognition of the necessity of the sustainability of investments in
the long term has meant that environmental social and corporate governance concerns are now becoming
increasingly important in the investment market.
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ESG factors can significantly impact the company’s financial performance. For example, Volkswagen’s emission’s
scandal began in 2015 when the United States Environment Protection Agency (EPA) issued a notice of  violation
of  the Clean Air Act to German automaker Volkswagen Group, which ultimately cost the company $7 billion to
cover the costs and more than $4 billion in penalties. Besides this, the company’s stock experienced dramatic
declines throughout the scandal. Nevertheless, environmental, social, and governance criteria are very subjective
and to figure out accurate assessment of the factors of the ESG can be extremely challenging.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR

The environmental factor is primarily concerned with the company’s influence on the environment and its
ability to mitigate various risks that could harm the environment. Generally, a company is assessed by its use of
energy, waste generation, level of  the pollution produced, utilization of  the resources, and treatment of  animals.

The company’s environmental policies and its ability to mitigate the environmental risks may directly influence
its financial performance. More governments around the world introduce strict environmental policies and the
company’s inability to comply with such standards may result in significant penalties. In addition, the company’s
irresponsible environmental policy may damage the areas of  it’s operations and subsequently limit the company’s
operational capacity.

SOCIAL FACTOR

The social factor looks into the company’s relationships with other businesses and communities. Social factor
considers the attitudes towards diversity, human rights, and consumer protection.

The social factor may affect the company’s operational success by attracting new customers and retaining their
loyalty, and maintaining relationships with business partners and communities affected by the company’s
operations.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate governance is concerned with the internal company’s affairs and the relationships with the main
company’s stakeholders, including its employees and the shareholders.

The proper and transparent corporate governance can help avoid conflicts of  interest between the company’s
stakeholders, and potentially huge litigation expenses.

In addition, corporate governance is directly linked to the company’s long-term success as proper governance
policies can help to attract and retain talented employees.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria are an increasingly popular way for investors to evaluate
companies in which they might want to invest.

Many mutual funds, brokerage firms, and investment advisors now offer products that employ ESG criteria.

ESG criteria can also help investors avoid companies that might pose a greater financial risk due to their
environmental or other practices. ESG investing is sometimes referred to as sustainable investing, responsible
investing or impact investing.

How Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Criteria Work:

To assess a company based on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria, investors look at a broad
range of  behaviors.
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Environmental criteria may include a company’s energy use, waste, pollution, natural resource conservation,
and treatment of animals. The criteria can also be used in evaluating any environmental risks a company might
face and how the company is managing those risks. For example, are there issues related to its ownership of
contaminated land, its disposal of  hazardous waste, its management of  toxic emissions, or its compliance with
respective government environmental regulations?

Social criteria look at the company’s business relationships. Does it work with suppliers that hold the same
values as it claims to hold? Does the company donate a percentage of its profits to the local community or
encourage employees to perform volunteer work there? Do the company’s working conditions show a high
regard for its employees’ health and safety? Are other stakeholders’ interests taken into account?

With regard to governance, investors may want to know that a company uses accurate and transparent accounting
methods and whether it is following the rules and regulations of the governing body as applicable on it. The
stockholders may want to know whether they are given an opportunity to vote on important issues or not. They
may also want assurances that companies avoid conflict of  interest in their choice of  board members, don't use
political contributions to obtain unduly favorable treatment and, of  course, don't engage in illegal practices.

PROS AND CONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND GOVERNANCE (ESG) CRITERIA

In years past, socially responsible investments had a reputation for requiring a tradeoff on the investor's part.
Because they limited the universe of companies that were eligible for investment, they also limited the investor's
potential profit. "Bad" companies sometimes performed very well, at least in terms of  their stock price.

More recently, however, some investors have come to believe that environmental, social, and governance
criteria have a practical purpose beyond any ethical concerns. By following ESG criteria they may be able to
avoid companies whose practices could signal a risk factor. As ESG-minded business practices gain more traction,
investment firms are increasingly tracking their performance.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Threat of  climate change and the depletion of  resources has grown, so investors have to factor sustainability
issues into their investment choices. The issues often represent externalities, such as influences on the functioning
and revenues of the company that are not exclusively affected by market mechanisms

As with all areas of ESG the breadth of possible concerns is vast, but some of the chief areas are listed below:

Climate change - Various research providing evidence of  global trends in climate change has led investors –
to begin to screen investments in terms of  their impact on the perceived factors of  climate change. Fossil fuel
reliant industries are less attractive now. In the conclusion of  research, it is pointed out the necessity of
including considerations of climate change and environmental issues in all financial calculations and that
the benefits of early action on climate change would outweigh its costs.

Nuclear energy - Responsible Investing often chose to deselect firms associated with the construction of
nuclear power plants. The dual concerns of  the speed of  depletion of  fossil fuels and CO2 emissions have led
to a re-examination of  the concerns regarding nuclear power.

Sustainability - Environmental sustainability is a big concern for leaders while formulating business strategies.
What have you done to reduce your emission footprint — both for the products you sell and in the operations/
production processes? Sustainability is not just a buzzword. It is a practice that makes a business more
environment friendly and more profitable in the long run.
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Social Concerns

Diversity - The level of inclusion in a company's recruitment policies is becoming a key concern to investors.
There is a growing perception that the greater the number of  talented people open to an employer, the greater
the chance of  finding the optimum person for the job. Innovation and agility are seen as the great benefits of
diversity.

Human rights - In the past companies tended to approach social issues through their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) programmes.  However, many CSR initiatives are undertaken selectively, based on
what the company voluntarily chooses to address.  A human rights approach requires companies to respect
all human rights; they do not have the option of  picking and choosing to deal with only those issues with
which they feel comfortable.  A human rights framework provides a universally recognized, people-centered
approach to companies’ social & environmental impacts.

Consumer protection - Consumer protection is linked to the idea of consumer rights and to the formation of
consumer organizations, which helps consumers make better choices in the marketplace and get help with
consumer complaints. Other organizations that promote consumer protection include government
organizations and self-regulating business organizations such as consumer protection agencies. Until recently,
caveat emptor ("buyer beware") was the governing principle of  commerce and trading. In recent times
however there has been an increased assumption that the consumer has a right to a degree of protection and
the vast growth in damages litigation has meant that consumer protection is a central consideration for those
seeking to limit a company's risk and those examining a company's credentials with an eye to investing.

Animal welfare - Respect for animal welfare is often based on the belief that nonhuman animals are sentient
and that consideration should be given to their well-being or suffering, especially when they are under the
care of humans. These concerns can include how animals are slaughtered for food, how they are used in
scientific research, how they are kept (as pets, in zoos, farms, circuses, etc.), and how human activities affect
the welfare and survival of wild species. From the testing of products on animals to the welfare of animals
bred for the food market, concern about the welfare of animals is a large consideration for those investors
seeking a thorough understanding of the company or industry being analyzed.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONCERNS

Corporate governance covers the area of looking into the rights and responsibilities of the management of a
company – its board, shareholders and the various stakeholders in that company.

Management structure - A normal corporate structure consists of various departments that contribute to the
company's overall mission and goals. Common departments include Marketing, Finance, Operations
Management, Human Resource and IT. These five divisions represent the major departments within a
publicly traded company, though there are often smaller departments within autonomous firms. There is
typically a CEO and Board of Directors composed of the directors of each department. There are also
company presidents, vice presidents, and CFO. There is a great diversity in corporate forms as enterprises
may range from single company to multi-corporate conglomerate. Most corporations tend to have a “hybrid
structure” which is a combination of  different models with one dominant strategy. The system of  internal
procedures and controls that makes up the management structure of a company is in the valuation of that
company's equity. Attention has been focused in recent years on the balance of  power between the CEO and
the Board of Directors. In general it has been seen that 90% of the largest companies split the roles of CEO
and Chairman.

Employee relations - From diversity to the establishment of  corporate behaviors and values, the role that
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improving employee relations plays in assessing the value of a company is proving increasingly central. In
the United States Moskowitz's list of  the Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For has become not only an
important tool for employees but companies are beginning to compete keenly for a place on the list, as not
only does it help to recruit the best workforce, it appears to have a noticeable impact on company values.

Executive compensation - Companies are now being asked to list the percentage levels of bonus payments and
the levels of remuneration of the highest paid executives are coming under close scrutiny from stock holders
and equity investors alike. There even are threshold limits prescribed by the regulatory authority, above
which a company cannot pay remuneration to its highest executives.

Employee Compensation - Besides executive compensation, equitable pay of other employees is a consideration
in the governance of an organization. This includes pay equity for employees of all genders. Pay equity
audits and the results of those audits may be required by various regulations and, in some cases, made
available to the public for review.

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

The three concepts of social, environmental and corporate governance are intimately linked to the concept of
Responsible Investment. Responsible Investment began as a niche investment area, serving the needs of those
who wished to invest but wanted to do so within ethically defined parameters. In recent years it has become a
much larger proportion of the investment market.

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

Responsible Investment seeks to control the placing of its investments via several methods:

Positive selection; where the investor actively selects the companies in which to invest; this can be done either
by following a defined set of ESG criteria or by the best-in-class method where a subset of high performing ESG
compliant companies is chosen for inclusion in an investment portfolio.

a. Activism; strategic voting by shareholders in support of  a particular issue, or to bring about change in
the governance of  the company.

b. Engagement; investment funds monitoring the ESG performance of all portfolio companies and leading
constructive shareholder engagement dialogues with each company to ensure progress.

c. Consulting role; the larger institutional investors and shareholders tend to be able to engage in what is
known as ‘quiet diplomacy’, with regular meetings with top management in order to exchange
information and act as early warning systems for risk and strategic or governance issues.

d. Exclusion; the removal of certain sectors or companies from consideration for investment, based on
ESG-specific criteria.

e. Integration; the inclusion of ESG risks and opportunities into traditional financial analysis of equity
value.

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

One of the defining marks of the modern investment market is the divergence in the relationship between the
firm and its equity investors. Institutional investors have become the key owners of  stock - rising from 35% in
1981 to 58% in 2002 in the US and from 42% in 1963 to 84.7% in 2004 in the UK and institutions tend to work
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on a long term investment strategy. Insurance companies, Mutual Funds and Pension Funds with long-term
payout obligations are much more interested in the long term sustainability of their investments than the individual
investor looking for short-term gain.

Based on the belief that addressing ESG issues  will protect and enhance portfolio returns, responsible investment
is rapidly becoming a mainstream concern within the institutional industry. By late 2016, over a third of
institutional investors based in Europe and Asia-Pacific said that ESG considerations played a major or primary
role in refusing to commit to a private equity fund, while the same is true for a fifth of North American
institutional investors. In reaction to investor interest in ESG, private equity and other industry trade associations
have developed a number of  ESG best practices, including a due diligence questionnaire for private fund managers
and other asset managers to use before investing in a portfolio company.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

The Principles for Responsible Investment Initiative (PRI) was established in 2005 by the United Nations
Environment Programme Finance Initiative and the UN Global Compact as a framework for improving the
analysis of ESG issues in the investment process and to aid companies in the exercise of responsible ownership
practices. As of April 2019 there are over 2,350 PRI Signatories.

EQUATOR PRINCIPLES

Equator Principles is a risk management framework, adopted by financial institutions, for determining, assessing
and managing environmental and social risk in project finance. It is primarily intended to provide a minimum
standard for due diligence to support responsible risk decision-making. As of 6 March 2017, 92 adopting
financial institutions in 37 countries have officially adopted the Equator Principles, covering the majority of
international Project Finance debt in emerging and developed markets. Equator Principles Financial Institutions
(EPFIs) commit to not provide loans to projects where the borrower will not or is unable to comply with their
respective social and environmental policies and procedures.

The Equator Principles, formally launched in Washington DC on 4 June 2003, were based on existing
environmental and social policy frameworks established by the International Finance Corporation. These
standards have subsequently been periodically updated into what is commonly known as the International
Finance Corporation Performance Standards on social and environmental sustainability and on the World Bank
Group Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines.

SCOPE OF ESG FUNDING IN INDIA

Amid the spate of  corporate governance issues cropping up with rising frequency, Indian markets will see two
entities launch the earliest funds based on Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) investing. Last April,
Kotak Mutual fund became the first asset management company in India to sign the UN-supported Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI) – a global network of investors that attempts to integrate ESG practices into
investment practices. Four more investment management firms from India are signatories to PRI. In May, SBI
Magnum Equity Fund changed to become SBI Magnum Equity ESG Fund, a thematic fund investing in companies
that follow the ESG norms. So, what has prompted these institutional investors to turn to ESG investing now?

Globally, ESG investing has gained ground. “26% of  total assets globally are today managed under socially-
responsible investment – $22.9 trillion vs $13.6 trillion in 2012”, said Abhay Laijawala, managing director of
Avendus Capital Public Markets Alternate Strategies.

Besides, there is strong research evidence of ESG investing delivering superior returns since companies with
strong sustainability scores demonstrate better operational performance and are less risky. Regulations are also
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providing the tailwinds for ESG-driven investing. Thanks to business responsibility reporting and SEBI listing
regulations, companies are disclosing more data than ever before – reporting their compliance to environmental,
social and governance norms.

Comparison of Annual Performance (%) of MSCI India ESG Leaders Index vs. MSCI India

Year MSCI India ESG Leaders Index Returns (%) MSCI India Returns (%)

2008 -60.19 -64.63

2009 113.86 102.81

2010 28.73 20.95

2011 -31.04 -37.17

2012 17.86 25.97

2013 7.6 -3.83

2014 21.91 23.87

2015 2.32 -6.12

2016 -2.25 -1.43

2017 37.74 38.76

2018 -2.84 -7.3

ISSUES OF ESG

One of  the major issues in the ESG area is disclosure. Environmental risks created by business activities have
actual or potential negative impact on air, land, water, ecosystems, and human health. The information on which
an investor makes his decisions on a financial level is fairly simply gathered. The company's accounts can be
examined, and although the accounting practices of corporate business are coming increasingly into disrepute
after a spate of  recent financial scandals, the figures are for the most part externally verifiable. With ESG
considerations, the practice has been for the company under examination to provide its own figures and disclosures.
These have seldom been externally verified and the lack of  universal standards and regulation in the areas of
environmental and social practice mean that the measurement of such statistics is subjective to say the least. As
integrating ESG considerations into investment analysis and the calculation of a company's value become more
prevalent it will become more crucial to provide units of measurement for investment decisions on subjective
issues such as degrees of harm to workers, or how far down the supply chain of the production chain of a cluster
bomb do you go.

One of the solutions put forward to the inherent subjectivity of ESG data is the provision of universally accepted
standards for the measurement of ESG factors. Such organizations as the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) provide highly researched and widely accepted standards for many of the areas covered. Some
investment consultancies, such as Probus-Sigma have created methodologies for calculating the ratings for an ESG
based Ratings Index that is both based on ISO standards and externally verified, but the formalization of the
acceptance of such standards as the basis for calculating and verifying ESG disclosures is by no means universal.

The corporate governance side of the matter has received rather more in the way of regulation and standardization
as there is a longer history of regulation in this area. In 1992 the London Stock Exchange and the Financial
Reporting Commission set up the Cadbury Commission to investigate the series of governance failures that had
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plagued the City of  London such as the bankruptcies of  BCCI, Poly Peck and Robert Maxwell’s Mirror Group.
The conclusions that the commission reached were compiled in 2003 into the Combined Code on Corporate
Governance which has been widely accepted by the financial world as a benchmark for good governance practices.

In the interview for Yahoo! Finance Francis Menassa (JAR Capital) says, that "the EU’s 2014 Non-Financial
Reporting Directive will apply to every country on a national level to implement and requires large companies
to disclose non-financial and diversity information. This also includes providing information on how they
operate and manage social and environmental challenges. The aim is to help investors, consumers, policy
makers, and other stakeholders to evaluate the non-financial performance of  large companies. Ultimately, the
Directive encourages European companies to develop a responsible approach to business".

One of the key areas of concern in the discussion as to the reliability of ESG disclosures is the establishment of
credible ratings for companies as to ESG performance. The world's financial markets have all leapt to provide
ESG relevant ratings indexes, like the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, the FTSE4Good Index (which is co-
owned by the London Stock Exchange and Financial Times), Bloomberg ESG data, the MSCI ESG Indices and
the GRESB benchmarks.

There is some movement in the insurance market to find a reliable index of ratings for ESG issues, with some
suggesting that the future lies in the construction of algorithms for calculating ESG ratings based on ISO standards
and third party verification.

THE ESG DISCONNECT

A major struggle facing companies in the ESG area is the communications gap between companies and investors
on the topic. Many investors are looking for standardized data on ESG that they can use to compare companies.
But the types of data that are important to one shareholder may not matter to the next. Even within one investment
firm, there may be competing priorities. While the portfolio manager may emphasize the company’s ability to
make annual earnings targets, the stewardship officer may focus on ESG elements with an eye toward long-term
sustainable value creation. Companies, for their part, also struggle with the topic. When investors ask about
ESG, a company might point to the sustainability group or officer who issues an annual corporate responsibility
report. Those reports often take a broad look at the issue. They might describe employee volunteer opportunities
at local soup kitchens during the holidays, recycling programs in offices, or recruitment efforts at local colleges.
But these initiatives are not what investors are interested in when they think about the company’s efforts around
ESG risks. Even if the annual corporate responsibility report includes sustainability data that is aligned with
long-term risk management—things like carbon use in energy-intensive industries, employee turnover rates and
engagement, or material use efficiency, the owner of  that reporting is typically not integrated with core decision
making at the company. They are usually not a part of  the company’s strategy development, asset allocation, risk
assessment, financial reporting or investor relations teams. As a result, the company may not have a united
message on ESG. And they may not be fully including ESG risks and risk mitigation strategies into their overall
company strategy.

CONCLUSION

Companies that are getting it right on ESG have identified material ESG-related risks and opportunities, and
embedded them into their long-term value creation story. Since ESG issues may impact their present and future
business model, these forward-thinking organizations are integrating values, goals and metrics into business
strategies to mitigate ESG risks. Their enterprise risk management (ERM) programs fully consider ESG risks.
They are seizing related opportunities to innovate and reduce costs. Their corporate responsibility efforts are
aligned with the company’s strategy and purpose statement and are presented as a cohesive front, rather than
being housed in separate functions and in separate reports.

***
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Corporate Social Responsibility is not just a concept but a movement
“FOR ALL AND LED BY ALL”.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Philip Kotler and Nancy Lee (2005) define Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as “a commitment to improve
community well-being through discretionary business practices and contributions of corporate resources”.
Mallen Baker refers to CSR as “a way companies manage the business processes to produce an overall positive
impact on society.” Carroll in 1991 describes CSR as a multi layered concept that can be differentiated into four
interrelated aspects – economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic responsibilities. According to World Business
Council for Sustainable Development “Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing commitment by business
to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of  life of  the workforce
and their families as well as of the local community and society at large”.

CSR is a corporate initiative to take responsibility for the company's effects on the environment and social
welfare. With the tremendous growth in the industrial sector, the pressure on resources and environment (social
and ecological) by the modern developmental activities has increased resulting in environmental problems like
depletion of resources and degradation of environment. As there is undeniable moral responsibility on big
corporates earning good profits, towards the society and the environment in which they operate, every business
or industry need to be conscious enough to mitigate its negative impacts on social and ecological system.

It is a complete misnomer to believe that the purpose of business is to be profitable or to serve shareholders. The
purpose of  business is not to earn profits only. Profit is simply a means to an end. Ultimately the purpose of
business is to serve society through the provision of safe high quality products and services that enhance our
wellbeing, without eroding our ecological and community life support systems (Wayne Visser, The Evolution
and Revolution of CSR, 2010)

The effective CSR plans ensure that while organizations comply with legislation, their investments has to give
due respect to the growth and development of  communities and the environment. Moreover, CSR should also be
sustainable – involving activities that an organization can uphold without negatively affecting their business
goals. CSR assesses an organization’s impact on society. It begins with an assessment of the company’s employees,
customers, suppliers, the environment, the community and the nation as a whole.
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ORIGIN OF CSR

Though the roots of  the concept of  CSR have a long and wide-ranging history, it is mostly a product of  the 20th
century, especially from the early 1950s up to the present time. The evidence of  CSR can be seen throughout the
world, mostly in the developed countries and the early writings can be seen in the United States where a sizable
body of  literature has accumulated. In the past decade, however, Europe has become captivated with CSR and
there is considerable evidence that scholars and practitioners in Europe are taking seriously this social concern,
often manifested in the form of  formal writings, research, conferences, and consultancies. More recently, countries
in Asia have begun increasing their attention to CSR policies and practices. At the same time, it must be
acknowledged that CSR and related notions have been developed in practice and thought in a number of  other
countries and at di?erent times.

With this background in mind, this review of  CSR’s history will focus primarily on developments in the United
States and Europe.

1950 - CSR began to take form in the 1950s. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a broad concept or a
movement which has been evolving from decades. CSR deals with making a positive contribution towards the
society. With the “Social Responsibilities of  the Businessman”, Howard R. Bowen’s in 1950’s had a comprehensive
discussion of business ethics and social responsibility and expressed CSR as ethics and morality in the way a
company behaves toward society. It created a foundation to deal with even the current ethical issues of  business
operations.

1960’s and 1970’s - With the start of labour movement, businesses started to provide social welfare like construction
of  hospitals, providing food coupons etc. There was a rapid growth in social movements during 1960’s and
1970’s. Carroll proposed a three-dimensional CSR conceptual model consisted of  corporate responsibilities,
social issues of business and corporate actions.

During the 1980s and 1990s Carroll’s CSR model was refined by another three-dimensional model of  principles,
policies and processes or the 3P CSR model. This model extended Carroll’s earlier three-dimensional CSR
model by accepting that CSR is not a set of outcomes but an evolving process regulated by formally embedded
principles and policies.

In today’s era, there is a lot of  focus on the implementation of  CSR initiatives rather than refinement of  the CSR
concept. In view of rapid industrialisation and globalization which led to increase in environmental concerns,
there has been a growing need for the adoption of  result-based CSR activities/performance. Businesses are
integrating CSR into their core operations, which requires strong corporate motivation as well as adequate
reporting systems.

Responsible Corporates treats CSR not as charity or mere donations rather a way of conducting business, by
which corporate entities visibly contribute to the social good. Socially responsible companies do not limit
themselves to using resources to engage in activities that increase only their profits. They use CSR to integrate
economic, environmental and social objectives with the company’s operations and growth, which increases
reputation of  a company’s brand also. The top 10 Companies having best reputation in CSR activities as per
study conducted by forbes are Microsoft, Google, Walt Disney Company, BMW, Apple, Daimler (Mercedes-
Benz), Volkswagen, Sony, Colgate-Palmolive, Lego.

Legal Provisions – CSR under Companies Act, 2013

In India, the concept of CSR found its legal identity through Companies Act, 2013. In terms of Section 135 of
Companies Act, 2013, any company with a

1. net worth of the company to be Rs 500 crore or more or
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2. turnover of the company to be Rs 1000 crore or more or

3. net profit of  the company to be Rs 5 crore or more.

is required to constitute a CSR Committee and has to spend at least 2% of  average net profits of  last 3 immediately
preceding financial years on CSR activities in pursuance of  its CSR policy.  Further as per the CSR Rules, the
provisions of CSR are not only applicable to Indian companies, but also applicable to branch and project offices
of a foreign company in India.

Constitution of CSR Committee

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee shall consist of three or more directors, out of which at least one
director shall be an independent director, in case of  companies where independent director is mandatory to
appoint.

Private company with only two directors

• In the case of private companies where only two directors are required to be appointed above requirement
can be disposed of  and they need not appoint an independent director.

Constitution of CSR committee in case of foreign company

In case of foreign companies, Corporate Social Responsibility Committee shall comprise of at least two persons
of  which one person shall be residing in India and appointed as authorized signatory by the foreign company.

Function to be performed by CSR committee

• They shall formulate and recommend to the board of  directors of  the company, a Corporate Social
Responsibility policy which shall indicate the activities to be undertaken by the company as specified
and it shall be within the purview of Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013;

• They shall recommend the amount of expenditure to be incurred on the activities referred to them and;

• The Corporate Social Responsibility committee shall institute a transparent monitoring mechanism for
implementation of the projects or programs or activities undertaken by the company as may be required
from time to time.

The Board of Directors of every company on which CSR is applicable shall

• after considering the recommendations made by the CSR Committee, approve the CSR Policy for the
Company and disclose contents of  such Policy in the Company’s Board report;

• disclose the composition of  the CSR Committee in the Company’s Board Report;

• ensure that the activities as included in CSR Policy of the company are undertaken by the Company;

• ensure that the company spends, in every financial year, at least 2% of  the average net profits of  the
company made during the 3 immediately preceding financial years, in pursuance of  its CSR Policy.
Further, the CSR projects/programs/activities undertaken in India only shall amount to CSR
Expenditure.
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CSR Policy

The CSR Policy of the company shall, inter-alia, include the following namely:-

• A list of CSR projects or programs which a company plans to undertake specifying modalities of
execution of such project or programs and implementation schedules for the same;

• Monitoring process of such projects or programs;

• A clause specifying that the surplus arising out of the CSR projects or programs or activities shall not
form part of  the business profit of  the company.

CSR Activities

• The CSR activities shall be undertaken by the company, as per its CSR Policy, excluding activities
undertaken in pursuance of its normal course of business;

• The Board of  Directors may decide to undertake its CSR activities approved by the CSR Committee.

Other Important Points

• The contents of  CSR policy is required to be disclosed in the Board report and also on the company’s
website, if  any.

• The balance sheet of a foreign company to be filed under section 381(1)(b) of the Act shall contain an
Annexure regarding report on CSR.

• The activities included by a company in its CSR Policy should be related to the areas or subjects
specified in Schedule VII of the Act

CSR IN INDIA

India is the first country in the world to make corporate social responsibility (CSR) mandatory with the provisions
under Company Act, 2013. Organizations in India have been quite sensible in taking up CSR initiatives and
integrating them into their business processes. It has become progressively projected in the Indian corporate
sector since the Companies have recognized that for sustainable growth of  an industry it is equally important to
shape responsible and supportable relationships with the community at large besides growing their businesses
and making profits.

Companies now have separate departments and teams that develop specific policies, strategies, and goals for
their CSR programs and set separate budgets to support the CSR activities defined by them. Most of  the time,
these programs are based on well-defined social beliefs or are carefully aligned with the companies’ business
domain.

Companies are setting up their own foundations rather than working with existing non-profits to have more
control over their CSR spending. In the recent years, the number of Companies doing CSR activities by themselves,
have increased tremendously. In the year 2017, CSR spends further increased with corporate firms aligning their
initiatives with new government programs such as Swachh Bharat and Digital India, in addition to education and
healthcare, to foster inclusive growth.

CSR EXPENDITURE IN INDIA

There is a significant rise in the CSR expenditure since the year it is mandated by Companies Act. The Companies
in India spent Rs 7,536.3 crore on CSR activities in the year 2017-18 which is around 47 % rise as compared to
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the expenditure in the year 2014-15. The cumulative expenditure by only top 100 companies from 2014-15 to
2017-18 is about Rs 26,385 crore. The average amount spent per company has gone up by 29% compared since
the year 2014-15 i.e. from Rs 58.8 crore to Rs 76.1 crore.

Energy and power sectors have spent the highest amount towards CSR at Rs 2,464.96 crore followed by BFSI at
Rs 1,352.67 crore, customer products at Rs 635.41 crore, IT consulting and software at Rs 1,100 crore and
mining and metal at Rs 647.12 crore.

It has been now 5 years since CSR is made mandatory and the Cumulative expenditure in CSR in these years has
crossed Rs 50,000 crore since the legislative mandate was implemented. (India CSR Network, 03/03/2019)

If the corporate sector continue to spend towards CSR, it will widen the influence to bring about social and
environmental change more than what the government and NGOs can do, and the society can expect greater
changes in the near future.

***
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CORPORATE INCUBATORS:
EMERGING TREND FOR

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CS (Dr.) Joffy George*

* M.Com., MBA, ACMA, FCS, Ph.D. Company Secretary & Jt. General Manager, TELK, Ernakulam.

The views expressed are personal views of  the author and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

Starting a Company has never been so easy. The record number of  startup incubators explains the phenomenon
in detail. It’s believed that 9 out of  10 start ups fail every year. With universities being such a big hub of
excitement, hard work, experimentation and of course…innovation, a number of universities and companies
have introduced in-house incubators and accelerators to help ease the pressure many start-ups can feel. As the
interest in entrepreneurship has grown in recent years, models for delivering these programmes have evolved to
keep pace. With the burgeoning growth of  startups in India, one of  the sizeable contributions to the space in
terms of providing new ventures and young startups support, are incubators. Traditionally housed in academic
institutions in India, incubators have been providing startups with everyday necessities including affordable
office space, logistics support and internet. Over and above this support, incubators strive to bring in business
networks, access to customers, expertise that may otherwise be out of reach for startups, guidance and mentorship
to tweak products and solutions, besides access to capital and capital markets. There are over a 100 incubators
connected with academic institutions in India and over 68 of them are recognised by the Government under its
Startup India scheme. If  patent awards are a reliable measure of  commercial innovation, then small businesses
have an advantage over bigger companies in visualizing how home consumers and businesses will operate and
communicate in the future. But what large corporations have that forward-thinking smaller companies lack is
cash, and lots of  it. During the last 20 years, many large corporations such as Johnson & Johnson, Disney,
Comcast, Intel, Samsung, UPS, Pfizer and Siemens formed venture capital funds to buy an ownership stake in a
select number of entrepreneurial companies that represented potential strategic significance to the corporation.
There is little doubt that accelerators give opportunities to companies that may not otherwise have access to the
expertise needed to grow a business from an idea to a product or service.

CORPORATE INCUBATORS

Corporate Incubator is an organization designed to accelerate the growth and success of entrepreneurial companies
through an array of  business support resources and services that could include physical space, capital, coaching,
common services, and networking connections. The startup ecosystem has been a significant contributor to
India’s economic growth. There are more than 10,000 of  them in India, projected to cross 11,500 by 2020. India
houses the 3rd largest startup ecosystem in the world; the funding to the startup space crossed 7 billion USD in
2017.

A-40
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Funding and support are documented areas of challenge for startup incubators in India. The Ministry of Commerce
and Industries has called out to the top 50 Indian companies to fund the development of incubators as a part of
their 2% CSR spending mandate. For companies that do well by doing good, CSR can be a generator for ideas,
strategies and your next big project. The CSR-as-incubator approach turns traditional idea-generation around by
prioritizing purpose over profit and then following through on what works. Funding social enterprises was
introduced into the Schedule VII of the Section 135 of the Indian Companies Act through an amendment, where
companies can fund startups incubated in ‘technology incubators’ connected to academic institutions. The
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has written to the top 50 companies in India, soliciting
their help to either institute new incubators or to assist existing ones in association with educational institutions.
The Government of India has also gone a step further by publishing guidelines for providing private sector
support to incubators, and also for setting up new incubators as part of  their “Startup India” initiative.

6 Key Dimensions of Corporate Incubation Models in India

— Type of Organization

The first dimension explores the DNA of  the incubating organization as well as its strategic vision.
Does the company excel on account of its pursuit of innovative technologies / products or does it
outshine its competitors by providing cost-effective solutions? The strategic vision of the company play
a key role in determining the incubation efforts of the organization. The industry of operation also plays
a major role in bringing the incubation motive, expected value realization into perspective.

— Motive for Incubation

The second dimension seeks to recognize the core motive for incubation.

One of the key differentiators between successful incubators and less successful ones is a clearly-defined
motive in alignment with the strategic objectives of the organization. The motive to incubate can vary
widely from developing innovative technology either internally or externally to increasing market
adoption of  existing technologies. Alternatively, the incubator may view incubation as a channel to
engage with bottom-of-the-pyramid groups such as small farmers, women's self-help groups etc.

— Selection Criteria for Incubation

Once the motive for incubation is determined, corporate incubators develop criteria to determine the
type of  business to incubate internally, or which profile of  external start-ups to support. These criteria
include domain, core/non-core business, and stage of  incubatee and most importantly, source of
incubatee. Corporate incubators may source ideas internally from within the organization or from the
start-up community depending on the motive for incubation. Other criteria such as quality of founding
team as well as fit with culture of the parent organization also may play an important role in the
selection of  the incubatee.

— Capacity for Incubation

The degree to which allocation of funds is done is entirely a function of the corporate incubator's
inclination towards incubation. Usually, for companies looking to incubate internal teams, a budget for
incubation is determined by the CEO / Managing Director’s office and monitored by a Steering
Committee, usually comprising the CEO / Managing Director, Chief  Strategy Officer, and the respective
Business Unit Heads. While financial metrics such as return on Investment (RoI), NPV and IRR are
tracked, companies are careful not to make these too restrictive or binding for incubation practices, as
in the case of an existing business unit which is subject to top line and bottom-line pressures.
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— Operating Framework for Incubation

The fifth dimension deals with the comprehensive list of service offerings, including financial support,
human capital and incubation process followed by corporate incubators.

In the case of  corporate incubators, funding may vary depending on the motive of  the parent incubator.
Some companies may choose not to provide any financial assistance to external start-ups, since they
believe that there is sufficient availability of  external capital; instead, they focus on providing other
services to start-ups such as mentoring and market access and also introduce start-ups to potential investors.

Typically, corporate incubators allocate dedicated human resources to manage and drive the incubation
efforts .In most cases, incubation efforts are driven by the Strategy Office, however, in rare cases, the
company may choose related departments such as R&D units to drive the incubation exercise. Mentors
form an integral part of the incubation program of an corporate incubators. Companies leverage their
human capital to provide domain-specific mentors, but some firms also emphasize the need for mentors
with prior entrepreneurship experience. In such cases, experts are sourced externally, if  the required
expertise is not present in-house.

— Value Realization

Value realization avenues for a corporate incubator include spinning-in and integrating the incubatee
with existing business or spinning out the incubatee as a different entity. Usually, companies maintain a
mid-long term perspective of 4-10 years on value realization from incubation activities but the time
period is highly dependent on industry as well. Since several of the corporate incubators in India are
relatively new (less than 3 years old), the vast majority do not have formal incubator performance
metrics in place but pay close attention to incubator-related metrics such as Return on Investment,
NPV, IRR, and WDV of  the firm. Certain incubatee-linked metrics such as customer retention rate,
customer acquisition rate, numbers of  new jobs created also tracked for the evaluation of  the incubation
program. A rigorous analysis of Indian corporate incubators along the outlined framework confirms
our empirical findings from global studies. Similar to the global examples, several companies have also
developed their own incubation models, which are a hybrid of 2 or more existing traditional models or
completely original models in their own right. These incubation models are followed as a result of a mix
of  organizational DNA, needs / motives, industry, and organizational capability.

AVENUES FOR CSR SPEND TO FOSTER THE STARTUP ECOSYSTEM

Corporate houses can take advantage of the provisions of Corporate Social Responsibility with an active
compliance with the spirit of  law, ethical standards of  the Company Act, 2013 thereby contributing towards the
social good beyond the interests of the company by supporting the recognized incubators.

The first provision is by providing Grants for the Incubators. There are 220+ Govt. recognized Incubators in
India (by DST, DBT, DeitY and MHRD) established in Higher Technology, Management and Research
Institutions. Through the mandated CSR budget in the Companies Act, 2013 corporates can make direct
contributions to the corpus of  an Incubator. Once the funds are disbursed, it becomes the asset of  the incubator.

The corporate enterprises can also provide schemes for New Incubator Development / Public Sector
Entrepreneurship. Corporates can dedicate their CSR spend on building new Incubators and allocating CSR
budget under different Entrepreneurship focused schemes, under Science and Technology Entrepreneurship
Development Scheme (STEDS), Innovation and Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC), Innovation –
Science & Technology Entrepreneurship Development (i-STED), Science and Technology Entrepreneurs Park
(STEP), Technology Business Incubator (TBI).
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Next is Incubator Infrastructure Fund, thereby funding the expansion of  existing incubator space, shared facilities,
equipment, components and raw materials for incubate startups. Another funding scheme raised exclusively for
blooming enterprises is Startup Seed Fund for limited term programs with clear milestones. Accelerator / Boot
Camp Fund is a specialized fund established to specifically serve startups to accelerate their business growth in
a short time-period (usually 3-6 months). For facilitating existing incubators to hire talent including mentors,
interns, Entrepreneurs in Residence (EIRs), leveraging the corporate network and CSR fund Fellowships /
Internships Fund were established.

Examples of CSR spend by Corporates in Incubators

One of the best examples for corporates engaged in funding incubators as part of CSR activities includes SAP
Software Solutions, which allocates 40% of its CSR budget to startup incubators. SAP on boarded IIT Bombay
Incubator – SINE to incubate start-ups. It runs accelerator programs at IIM Ahmedabad and ISB as well; had a
pipeline to support 50 startups in 2016 as compared to 8 in 2015. Tata Motors support entrepreneurs from
socially and economically backward backgrounds at IIT Bombay Incubator – SINE. The company works with
solar energy consulting firm Kwatt to help train tribal youth in building solar solutions and run their own
business.

IIM Ahmedabad’s Incubator – Centre for Innovation Incubation and Entrepreneurship (CIIE) has received
funding from Bajaj Electricals and Take Solutions. Bajaj Electricals in partnership with CIIE has also funded the
startup Energy Solar that provides reliable and affordable clean energy products for electrification and cooking.
CIIE also received CSR contributions from India Infoline and Bosch Group. Mahindra Finance provided two
CSR grants of Rs.25 lac and Rs.50 lac in agri-tech seed investment to CIIE. It invested in the startup Sustain
Earth, which provides biogas solutions to rural areas, in prototypes and pilots to new areas and also the startup
Sickle Innovations through CIIE.

Marico has invested in Camtech, a health device through social enterpeise incubator, Villgro. Although unrelated
to its core business of consumer goods, the company dedicated the CSR budget to assist a product with a social
purpose.

Types of Incubators

Leveraging incubators

Leveraging incubators identify and leverage core adjacent areas within the company for internal incubation.
Typically, the motive for setting up an incubator is to generate additional revenue by incubating new
innovative or complementary business ideas & developing them as new SBUs or integrating with existing
SBUs. To this effect, a dedicated New Business Division is created within the Strategy department of  the
organization to manage and support the incubation of these new non-core ideas & technologies.

The case study clearly outlines how a leveraging incubator can streamline the ‘intrapreneurial’ spirit of
employees and organizational knowledge to create a sustainable and scalable new business line for the
company. The incubating team does not face a resource-crunch as it can leverage the company’s resources.
On the flip side, since the incubation time-frame is longer, significant financial resources and management
bandwidth are required for a successful outcome.

‘Fast-profit’ incubators

‘Fast-profit’ incubators develop non-core technology/products & subsequently spin these off as separate
entities. The motive in this case is twofold – One, to generate profit / return on investment by commercializing
and spinning off  technologies that are not strategically aligned to the company's vision and Two, to tap into
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the entrepreneurial knowledge within the firm. The support services usually include the full range from
mentoring, funding through access to active management. The distinct advantage of the fast-profit incubator
model is a stead-fast focus on maximizing RoI at the end of  the incubation time frame. Similar to leveraging
incubators, entrepreneurship talent in the company is tapped into and at the same time resources of the
company are not tied-up in non-core areas. The exit or sale of the new venture marks the end of the
relationship with the parent company. two companies and spun them off  as

Insourcing Incubator

Insourcing incubators identify emerging technology/ product start-ups, fund and develop them for potential
purchase of  product/ technology, spin-in or ‘acqui-hiring’. Additionally, insourcing incubators interact
with high-potential start-ups frequently and have constant access to latest tech/ product innovations.
Insourcing incubators are used by companies as a scouting exercise and as an intermediate phase – the start-
up is groomed and incubated prior to a potential purchase, licensing agreement  or spin-in.

Insourcing incubators present the most recession proof model as a reduced corporate R&D budget calls for
more outside-in innovation. The model provides a solution to people and time constraints faced by most
large corporations. It provides a channel to infuse fresh new ideas and bring in talent into the organization.
On the flip side, possible reluctance to use external technologies may hinder the smooth functioning of  the
incubation program.

Facility-centric Incubator (Facility+ Incubator)

Facility+ incubators or full service incubators typically provide end-to-end services from funding, mentoring,
support services, facility, market access, access to other internal departments for collaboration/ advice, etc.
Seed funding is typically provided in exchange for equity stake in start-up - ranging from 5% to 30%- with an
investment horizon of 3-5 years. Often, the incubation process is unstructured since incubators are usually
stage agnostic and the needs of each incubatee are different. In many cases, the management team of the
incubator draws up a plan for incubation with the start-up before commencing the program, and provides
support on an as needed basis.

An advantage of  facility+ incubators is that startups of  all ages can be supported. On the flip side, the
incubation program is a longer process than average, since it is often unstructured. And may require significant
resources outlay on the part of the incubator since physical facilities and a host of other services are provided
to the incubatee.

Virtual Incubator

Virtual Incubators are set up by angel investors or venture capital firms and funding and ‘virtual’ mentoring
in exchange for equity. The end goal is to generate RoI by identifying and investing in high potential start-
ups with an exit horizon of 2-3 years. The incubation process is greatly dependent on the lead investor who
connects virtually with the start-up at the commencement of the program and outlines a plan for the course
of the program. Services include high impact mentoring, funding and access to market. The lead investor
typically has a minority stake and usually allotted a board seat. In some cases, the lead investor may replace
1 or more of the founders if the firm's direction is not strategically aligned to the vision of the investors.

The advantage of virtual incubator is the access to strong funding network as the incubator is usually set up
by active angel investor networks or venture capital firms. In cases where the incubator is set up by serial
entrepreneurs or corporate thought leaders, start-ups have access to high impact mentoring. On the flip side,
absence of physical space/ facilities limits interaction among incubatees as well as with mentors and negatively
affects networking opportunities.
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Market incubators

Market incubators support external start-ups as a means to increasing demand for or adoption of their own
technology and/or products. Market incubators support development of complementary technologies without
potential acquisition goals and 'match make' with external markets to enhance core competencies. By
leveraging marker know-how and large established customer base, market incubators model helps start-ups
develop new products more effectively. A key feature of  the market incubator is that it delegates
complementary market knowledge from R&D management to incubated ventures. However, unless the
incubator has a strong brand image or technology, there might be a shortage of  quality applicants due to the
limited demand for the incubation program. Also, this model is highly volatile to changing market demands
such as changing economic conditions or technical standards. In addition, companies are also creating their
own models, and in some cases, combining two or more traditional incubation models.

General Avenues for Corporates Association

Funding and support are documented areas of  challenge for startup incubators in India. To bridge the gap in the
area, Indian corporates can assist in Incubator Infrastructure development through various schemes setup by the
Government of India. A Company can either establish a presence in terms of incubators / accelerators or
provide support to the existing ones. The available routes through various arms of  the Government are:

(A) NSTEB : Institution under DST, to help promote knowledge driven and technology intensive enterprises.
It has designed several institutional mechanisms over the years to inculcate the culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship across the country.

(B) STEDS : The S&T Entrepreneurship Development Scheme maps the available material resources in
industrially backward regions and prepare a basket of technically feasible and economically viable
project profiles for enterprises that could be promoted by local S&T entrepreneurs.

(C) Innovation-STEDS : Aims to identify challenges and issues in an area/industry/cluster and their
solutions based on technological interventions and innovative approaches.

(D) IEDC : Innovation & Entrepreneurship Development Centre is promoted in educational institutions to
create entrepreneurial culture in S&T academic institutions and to foster the growth of innovation and
entrepreneurship.

(E) STEP : S&T Entrepreneurs Park is an initiative that helps in creating an atmosphere for innovation and
entrepreneurship; for active interaction between academic institutions (in the capacity of HI) and
industries for sharing ideas, knowledge, experience and facilities for the development of  new technologies
and their rapid transfer to the end user.

(F) TBI : Technology & Business Incubator is an organizational setup that nurtures technology based and
knowledge driven companies by helping them survive during the startup period, which lasts around the
initial two to three years. They promote growth through innovation and application of  technology,
support economic development strategies for small business development, and encourage growth from
within local economies, while also providing a mechanism for technology transfer.

Startup Accelerator Programmes

Accelerators are playing key role in strengthening startup eco-system and modern economy because they are
offering strong support system for them all along the delivery of everything what they needed to grow fast. These
programs become new helpdesks in the town to nurture startups and entrepreneurs’ future. Accelerator programs
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are crucial part of the innovation ecosystem involving entrepreneurs, investors, suppliers, universities, large
existing businesses, and a host of supporting organizations. Accelerators help ventures define and build their
initial products, identify promising customer segments, and secure resources, including capital and employees.

Microsoft Accelerator is a global initiative empowering entrepreneurs around the world, in scaling their Company.
It primarily works with later-stage startups to provide tools, resources, knowledge and expertise. India edition
of the program runs in Bengaluru. Airbus BizLabs is a global aerospace business accelerator where startups and
Airbus team, speed up transformation of business ideas into valuable businesses. Projects include development
of  a new product / service, which can be used in the Aeronautical industry. Further a 6 month program, across
Bengaluru in India, Toulose in France and Hamburg in Germany; has successfully graduated 15 startups globally.

PayPal Incubator at Chennai, is an innovation space for the next generation of Startups in India. It provides
Startup initial infrastructure and mentorship support. Target Accelerator Program is an initiative designed to
help early stage startups develop concepts that could improve Target’s business and the broader retail industry.
Through the four-month intensive program in Bengaluru, it focuses on transformative and technology-driven
ideas to create solutions for the rapidly changing retail environment.

Corporate Incubator programs don’t qualify as CSR spend as defined in the Companies Act, 2013, unless they
are setup in a Technology Business Incubator in an academic institution, recognized by the Central Government.

Startup Incubators versus Startup Accelerators

This brief analysis provides an insight to some similarities and differences between incubators and accelerators.
For startup accelerators the application process is generally open to all but highly competitive. The ratio of
application accepted for applications submitted is typically under 5%. This makes accelerators significantly
more competitive than its incubator counterparts. An accelerator investment in the start-ups is usually made in
exchange of  equity. The typical investment can vary as little as a few lakh to as much 1 or 2 crores depending up
on quality of proposal.

The focus is on small teams not on individual founders. Accelerators consider that one person is insufficient to
handle all work associated with a startup. Typically startups must graduate by a given deadline, and by this time
they receives intensive mentoring and training and are expected to iterate rapidly. On the other side incubators
provide conducive environment for potential businesses to develop into successful enterprises. An incubator
provides tenant with physical operating space as well as shared facilities and resources. This helps to reduce
financial burden of a budding business. An incubator also provides guidance and consultancy to help develop
and transform business ideas into commercial products.

Corporate Venture Capital Funds versus Corporate Incubators

Difference about the corporate incubators from traditional corporate venture capital funds is speed of  review.
Whereas most corporate venture capital funds take months to evaluate business plans and negotiate deal terms,
the corporate incubators promises fast answers to qualified applicants. Another area of difference between
corporate venture capital funds and corporate incubators is the nature of the relationship with entrepreneurs.
Venture capital funds typically “exit” when they sell their equity stakes in their portfolio companies. With
corporate incubators, the nature of equity investment and length of engagements are highly varied. Some
incubators offer ongoing, hands-on mentoring while others organize intensive boot camp style training to help
entrepreneurs think with greater tactical precision.

CONCLUSIONS

The incubation landscape is comprised of multiple key stakeholders - start-ups, large Corporations, Incubators,
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Government, Investors, Universities, Mentors and each one’s contribution is vital to ensure a robust ecosystem.
Each of  the stakeholders should have specific roles and objectives vis-à-vis incubation. Start-ups form the core
of  the Incubation matrix and are setup with an objective to develop into a scalable and profitable enterprise.
They spur innovation and contribute latest technology/ products as well as create employment opportunities for
the community. Large corporations can directly benefit from start-ups, not just through the acquisition of  new
technologies but also utilize them to infuse an 'intrapreneurial' culture in the organization. Start-ups also provide
domain experts and successful serial entrepreneurs an opportunity to 'give back to the community'. In return
start-ups seek funding and more importantly, high-impact mentoring from domain experts as well as business
model expertise from serial entrepreneurs. Corporations bring a host of benefits to the start-up ecosystem
including funding, mentoring and access to market. Typically, these services are offered in liaison with incubators
in exchange for equity stake.

Government plays a pivotal role in providing an enabling environment for start-ups and catalyzing entrepreneurial
growth. Frequent monitoring of the dynamic environment that start-ups work in and providing a conducive
ecosystem via a facilitating regulatory framework are the key activities undertaken. Investors, both venture
capital firms and angel investors scope out high potential start-ups and provide seed funding/ Series A funding in
exchange for equity stake. In cases where the investor is brought in as a mentor by the incubator or where the
incubator is set by angel investors/ VC firms, investors also provide valuable mentorship and drive the strategic
growth of  the incubatee. Incubators play the role of  an aggregator and bring all the components together to
provide support to start-ups to grow at an accelerated pace and increase their overall chance of survival.
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INDIA’S DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE : AN OPPORTUNITY TO REAP RICH DIVIDENDS

The Indian demographic story has been widely written, analyzed and debated. However, any article that relates
to growth and employment opportunities would be incomplete unless we briefly touch upon India’s demographic
profile; the untapped opportunities and its unmatched potential to reap rich economic dividends.  It is no secret
that India is the world’s second most populated country, and accounts for a fifth of  the world’s population. By
2019 end, our country’s population would reach 137 crore. Our population is likely to grow by 1.08% in 2019.
By 2024, India will most likely overtake China to become the most populous country on the earth with 144 crore
people. By 2029, India will cross the 150 crore population mark.

Around 69% of  India’s population is rural and 31% is urban. In terms of  gender profile, 52% of  Indians are male
and 48% female. The economically active population, in the age bucket 15-59 years, is close to 63% or around
87.6 crore people. Increasingly, many people stay professionally active beyond 60 years of  age, well until their
70s. We have another 6.3% or 8.6 crore people in this age bucket. Therefore, we have a substantially large
potential workforce and semi-retired population in the country. Currently, we have another 27% of  our country’s
population, which is close to 36.7 crore consisting of children and adolescents in the age bucket 0-15 years. In
the next 10 years, almost 70% of  them would also join the workforce. This vast base of  the potentially deployable
workforce means that the country’s GDP would register sustainable growth over the next few years.

India, therefore, has an unparalleled opportunity to reap rich demographic dividends.

GDP GROWTH STORY: THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

While the country’s population presents several challenges, issues, and problems, it also carries a big virtue; a
large consumption base. After all, the 137 crore people need to consume food, access healthcare; avail banking
and transportation services and a significant proportion of the country’s youth need to get educated and upskilled.
Therefore, India’s GDP of  US $ 2.7 trillion is already the 5th largest in the world. With a huge consumer base,
India’s economy has the potential and an opportunity to grow faster than most of  the world’s economies and
steadily climb the ranks. The next big milestone for India will be to reach US $ 5 trillion economy size, an
aspiration being driven by the current Government with great zeal.

However, our current contrasting reality is that India’s GDP growth rates have tapered off  over the last few
years. FY17 growth rate of 8.17% slowed down to 7.17% in FY18; 6.81% in FY19 and an all-time low of 5% in
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Q1FY20. Analysts expect that full FY20 GDP growth rates could be in the range of 6.2-6.5%; lower than the last
year. There is a general sentiment of  slow-down in the economy and the private sector has held off  on their
expansion plans and fresh capital expenditure commitments. Several sectors are witnessing structural corrections
and the flow of  credit is affected, both from the demand and supply side. This situation has also impaired the
prospects of job creation and expansion of employment opportunities, by and among the organized players.

Therefore, for the GDP growth to resume on a healthy trajectory; expansion of  capacity by the existing businesses
and the launch of  new business enterprises becomes imperative. Demand for more goods and services is
inextricably linked with the growth in employment opportunities, spurring the consumption appetite among the
masses. Disposable income levels for households do decide the pattern and extent of consumption.

The Union Government on its part has initiated several steps to put the economic growth trajectory back on
track. However, the growth will get revived once there is enough expansion of  employment opportunities, in
addition to some more structural course corrections involving the economy.

EMPLOYMENT CREATION POTENTIAL OF THE ESTABLISHED ORGANIZED SECTOR IS RATHER
LOW

There is another stark reality as shared in the most recent finance survey. Currently, the organized sector
employs only 2.95 crore people in India. The latest finance survey statistics show that the public sector employs
1.76 crore people and the private sector employs 1.19 crore people. Therefore, of  the 87 crore economically
active population base; only 3.5% are now employed by the organized sector. What this means, therefore, is that
the remaining 96.5% of  people, or close to 84 crore people, are either employed by the unorganized sector; they
are self-employed; some may not be available to work (homemakers), and some of  them would be unemployed.
The NSSO data suggests that the unemployment rate in India is 6.1%; 5.3% in rural India and 7.8% in urban.
This signifies that we have around 8 crore unemployed people in the country, who are willing to and available for
taking up a job opportunity.

Conservatively, if  we consider 50% of  the 84 crore potentially deployable population, we have a staggering 40-
45 crore people who need to get gainfully employed. These people are unlikely to get employed in big numbers
by the organized private and public sector enterprises, who are already in business.

Therefore, an entirely new ecosystem that promotes a greater sense of  entrepreneurship will need nurturing in
India.

And, this is where the start-up entities can play a vital role!

ROLE OF START-UPS: IN CATALYZING GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT IN INDIA

It is quite clear that the public and private sector employment generation potential is unlikely to suffice given the
scale of  challenge and opportunity. Further, with the widespread deployment of  information technology tools,
enhanced digitization initiatives and expansion of  telecom infrastructure, many front line mundane manual jobs,
and routine activities are getting replaced with more productive technology-based automated solutions.

As India grows, fewer new jobs are likely to get created by the existing large and established organizations. To
add to this complexity, many jobs and activities are becoming redundant. As an example, the advent of  ERP
enabled solutions to automate processes, deployment of Robots and Cobots on the factory shop floor to improve
quality and productivity are reducing the need for human involvement. Likewise, tools based on artificial
intelligence and machine learning technology, deployment of  Robotic Process Automation and Blockchain
technology are resulting in many roles becoming redundant. Consequently, we have rapid substitution of  manual
activities by cost-effective automated solutions, which are not only more reliable and predictable; but can be
deployed round the clock, contributing immensely to process productivity, cut cost and enhance process quality.
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Therefore, we need to think through job and growth opportunities for the potentially large deployable pool of
Indians. The key question here is how a challenge and adversity gets converted into an opportunity for the
country.

The fact that India is a large consuming economy, and will continue to do so for at least three to four decades from
now, is clear from our population demographics. This will be equally true for rural, urban and the newly
emerging tier two, three, four and semi-urban townships.

A large population base will need food, healthcare, transportation, housing, education, financial services,
entertainment, and many more ancillary and related goods and services. Apart from this, export potential of
many of  our goods and services, such as textiles, gems, jewelry, information technology, auto components will
keep fueling demand for skilled and semi-skilled people.

Therefore there is an opportunity for more entrepreneurs to start-up a new business enterprise whether as a
micro, small or a medium-sized organization. People who are already self-employed can become larger and as
that happens, they will be able to employ more people around them and steadily grow the scale and size of their
enterprise.

Take the example of  a neighborhood Kirana store. In urban India, we are steadily witnessing changes in the
consumption behavior of  people. A shift is taking place from freshly cooked food to processed food; consumption
of  frozen food is on the rise; and ready to eat varieties of  food are becoming popular. While this will create
opportunities for the entities engaged in the food processing business, there are immense opportunities for
neighborhood Kirana stores to expand their business to fulfill new food preferences. Likewise, food catering and
online aggregation of home deliveries of food is gaining rapid traction, creating many opportunities in the food
supply chain as well as encouraging more and more people to set up restaurants and commercial kitchens.
Besides, employment opportunities will get created for scores of personnel who become delivery partners with
the food aggregator apps such as Zomato, Swiggy, Uber Eats, etc.

Start-up entities, therefore, will be uniquely positioned to explore and exploit such new and emerging business
opportunities, as compared to a larger organized business. A smaller entity will have the nimbleness to develop
and adapt to new business models, change them rapidly as technological disruptions happen and grow fast.

India has seen some great success stories of the new generation start-up entrepreneurs making it big and getting
the coveted ‘unicorn’ tag. Flipkart, Paytm, Oyo, Ola cabs, Byju’s, Swiggy, Zomato, Udaan are the names of some
start-ups who have successfully climbed up the ladder and become established players in their respective domains.

Similarly, there are many start-up ventures in India, though their scale and size might have remained small. But
these ventures have started contributing to growth and employment generation.

GOVERNMENT’S INITIATIVES TO NURTURE AND SUPPORT THE START-UP ECOSYSTEM

Intending to build a strong ecosystem for nurturing innovation and start-ups in the country, the Hon’ble Prime
Minister launched a start-up India action plan on Jan 16, 2016. The Government through this initiative aims to
enable start-ups to grow through innovation and design and to accelerate the spreading of the start-up movement.

Under this plan, an entity is considered as a start-up for up to seven years and a Biotechnology venture start-up
for up to ten years from the date of  its incorporation. As of  November 2018, 14,036 entities have been recognized
as a start-up by the Department of  Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP). Compliance norms have been eased
out for these start-ups to cut their regulatory burden and thereby allowing them to focus on their core business.

Besides, a start-up hub has been operationalized in April 2016 to resolve queries and handhold support for these
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entities. The hub has mentored more than 660 start-ups for incubation, funding support, and business plans, etc.
Start-up India has also launched an interactive online learning and development module to educate start-ups and
aspiring entrepreneurs.

Also, income tax exemptions have been provided for eligible start-ups. Tax exemption on capital gains and
removal of angel tax are some other tax relief measures announced by the Government to encourage investments
in the start-ups.

Recognizing that all start-up ventures might not succeed, the Government has taken steps to make exiting
simpler for entrepreneurs and investors. Start-ups are permitted to wind up their business within 90 days from
making an application for the same.

While many initiatives have been taken up to encourage the start-up culture to take off  in India, many inhibitors
and bottlenecks are preventing many more enterprising entrepreneurs from taking the plunge and a leap of faith.

CHALLENGES AND INHIBITORS IMPACTING START-UPS AND THEIR PROMOTERS

It is quite clear that the opportunity for start-up entities to contribute to growth and employment is immense.
However, the challenges, roadblocks, and inhibitors they face are also equally daunting. Top 10 such inhibitors are:

(a) Dearth of  adequate entrepreneurial skills in the country. Not many people are born natural entrepreneurs
and will need formal training and orientation to acquire these skills. There are not many training and
learning platforms for budding entrepreneurs.

(b) Our educational system is not geared up to produce entrepreneurs; it has been traditionally set up to
churn out white-collared employees. Schools and colleges produce degree holders trained to pursue
usual, time-tested, job opportunities.

The irony is that most students upon completing their formal education score low on employability
skills, rendering them inept even to pursue the traditional jobs. In this environment, expecting students
to transform into entrepreneurs appears a far-fetched aspiration.

(c) Social taboo around being self-employed and the social status associated with a well-paid white-collar
job holds back youngsters from taking the entrepreneurial plunge. Failure may come with a stigma
attached to it and not perceived as a learning opportunity. Thus, people may stick to the knitting and
follow safer havens.

(d) Lack of enough seed capital to experiment, fail and learn and potentially succeed. Per capita income
levels in India at US $ 2,000 is around five times lower than the world’s average of  US $ 11,673.
Therefore, the risk aversion on exposing savings and personal capital is high.

(e) Insufficient mentoring and coaching opportunities for start-up entrepreneurs, resulting in a higher failure
rate. Most entrepreneurs would go through a trial and error route and may not have a mentoring platform
to help them stay on course and well guided.

(f) Complexities involved in setting up a new business entity are still high, despite the Government’s intent
to make these easier. The high cost of  compliance forces entrepreneurs to remain unorganized and stay
below the radar. Our ecosystem does not ease a start-up to flourish with little infrastructure support.

(g) Difficulties in winding down and exiting a failed business initiative. While starting up itself  might be
complex, in the event a business fails to get up on its feet, exiting it is not easy either. Surrendering
registrations, winding down a legal structure also involves cost and complexities.
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(h) The absence of a credible business track record makes it difficult for an unknown entrepreneur to obtain
a line of credit and financing arrangements from banks and financial institutions. It is not easy to raise
first funding for the venture, given the risks involved and lack of  credible background of  the promoter.

(i) Lack of  a mature merger and acquisition ecosystem in the country, where an entrepreneur could seek
exit options and monetize the value of  their efforts, at an appropriate life stage. The absence of  enough
M&A activity prevents an entrepreneur to attract and reward suitable talent to work with them. Wealth
creation prospects could be a significant driver, however, that would work only if  the founders and their
team can get to monetize their efforts at an appropriate stage.

(j) Impatience to get a unicorn tag and associated lucrative valuation, in a hurry might prevent some start-
up entrepreneurs to build a business the hard way, based on strong fundamentals and sustainable value
proposition. Not having any formal training on ethics and governance fundamentals could prove to be
detrimental for these start-ups. Similarly, the lack of  sufficient financial skills or understanding of  the
economic model of their business might result in fatal errors getting committed.

NURTURING THE START-UP IDEA; WITH MENTORING SUPPORT

Entrepreneurs who have already taken a plunge to launch their start-up business, or who will take this leap of
faith in the future, will need guidance and mentoring support. Their business idea and unique proposition to give
solutions to their customers will need careful nurturing. The youthful energy of the millennial-zillenial
entrepreneur will be successfully harnessed if care is taken to give them guidance on the dynamics of strategy
formulation and execution; on risk management; prudent financial decision-making; development of sustainable
products, services, and building strong customer value proposition.

Therefore, the senior established entrepreneurs and business leaders working in CxO positions in the industry
would need to take some of the budding new-age entrepreneurs under their wings, mentor them, share their
learnings and experience and give them guidance and support.

More importantly, the start-up entrepreneurs will need to learn how to cope up with failure and challenges and
keep moderating their plans to build a successful business.

GUIDING START-UPS ON ETHICS, GOVERNANCE AND THE RIGHT SET OF VALUES

An equally critical reason to ensure business success relates to the entrepreneur’s commitment to ethical business
conduct, orientation towards establishing a sound governance platform, which promotes fairness and transparency
in their affairs. Similarly, commitment to the right set of  values helps build a sustainable business.

A young entrepreneur needs to inculcate a strong DNA that supports ethical play and commits them to a sound
governance framework, right from an early stage. Unfortunately, these subjects are not taught in schools and
colleges and therefore, for an entrepreneur, this might become a blind spot as they launch and start to grow.

Industry forums, professional institutes, senior business leaders will need to shoulder this responsibility as well.
Seminars, conferences, workshops, and training programs will expose the entrepreneurs around these subjects
and guide them on how they could imbibe these principles in their business conduct and value systems.

STRENGTHENING THE START-UP ECOSYSTEM: ROLE THAT COMPANY SECRETARIES CAN PLAY

Company Secretaries have a unique role to play and an opportunity to contribute towards the start-up India
initiative. Through their professional training, experience, and skills, Company Secretaries can help the start-up
entrepreneurs build systems, processes, and practices that promote compliance with regulations and governance
practices from the beginning.
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Guidance from the fraternity will go a long way to help our budding entrepreneurs imbibe the correct compliance
culture and enable them to focus on building a sound business enterprise. The Institute of  Company Secretaries
of India might consider creating a platform and help connect established and experienced Company Secretaries
with start-ups who might be interested to enroll for obtaining such professional guidance and support.

This will go a long way in building a start-up culture in the country, encouraging a greater number of  youth to
take this plunge.

IN CONCLUSION

Demographically, India is poised delicately and uniquely to harness the opportunity for supporting a start-up
ecosystem and catapult the economy into a strong growth trajectory. Start-ups have a key role in this journey of
growth and employment generation. We need to take on board challenges and inhibitors in this journey and
provide support to the ecosystem.  This will surely go a long way to enable achievement of our aspiration of
building a $ 5 trillion economy over the next few years and firmly put India on a leadership orbit, globally.

***
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INTRODUCTION

“The secret of  getting ahead is getting started. The secret of  getting started is breaking your complex overwhelming
tasks into smaller manageable tasks, and then starting on the first one.”

 –Mark Twain, American Humorist and Author

India’s global image has been transformed by Startup ecosystem from provider of  cheap labour to successful
techno polis hub. Today India is counted among the four most exciting startup ecosystems in the world, the other
three being US, Europe and China.The way the Indian Startup has revolutionized is worthy of  notice. From
3,100 startups in 2014 to a projection of more than 11,500 by 2020, this is certainly not just simple growth or
development is a massive revolution.

Over the last few decades, technological change has reduced the cost of building digital products and has provided
access to consumer markets. The newly attained liberalization, along with the technological advances, more
accessible resources, knowledge pool, massive funding, emerging global standards, thriving domestic markets,
reduced communication gap geared the startup culture and turned the dreams of  entrepreneurs into reality. The
exceeding number of heads in India and the lack of employment opportunities and emphasis on the regional
development encouraged startups and entrepreneurship among the youth. The entrepreneurs are trying to
understand the common problems of  today’s society and solving it in the best possible way.

THE INDIAN INNOVATION VOYAGE

Innovation in Indian civilization existed centuries before the western counterpart. Yet Indian examples or desi
metaphors rarely feature in creativity conversations, which are igniting the innovation journey. Indian epic,
Sushruta Samhita is considered to be the first ever human to perform medical surgeries on humanswhich was
written during the 6th century BC and contains descriptions of 1,120 illnesses. While history credits Copernicus
for proposing the heliocentric model of  our solar system, it was the Rig Veda that first noted the central placement
of the sun and other planets orbiting it in the solar system.

 “Sun moves in its orbit which itself  is moving. Earth and other bodies move around sun” - Rig Veda 1.164.13
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In spite of limitations, freedom struggle had accidentally or knowingly evolved the concept of popular Swadeshi
movement which involved boycotting British products and the revival of domestic products among the youth in
some sense.

India has gone through a harsh struggling phase from Subjugation to Freedom before achieving the much needed
liberalization. Barely 300 years ago, we accounted for 25 per cent of  the global GDP, the same as China and
Europe. Colonization kept us from the Industrial Revolution, reducing our share to 2 percent of  global GDP by
the time we gained independence. The volatile political environment, lack of  favourable laws, harsh tax policies
restricted the surge of  entrepreneurship.

In 1984, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi declared the “liberalisation of computer industry”.In the late 1990s, the
most common type of startup company was a dotcom. In 1995, VSNL launched the first commercial Internet
service exposing Indians to the World Wide Web (www). In 2000, Information Technology Act 2000 passed.
MCA21 was the first government pilot initiative for online compliances in 2006. In 2007, Flipkart was founded
the startup which became the first India’s Unicorn.In 2016, “Start-up India, Stand-up India” initiative launched.

India today is replete with examples of  successful start-ups that have seen valuations ballooning within first five
years of  operation names like Paytm, Zomato,Swiggy, Byjus,Quikr, Shopclues which had joined the unicorn
club. In 2019, more startups like Practo, Big Basket and MobiKwik are expected to cross this much coveted
mark.

TERMINOLOGIES

Startups :Simply, a startup is a young company founded by one or more entrepreneurs in order to develop a
unique product or service and bring it to market. As per Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &
Thesaurus: A startup or start up is a company initiated by individual founders or entrepreneurs to search for
a repeatable and scalable business model.

In Feb 2019: Revising the current definition of  startups the Minister for Commerce and Industry provided
that an entity shall be considered a startup upto 10 years from its date of incorporation / registration instead
of the existing period of 7 years. The proposals also aim to simplify the process of exemptions for Startups
under section 56 (2) (viib) of  the Income Tax act."An entity shall be considered a startup if  its turnover for
any of  the financial years since its incorporation/registration hasn’t exceeded Rs 100 crore instead of  the
existing Rs 25 crore.”

Unicorns :Some startups become unicorns, i.e. privately held startup companies valued at over $1 billion (1
crore $) typically begin by a founder (solo-founder) or co-founders who have a way to solve a problem. The
term was coined in 2013 by venture capitalist Aileen Lee, choosing the mythical animal to represent the
statistical rarity of  such successful ventures. According to TechCrunch, there were 279 unicorns as of
March 2018. The largest unicorns included Ant Financial, ByteDance, DiDi, Uber, Xiaomi, and Airbnb.
India also boasts of  being home to the 3rd largest unicorn community, with over 16 high valued Startups
having raised over $17.27 billion funding, withoverall valuation of  over $58 billion.

Paytm founder, the irrepressible Vijay Shekhar Sharma, probably put it best when he told Quartz: “A startup
becomes a company when the founder does not know what is happening—that is, when teams can take
independent decisions without including the founding members."

Catalyst: According to Cambridge Dictionary: Catalyst means a condition, event, or person that is the cause
of  an important change.

Pooled Funds : Pooled funds is a generic term for a portfolio of money from many individual investors that
areaggregated for the purposes of investment.
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Hedge Funds : To hedge means to safeguard, and in the context of  investing, it means to protect against risks.
A hedge fund is an investment fund that pools capital from accredited investors or institutional investors and
invests in avariety of  assets, often with complicated portfolio-construction and risk management techniques.

IoT is short for Internet of Things which refers to the ever-growing network of physical objects that feature
an IP address for internet connectivity, and the communication that occurs between these objects and other
Internet-enabled devices and systems.

Virtual reality (VR) immerses users in a fully artificial digital environment.

Augmented reality (AR) overlays virtual objects on the real-world environment.

Venture capital (VC) is a type of  private equity, a form of  financing that is provided by firms or funds to small,
early-stage, emerging firms that are deemed to have high growth potential, or which have demonstrated high
growth (in terms of  number of  employees, annual revenue, or both).

WHAT INITIATED STARTUP MOVEMENT

The success or failure of the entrepreneur strategy can be seen in terms of its impact on the aspirations. How do
entrepreneurs realize their aspirations? Or alternatively, why do they fail to realize their aspirations? Why does
it happen hence need to check reality.Aspiration means a hope or ambition to achieve something according to
Cambridge dictionary. An aspiration (or vision) is broader both in impact and timeframe.

Within-country studies of entrepreneurial motivation, defined as the motivation to start a business, come in
three types:

1. First, there are Push motives (also referred to as necessity motives) are present for example when (a
threat of) unemployment forces people into self-employment and pull motives such as autonomy (also
referred to as independence and freedom), income and wealth, challenge, and recognition and status.

“Love your job but don't love your company, because you may not know when your company stops loving you”-
APJ Abdul Kalam, Former President of  India

2. Second, there is cost–benefit types of studies that try to explain the decision to start a business, material
and immaterial risks and gains are brought into some decision function.

3. Third, there are studies of entrepreneurial motivation investigating depth psychological motives.
Examples are studies on the need for achievement (nAch) and the need for power (nPower) as per
Global Entrepreneurship Model study in 2005.

As per the report mentioned in Business Line,factorsmotivated people to strive for innovation in sectors, especially
IT, AI, AR/VR(Augmented/Virtual reality), IoT(Internet of Things), finance, food tech, healthtech, and agritech
among others. Another factor behindthis development is the growth of  the VC industry. A growth is reflected in
THE NUMBER OF NEW VCS OPENING UP, LARGER AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS, AND A SPUR IN
OFFSHORE FUNDING.

Ongoing Startups Trends

India’s Debt Funding Boom Could Be StiffingInnovation among Indian StartupsOver $3.67 Bn has been pouredinto
Indian startups from 2014 to H12019 as a debt investment.Earlier, the society harboured a very conservative
view and the very idea of  opening a startup, leaving a settled job was frowned upon. Apart from this, funding was
a major problem. Back in the 2000s, India’s network of  seed and angel investors, venture capitalists and private
equity investors was very weak.
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1. Vedic Brahman led to Startup firm,which deals in facilitating Hindu Pujas,expects to break even by
November, 2018. It is partnering with brahmins qualified from Banaras Hindu University and
Sampurnanand Sanskrit University for performing Hindu pujas.

2. According to World Economic Forum:Collaboration between technology start-ups and large corporates
is key for fostering innovation in Europe which benefit both sides, helping corporates to enter and create
new markets, and start-ups to develop their products.

3. The online recruitment startups see this as a window of disruptive market opportunity and aim to seize
it.

4. Cloudways Do you want to focus more on growing your business and stopworrying about server
management? Cloudways takes away allthe server hassles and complexities, freeing up your time to
letyou work on building your startup.

5. GenM Do you want to grow your business? With GenM you can get freemarketing from an apprentice
as part of their training. Thestudent will work 40 hours per month for only $49

“We always overestimate the change that will occur in the next two years and underestimate the change that will occur in
the next ten. Don’t let yourself  be lulled into inaction.” - Bill Gates

Statistical Contribution of Startups

As fact suggests, Startups has already started bearing fruits and is all geared up to benefit the Indian economy in
the long run.Startups raised $2.55 billion in the quarter ended 30 September 2019, 25% more than the $2billion
and $2.13 billion raised in the preceding two quarters this year, according to datafrom Venture Intelligence, a
startup data tracker.While deal values have increased, volumes have fallen during the same period, from 160deals
in Q1 to 117 this quarter, a trend seen over the past year or so, where largeamounts of  money are flowing, but to
fewer firms. Withan estimated 375 million Internet users, India is now the second largest Internet market in the
world which had made international market accessible in the hands of every person. With over $5 billion worth
of  investment in 2015 and three to four start-ups emerging every day, it is projected that the number of  Start-Ups
in India will increase to more than 11,500 by 2020, with job creation from these entrepreneurs reaching 250-
300k by 2020.

According to World Bank, India  recorded a jump of  23 positions in ease of  doing business in 2018 after a
significant leap of 30 positions in the year 2017, making animprovement in overall ranking by 53 places in two
years and 65 positions in the last four years.

The Economic Survey report said as of December 2015, eight Indian start-ups belonged to the 'Unicorn' club
(ventures that are valued at $1 billion and upwards).

India serves as the fastest growing start-up-base worldwide and stands third in technology driven product start-
ups just after US and UK respectively. More than 65% of  the start-ups are located in NCR, Mumbai and
Bangalore.

The stats on the demography of the ecosystem says that 72% of the founders are less than 35 years old making
India home to the youngest entrepreneurs in the world, with gender breakup of  91% male and 9% female.

Around 3.61 crore MSMEs, contributing 37.5 per cent to the country’s GDP, have a critical role to play in
boosting industrial growth and ensuring the success of  the Make in India programme. The good part is the sector
currently employs close to 40 per cent of  India’sworkforce, contributes 45 per cent to India’s manufacturing
output and 42 per cent to India’stotal exports.
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In India, Bangalore has earned itself a 15th place ranking, up four spots from its earlier rank, as per the latest
report on Global Start-up Ecosystem released by Compass.Mumbai, in itself, has been the seventh fastest
growing VC hub in the world for the 2015-2017 period.

The Minister of Commerce and Industry in India, had recently declared that the government led Startup India
movement has recognised 15,667 startups till Jan 2019. It also claims to be training 2.34 lakh startups in the
learning and development module.

National Association of  Software and Services Companies(NASSCOM) stated that The startups in India saw
a108 per cent growth in total funding from USD two billion in 2017 to USD 4.2 billion this year. At the
beginning of the second month of 2019, KPMG has stated that the number of startups in the country has gone up
from 7,000 in 2008 to 50,000 in 2018.

Overseas Money entering Indian Startups

“What do you need to start a business? Three simple things: know your product better than anyone, know your
customer, and have a burning desire to succeed.”  –Dave Thomas, Founder, Wendy’s

1. In 2018, SoftBank, which is headquartered in Japan, has invested US$2 billion into Indian startups. The
Japanese firm has pledged to investment US$10 billion. Google declared to launch a startup, based on
the highest votes in which the top three startups will be allowed to join the next Google Launchpad
Week, and the final winner could win an amount ofUS$100,000 in Google cloud credits.

2. The newsmagazine The Economist estimated that up to 75% of the value of US public companies is now
based on their intellectual property (up from 40% in 1980). As such, it is important for technology-
oriented startup companies to develop a sound strategy for protecting their intellectual capital as early
as possible.

3.  Jul 2019: US hedge Fund Steadview Capital plans to invest $500 million in growth-stage companies in
India over the next two years. The hedge fund, which has previously invested in unicorns, such as
Flipkart and Ola, is looking at consumer internet startups in vertical e-commerce startup Ninjacart,
online education startup Unacademy and online fantasy gaming platform Dream11, where its investment
catapulted the startup to unicorn status.

4. Swiss-based EST Group in Sep 2019 decided to Invest $250 Mn into Indian startups in Next 18 Mths
that are focused on fintech applications.

Government Initiatives

The Startup India (a revolutionary scheme)Action Plan was unveiled by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 16th
January, 2016 to build a strong eco-system to nurture innovation and empower Startups across India.

“Never dream of  becoming something, if  you dream, dream of  doing something.” These words from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at India’s ambitious startup campaign — Startup India, Standup India.

Of all campaigns targeted at the growth of  entrepreneurship, Make in India was one of  the earliest. Introduced
in September 2014 to attract foreign investment, it also encouraged domestic companies to participate in
manufacturing goods being imported to replace foreign made goods with indigenous manufacturing.

The Digital India campaign of  2015 has been the most impactful, especially for the Fin-Techstartupsas it ensures
online connectivity to citizens inremote rural areas, giving access to business, technology and services at the
grassroots level.
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Under this initiative, the government has already launchedthe I-MADE program, to help Indian entrepreneurs
build 10 lakh (1 million)mobile app start-ups, and the MUDRA Bank's scheme (Pradhan Mantri MudraYojana),
an initiative which aims to provide micro-finance, low-interest rateloans to entrepreneurs from low socioeconomic
backgrounds. Initial capitalof Rs. 20,000 crore (equivalent to  rs.210 billion or US$3.0 billion in 2018) hasbeen
allocated for this scheme.

The Government has already committed INR 1,611.7 Crore to 32 Venture Capital Funds through FFS. The
funds contributed by Government have enabled VC funds to raise a corpus of  over INR 7,000 Crore which is
available for Startups. It is encouraging to note the enthusiastic contribution from women to the Startup movement.
More than 45% of  the Startups recognized by Department of  Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) have at-
least one woman founder or director.

As India improved its digital connectivity, market access barriers have been brought down for startups. The
number of internet users was pegged at 483 million in 2018 and is projected to reach 666.4 million in 2025. In
addition, the government initiative, “Digital SakshartaAbhiyaan”, was started to promote digital literacy and
help people become more knowledgeable about the digital world.

The result of first ever startup state ranking were announced in December 2018 the report reflects that passion
for starting up has reached out not only to metro but to tier-II and tier-III cities like Kochi, Jaipur, Ahmedabad,
Lucknow, Indore, Ranchi, and Patna as well.

Startups Contribution as Catalyst

"India is becoming a startup hub. Opportunity for growth is enormous, which we had never seen in our lifetime.
Challenge is how fast a company wants to transform" NASSCOM president

• Increasing GDP as Unicorns

1. In June 2018, reports surfaced that digital payments company Billdesk was raising a $250 Mn funding
round led by Visa, at a valuation of $1.5 Bn-$2 Bn.  In the fintech segment, Billdesk is giving tough
competition to PayU, CCAvenue, and others.

2. BYJU’S gained its unicorn status in March 2018 and later in December 2018, raised a mammoth $328
Mn funding round led by Canada Pension board’s investment arm, CPPIB Investment Board Private
Holdings, Naspers Ventures BV, and General Atlantic Singapore TL Pvt Ltd taking its valuation to $4
Bn.

3. OYO has brought about a revolution in the Indian budget hotel industry. The year 2018 was all about
international expansion (to seven countries, to be precise) As of  now, the company has 3.3 Lakh rooms
in 500 cities across the world.  In September 2018, OYO received $800 Mn from SoftBank Vision Fund,
with participation from existing investors Lightspeed India Partners, Sequoia Capital, and Greenoaks
Capital.

4. Based on China’s TMall retail model, Paytm Mall started operating as an independent entity (from
parent company Paytm) and a consumer shopping app in February 2017. As of  April 2018, the company
had a reach to over 700 towns across 19,000 pin codes in the country. At the same time, it raised a
massive $445 Mn funding from SoftBank and Alibaba to mark its entry into the unicorn club, thereby
taking the total funding raised so far to $645 Mn. Further, in May last year, it also announced to launch
its PoS terminal.

5. PolicyBazaar is one of  the first entrants in the Indian online insurance space. The company got tagged as
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a unicorn in June after a $200 Mn funding round by Japanese conglomerate SoftBank Vision Fund,
thereby taking the total funding raised so far to $346.6 Mn.

6. Swiggy closed 2018 with a massive $1 Bn funding round led by Naspers, raising its valuation to $3.3 Bn.
However, it entered the unicorn club in June with a $210 Mn investment from Naspers and GST Global
at a $1.3 Bn valuation. Swiggy is now looking to strengthen its technology and focus on building a next-
generation AI-driven platform for hyperlocal discovery and on-demand delivery.

7. Zomato marked a re-entry into the unicorn club in 2018. The company earlier attained the unicorn
status in April 2015 with a $50 Mn funding. At the same time, it caught the eyes of  investors, grabbing
more than $410 Mn across two rounds of funding. This took the total funding raised so far by Zomato to
$443.8 Mn since its launch.

Going forward, in 2019, the ecosystem will be looking towards these companies as pillars of success
showing a guiding light to the upcoming generation of entrepreneurs.

• Generating Employment

There was 120 per cent funding growth for AI startups with USD 150 million investments made in this field
in 2018.India needs 10million jobs a year and global data shows that it is start-ups, not large enterprises that
create new jobs in any country. India will become the world’s youngest country by year 2020, with an
average age of  29 years, and account for around 28% of  the world’s workforce.Startups in the country have
been able to create an estimated 40,000 new jobs over the year, taking the total jobs in the startup ecosystem
to 1.6-1.7 lakh, the report assessed. Besides, another 4-5 lakh indirect jobs are estimated to have been
created.

• Serving as Solution for upcoming Artificial Intelligence (AI) Threat

Today  Fourth Industrial Revolution is continuing full-steam, the unfortunate truth is that technology is
going to replace some jobs - experts suggest as many as 40% of jobs around the world will disappear in the
next 15 years. The threat of job displacement is especially large for countries like India, where an enormous
percentage of the population is of working age and has a growing ecosystem of startups.

The entire world must prioritise job creation and the retraining of the current workforce in order to prepare
for the digital age. Currently, one in five working individuals says their professional skills are not up-to-date,
as robots, machine learning and automation proliferate in the workplace.

Fortunately, there is a powerful weapon that can be deployed to fill the gap: startups.

How can India improve the lifespan and the power of startups so that they can pursue a strong growth
trajectory alongside fourth industrial revolution?

The first step is encouraging more collaboration between the private and public sectors, who must work
together to:

Create an Startup & Entrepreneurship Culture

Encouraging schools to teach children, teens and university students about entrepreneurship as a career choice
would drastically increase not only the number of young adults who choose to launch startups but also the
diversity of startup founders to include more women and minorities - and diversity is proven to drive innovation.

Indian conglomerate Tata Group's InnoVistaprogramme, for example, awards its employees both for the year's
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best innovations as well the year's best attempts - encouraging teams to take big leaps in the pursuit of innovation.
There are other initiatives embolden people too: just last month, the Indian government agreed to exempt
startups from the "angel tax".

Build Startup Innovation Hubs

Countries like the US, France, Israel and China have created settings that allow a large number of  startups to
flourish simultaneously: innovation hubs.Multinationals can also take a more proactive and leading role. In
partnership with Indian incubator T-Hub, social media giant Facebook recently announced the launch of  its
second annual India Innovation Accelerator Programme, which strives to nurture Indian startups in the emerging
technology and artificial intelligence space.

If  accepted into the programme, Indian startups will be invited to participate in a diverse menu of  technical
training exercises and mentorship opportunities intended to help employees create the innovations of  tomorrow.

Use Startups To Digitise Small-To-Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

In recent years, startups in India have particularly served as a catalyst for the digitalization of  SMEs across the
country. In fact, a recent study estimates that Indian SMEs will spend $14-16 billion this year on digital technologies
alone- in part because start-up aggregators energize the companies around them to digitize.

By taking advantage of the resources of their multinational investors (an estimated $34 Bn has been raised by
foreign entities since 2006), domestic startups can, in turn, offer local SMEs a portfolio of  productivity,
connectivity and digital deliverability solutions that create a nascent space for job growth. Of  course, with an
estimated 75 Mn SMEs in India employing more than 180 Mn people, the prospect of  reskilling and retraining
may admittedly seem daunting.A strong innovation system is fuelled by a dynamic startup community, which
together form a robust source of jobs.

“The strategy is to first know what you don’t know, the tactic is to grind, and the value is toremember: there are plenty
of  places to innovate.”–David Friedberg, founder of  Weatherbill

Troubles in movement of startups as Catalysts

Some recent trends suggest that since decade, Indian youth have inclined toward start-up and business rather than
doing jobs. However startups still faces challenges for the following issues:

1. The Government should enable easy availability of  loans across the country.

2. The govt should take some awareness programme regarding start-ups in rural areas.

3. Multi window clearances: Budding entrepreneurs have to make multiple trips to government offices to
register and seek clearances.

4. There should be an Incubator assistance program that supports physical and virtual incubation,
government should be catalyst here, apart from the private ones.

5. An important factor behind failures and slow growth of some organisations is the lack of quality
mentorship, especially in terms of  industry knowledge/support.

6. Angel Tax and Valuation issues

7. Revenue Generation: Jet Airways, though a mature business found itself cash trapped with not enough
funds to pay lease rentals or salaries to which the company finally succumbed.

8. Infrastructure and Access to Markets.
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9. The multiplicity of  regulatory approvals : To overcome this, the MCA has introduced integrated filing
of the new e-form AGILE alongside the filing of SPICe form. AGILE stands for – Application for
Registration of  the Goods and Services Tax Identification Number (GSTIN), Employees’ State Insurance
Corporation (ESIC) registration plus Employees Provident Fund Organization (EPFO) registration.
However still there are numerous procedures and flings for startups.

According to the survey report, India is faster than the seven to eight years average time taken by startups in the
US; and only a tad slower than China, where entry to the club takes four to six years, on an average.

While being ahead of  Silicon Valley sounds like an achievement, experts warn that the shorter timelines to reach
$1 billion valuations is pretty meaningless and says nothing about the overall health of an ecosystem.Analysts
warn. “This whole unicorn obsession is misplaced and doesn’t measure the value that the startup will eventually
create for the ecosystem.”

There are currently 145 active unicorns in the US now, worth a cumulative $555.9 billion. Meanwhile, India’s
unicorn population is still hovering in the low two-digits. However, there’s still ample room to grow in India.
But first, India has to overcome a few hiccups plaguing its massive billionplus population.

“The chief challenges are that our per capita income is way below for a billion user yield yet (and) internet
connectivity is a long way to go,” said executive director at Grant Thornton India LLP.  Also we need to broaden
and deepen reach through multiple languages and we certainly need enterprise market to take off wherein buyers
focus on product efficacy and shed this service mindset.

Why do startups fail?

“As an entrepreneur, you have to be OK with failure. If  you’re not failing, you’re likely not pushing yourself  hard
enough." –Alexa von Tobel, founder of  LearnVest

Nine out of  ten startups will fail. This is a hard and bleak truth, but one that you’ddo well to meditate on. Cold
statistics like these are not intended to discourage entrepreneurs, but toencourage them to work smarter and
harder.

"What do you need to start a business? Three simple things: know your product better than anyone, know your
customer, and have a burning desire to succeed."--Dave Thomas,

What are the characteristics of startups that succeed as millennials?

“Every worthwhile accomplishment, big or little, has its stages of drudgery and triumph: a beginning, a struggle and a
victory.” –Mahatma Gandhi, Political andSpiritual Leader

There are plenty of characteristics of successful startups some of the most significant causes of success:

1. The product is perfect for the market.

2. The entrepreneur does not ignore anything.

3. The company grows fast.

4. The team knows how to recover.

5. Founders are driven by impact, resulting in passion and commitment

6. Commitment to stay the course and stick with a chosen path
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7. Willingness to adjust, but not constantly adjusting

8. Patience and persistence due to the timing mismatch of expectations and reality

9. Willingness to observe, listen and learn

10. Develop the right mentoring relationships

11. Leadership with general and domain specific business knowledge

12. Implementing “Lean Startup” principles: Raising just enough money in a funding round to hit the next
set of key milestones

13. Balance of  technical and business knowledge, with necessary technical expertise in product development

Are the reasons for success the opposite of those for failure?

If  you look at both the reasons for failure and the factors for success, it is clear that commitment to a plan is key.
This, of  course, implies having a plan. This does not mean that you are completely inflexible, but you can stay
the course. Steve Jobs (Apple, NeXT, and Pixar) is the classic example as a business-oriented founder. Meg
Whitman (eBay) and Eric Schmidt (Google) are great examples of CEOs who were brought into companies at an
India needs more than a 100 million jobs a year and the jobs which are generated are mostly from startups and not
big enterprises. India’s demographic dividend if  not coupled with rising economic growth and employment they
are bound to be one of  the biggest liability.

Once an enterprise is established, the process of industrialization is set in motion.

Tech startups are leading the growth of  startup era and it is ready to boost revenue sector by almost 12-14 per cent
for the current fiscal year as well. It is anticipated the market of India will grow by more than 50% within the
next five years.

With Economy InSlowdown, Showing confidence in the ability of startups to bring innovation and drive business
in the Indian economy,Speaking at the IIT Madras convocation onSeptember 30, 2019 Prime Minister Narendra
Modisaid “Your innovation, aspirationand application of  technology will fuel this dream [of$5 Tn economy]. It
has become the bedrock of  India’sbig leap into the most competitive economy.” The PM added that India’s cost-
effective solutionsshould be available to serve the needs of  the poorestcountries and the most deprived, no
matter wherethey live as “technology unites people even acrosscountries, across continents.

In Q12019, India registered a six-year low in the quarterlyGDP, registering a decline of  0.8% from 5.8% .

CONCLUSION

The Fourth Industrial Revolution may threaten businesses large and small, but, when your business' survival
hinges on the ability to innovate, it will be those that push new boundaries and encourage others to do the same
that succeed in the modern business landscape. Economies are taking the efforts to make and enhance the
entrepreneurship. Government is also providing the awareness and necessary steps are being taken up by
them.Startups can havea high success rate in India, but why so? Education seems to be a reason for this.What can
you learn from India? Well, you can learn that Indians are not scared totry new things. Even the startup names
are quite disrupting! Some of  the topIndian startups are quite out of  the ordinary. If  you want to create the
mostprofitable business in India, you need to think outside of  the box. Indian startup ideas areunique, which
always attracts customers and brings forth profit.You need to find a gap in the market and again,do not be afraid
to do something that you have not seen before. That is what leadsto success, a brand new idea. You will not gain
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much success from the belief  thateverybody has.We have all the tools we need. It just needs a shift in intent
whenever we revisit them, a slight tuning and turning around, of  the canon of  our perspective. So what are you
waiting for? Do you have a plan?Go out there and make it a reality. The time to make a change is now! Do not
waitany longer.. Develop your idea into startup and contribute to the growth of  our nation. Perhaps it is time
Indian innovative adventures journeyed into an epic past, to borrow invaluable inspiration for a dazzling future.
Startups can change the world and in coming years more and more startups will grow withinnovation and
creativity.Investing in India’s growth story and macroeconomic potential became the new investment thesis! A
new world order had arrived.

You don’t learn to walk by following rules. You learn by doing and falling over.” – Richard Branson, Virgin
Group Founder
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START UP as you read these 2 words in its general context; what we understand is to begin with something to try
something may be new. However here to be more specific we talk about Startups in business point of  view as a
company or project initiated by an entrepreneur to seek, effectively develop, and validate a scalable business
model. Hence, the concepts of startups and entrepreneurship are similar. A startup is a company that is in the first
stage of its operations.

Entrepreneurship is important to economic development and undeniably, there is a global drive to accelerate the
growth and development of nations through innovation and creativity. Support for small and medium businesses
has emerged as a top priority on the global agenda and are no longer seen as a threat to the established system.
With that in mind, policymakers have long accepted that entrepreneurs and startup companies have a critical
role to play as key drivers of economic growth in both developed and developing countries.

New and young companies are the primary source of job creation in thriving economies, and entrepreneurial
activity introduces new products and services. These new businesses also contribute to economic dynamism by
injecting and intensifying competition into markets which cause consumers to benefit from lower prices and
greater product variety and promotes greater upstream and downstream value-chain activities.

The concept of startups has been introduced in the developed countries long back but if we discuss the success of
start ups in India particularly which is one of the fastest developing economy in the world, the graph has been
quite interesting.

LETS UNDERSTAND WHY STARTUP INDIA?

Startup India is an initiative of the Government of India. Startup India is about creating prosperity in India.
Many enterprising people who dream of  starting their own business lack the resources to do so. As a result, their
ideas, talent and capabilities remain untapped – and the country loses out on wealth creation, economic growth
and employment.

The campaign was first announced by Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi during his 15 August 2015 address
from the Red Fort, in New Delhi. The action plan of  this initiative, is based on the following three pillars:

1. Simplification and Handholding.
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2. Funding Support and Incentives.

3. Industry-Academia Partnership and Incubation.

In the words of  Prime Minister, Narendra Modi:

“Startup India is a revolutionary scheme that has been started to help the people who wish to start their own business. These
people have ideas and capability, so the government will give them support to make sure they can implement their ideas and
grow. Success of  this scheme will eventually make India, a better economy and a strong nation.”

Further Startup India’s 19-Point Action Plan was as follows:

1. Self-certification Compliance

2. Single Point of Contact via Startup India Hub

3. Simplifying Processes with Mobile App and Portal

(for registration, filing compliances & obtaining information)

4. Legal Support, Fast Tracking & 80% reduction in patent registration fee

5. Relaxed Norms of Public Procurement

6. Easier & Faster Exit

7. Funding Support via a Fund of Funds corpus of INR 10,000 crore

8. Credit Guarantee Funding

9. Tax Exemption on Capital gains

10. 3-Year Income Tax Exemption

11. Tax Exemption on Investments above Fair Market Value (FMV)

12. Annual Startup Fests (national & international)

13. Launch of  World-class Innovation Hubs under Atal Innovation Mission (AIM)

14. Set up of country-wide Incubator Network

15. Innovation Centres to augment Incubation and R&D

16. Research Parks to propel innovation

17. Promote Entrepreneurship in Biotechnology

18. Innovation Focused Programs for Students

19. Annual Incubator Grand Challenge

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday further said the government is taking several steps to promote
young entrepreneurs in the country, adding that startups are no longer confined to big cities. Smaller towns and
villages too are emerging as vibrant startup centres, the PM Modi said while interacting with young entrepreneurs
from across the country, including cities such as Dehradun, Guwahati and Raipur.

Five Things That PM Narendra Modi Said on Start-UP Culture in India

1. Capital and courage required for start-ups : Prime Minister said that along with Make in India, Design in
India too is important for startups. "Adequate capital, courage and connecting with people are required
for excelling in the startup sector," he said.

2. From Tech To Agriculture : PM Modi added that there was a time when startups meant only digital and
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technology innovation but now things are changing and we are seeing startups in various other fields,
including agriculture. "We have started an Agriculture Grand Challenge. We invite more youngsters to
ideate on how to transform our agriculture sector," he added.

3. Start-Up India Action Plan : PM Modi also said that government has launched the Startup India Action
Plan to promote budding entrepreneurs in the country. The plan is aimed to give incentives such as tax
holiday, inspector raj-free regime and capital gains tax exemption, Modi said. Startup India is a flagship
initiative of the Government of India, intended to build a strong eco-system for nurturing innovation
and Startups in the country that will drive sustainable economic growth and generate large scale
employment opportunities.

4. From Minnows to Sharks : PM Modi said that today's big companies were start-ups at some point. "Our
startups are growth engines. I urge the people of India to keep innovating," he added. He also said that
the youth in India is now creating jobs and the government is committed to harnessing the demographic
dividend. Commenting on the issue of  fund availability for startups, Modi said the government has
created a Rs. 10,000 crore Fund of Funds.

5. Public Procurement Norms : He also said startups can sell their products to the government and it has eased
public procurement norms for them. India has distinguished itself in the global startup ecosystem, the
Prime Minister added

Startup India definitely helps in boosting entrepreneurship and economic development – by ensuring that people
who have the potential to innovate and start their own business with proactive support and incentives at multiple
levels.

India needs 10 million jobs a year and global data shows that it is startups, not large enterprises that create net
new jobs in any country. Startups are also the centers of  innovation and are a great way to enhance employment
creation in the economy. However, more important aspect is the technological enhancement they bring to the
country. Startups involve dealing with new technology which generally lies at the highest end of  value addition
chain. With more and more startups India can aspire to be world leader in skilled work and not just an outsourcing
destination for cheap IT services.

Initially, India was considered as the market for providing cheap labor to the world and for export of  Indian
services in the field of  IT. Due to this, India has witnessed low product development and innovation in the past.
But, still it is not too late and the culture of startups has started in India in the recent past. It has already started
bearing fruits and is all geared up to benefit the Indian economy in the long run. In the recent years, different
countries are taking different initiatives to link up their businesses with the Indian startups. For Example:
Business council of  India in United Kingdom (UKIBC) is hosting startups of  India in UK. Similarly, Swissnex,
an agency of Switzerland is conducting market research in India with the help of its entrepreneurs to identify
suitable business opportunities for them. On the same lines, Zone Startups based in Toronto Canada is also
conducting research to understand Indian taste, culture and requirements that they can fulfill. It is said that
almost all global giants such as Walmart, Goldman Sachs, Target, Thomson Reuters are eyeing towards Indian
startups to tap the huge business opportunity. Venture capital funds from abroad and angel investors are proving
to be a big boon for Indian startup story. Indian startups such as Flipkart, Olacabs, Snapdeal, Hike, Shopclues,
Freecharge, Inmobi etc. receive various rounds of  follow-on financing as well either from their existing investors
or from any new investor. Apart from funding, mergers and acquisitions are also helping these startup companies
to grow by acquiring new capabilities directly and expanding into the market share of  the acquired company.
The best example of this could be buying of Myntra, an app based shopping portal by another technology giant
Flipkart to gain the market share. Snapdeal recently acquired Freecharge to grow into the area of  mobile payment
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gateways, since mobile payments are a next hot spot sensed by various startups presenting immense opportunities
for further penetration. Not only in India but also internationally tech giants have used acquisition of  companies
as a way to maintain their position of market leader and also as a way to enhance diversification. An example of
this could be acquisition of messaging app Whatsapp by another giant Facebook.

As technologies create new opportunities, startups take advantage of these opportunities, creating massive value
over mature businesses. This is what generates the ‘disruption’ we hear about, and ensures the economy evolves
along with the opportunities technology affords. Such progress generates a massive competitive advantage over
those businesses that are slower to identify and take advantage of  opportunities to create greater value.

Job Creation : The Reality

It makes sense that new businesses open up leads to job creation. However, there has been little research into how
many of  such jobs are sustainable, after the so-called startups enter their third or fourth year. This is the time
when the initial push of  the investors and VCs fizzles out and the constant stream of  finance also isn’t readily
available.

The promise of a billion-dollar startup is either on the verge of being broken or is being tested by cut-throat
competition. The same startups that starts hiring for employees, powered by deep pockets of their investors,
now start consolidation and trimming their resources on the pretext of  restructuring and sustainability. Nobody
talks about the job loss, the layoffs and the pink slips. It might be a win-win situation for the investor, but for the
average job-seeker, and the economy as a whole, these events are unpleasant and detrimental.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics found that the number of new private establishments, including both expansions
and startups, increased 2.5 percent in early 2016, which is nearly as fast as the boom years of the 1990s.

The jobs created when startups are established do not disappear overnight. In fact, they are remarkably durable.
When a given group of  startups reaches age five, the group's employment level is 80 percent of  what it was when
it began. In 2000, for example, startups created 3,099,639 jobs. By 2005, the surviving firms (half  of  those that
had started) had total employment of 2,412,410, or about 78 percent of the jobs that existed when these firms
were born.

Startups involve dealing with new technology which generally lies at the highest end of value addition chain.If
the growth continues in the same pace then it is expected that Indian tech startups will generate almost 2.5 lakh
jobs in the next five years.

Impact on Growth and Productivity

India has been ranked third in the global startup ecosystem, and the year 2018 was dominated by foodtech
startups, says the Economic Survey for 2018-19.

The retail segment of  startups saw the highest investments in 2018 at $2.09 billion followed by food at $1.65
billion. The year also saw foodtech companies like Swiggy and Zomato turning into Unicorns.

Among the distribution of startups, Maharashtra, followed by Karnataka and Delhi, are among the top ten
performers in terms of State-wise distribution of recognised startups in India. As per industry-wise distribution
of recognised startups, IT Services accounted for around 15 percent, followed by Healthcare and Life Sciences
at around nine percent, and education at eight percent.

Under the Government of  India’s Startup India initiative, a total of  19,351 startups have been recognised so far
out of which 985 startups are from Gujarat, said Commerce & Industry Minister in replies to Rajya Sabha
Member of Parliament, Parimal Nathwani.
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Parimal Nathwani is an Indian politician and an industrialist who has been twice elected Member of Parliament
from Jharkhand. Currently, he is Senior Group President Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL). On Monday, Parimal
Nathwani’s office issued a press statement As per the reply, the highest number recognised at 3661 startups are
from Maharashtra; then comes Karnataka with 2847 startups, followed by Delhi with 2552. Uttar Pradesh,
Telangana, Haryana & Tamil Nadu follow in that order and Gujarat is ranked at number eight. Union Minister
of Commerce & Industry Piyush Goyal provided the information on June 28, 2019 in Rajya Sabha while
replying to the questions raised by Parimal Nathwani.

Under GoI’s Startup India initiative, Narendra Modi’s Gujarat ranks 8th also under the Fund of  Funds for
Startups set up by GoI, Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs) have made an aggregate investment of  Rs 1625.73
crore in 247 startups so far. In Gujarat, one startup has received funding of  Rs 3.14 crore. The largest amount of
Rs 499.85 crore has been invested by AIFs in 75 startups from Karnataka, followed by Rs 440.38 crore spread
over 68 startups from Maharashtra.

According to the responses provided by the Minister, Startup India initiative was launched on 16th January
2016 consists of  19 Action Points that act as a guiding document for the initiative. Since its inception, 19,351
Startups across the country have been recognised by the Department for Promotion of  Industry and Internal
Trade (DPIIT) as on 24.06.2019.

The Minister also said that the GoI had established Fund of Funds for Startups (FFS) with a corpus of Rs. 10,000
crore to meet the funding needs of startups. DPIIT is the monitoring agency and Small Industries Development
Bank of  India (SIDBI) is the operating agency for FFS, he said. The startups will not only make the lives of  the
citizens easier through their inexpensive and expedient services but will also act as a key booster for the expansion
and steps forward of  the Indian economy.

India on Startups

India is a home for almost 3100 startups starting per year standing just behind US, UK and Israel according to the
NASSCOM report of  2015. If  the growth is continued on the same pace then it is expected that Indian tech
startups will generate almost 2.5 lakh jobs in the next five years. India is also said to enjoy demographic dividend
and it is likely that by 2020 India will be a residence to 112 million functioning population falling in the age
bracket of 20-24 years as compared to that of 94 million workers of China. This demographic dividend will
absolutely make better the startup culture in the country.

Startups in India are growing very rapidly:

1. Instamojo: India’s fastest growing commerce enabling platform for MSMEs

2. Ixigo.com: India's Mobile Travel Marketplace

3. Nykaa.com: India's premier online destination for beauty & wellness

4. Shuttl: Shuttl is the future of public transport

5. Swiggy: Fastest Food Delivery

6. CraftVilla.com: Largest Online Ethnic Store

7. Mobikwik: A Mobile Wallet for every Indian

8. Zomato: most successful food tech startups around in India.

9. Paytm: Dominant payapp in India

10. Treebo Hotels: Treebo is India’s top rated budget hotel chain with 400 hotels in over 70 cities
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India currently has the third largest startup ecosystem in the world, with Bengaluru ranking behind only London
and Silicon Valley for the greatest number of  tech startups. India has also risen in the Global Innovation Index,
Ease of Doing Business, and Global Competitiveness Index rankings. A recent economic outlook report by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) firmly labels India as the world’s fastest-
growing major economy expected to widen its GDP growth lead over China.

Private Sector Support

While government support has largely been towards the creation and development of a vibrant startup ecosystem,
the private sector has been supporting this growth by investing in the success of individual startups. Responding
to relaxation in government regulation, tax breaks, and the creation of new asset classes, Private Equity/
Venture Capital (PE/VC) investment in India is booming, and the number of  VCs with active investments in
India has been steadily growing since 2013. The total funding has doubled between 2017 and 2018 in tech
startups. Recognising the importance of sourcing innovation, private sector involvement in incubation has also
grown, with almost half of the active incubators in the country run either by corporates or private organisations.
These incubators offer access to a wide network of  mentors from the private sector and industry, while also
offering more practical support such as use of proprietary software and tools, or free office space and infrastructure.

The RBL Bank Ltd. (formerly Ratnakar Bank) has become the first private sector bank in India to open a
specialized branch for start-ups offering a bouquet of banking products to service the end-to-end needs of the
emerging entrepreneurial eco-system. The branch was inaugurated at Koramangala, Bengaluru, by Nandan
Nilekani, noted entrepreneur and former chairman of  Unique Identification Authority of  India (UIDAI).

So why aren’t more startups working with the public sector?

The fact of the matter is that the public sector still suffers from huge reputational issues that mean most
startups don’t even consider it as a potential client. A recent survey by GovTech venture firm, PUBLIC ,
found that 92 percent of SMEs still prefer to work with the private sector than with the government.

Long-winded, opaque tender processes, mountains of bureaucracy and onerous contracts mean that it doesn’t
make financial sense for most young businesses to go down the public route when they have much more
straightforward revenue streams to pursue elsewhere. Government contracts are also perceived to involve a
large amount of  customization and working with numerous contractors. It isn’t unusual for VCs to run a mile
when they hear that has business has a public project on the books, due to the risk and cost involved.

These perceptions and attitudes need to change drastically if both sides are to enjoy the benefits that these
innovative partnerships could deliver.

Tax Exemptions

- 80 IAC Tax exemption

The government is set to ease the norms to allow more startups to benefit from provisions under the
income tax law that allows 100% deduction up to 100% of  the profits and gains.

Post getting recognition a Startup may apply for Tax exemption under section 80 IAC of  the Income Tax
Act. Also post getting clearance for Tax exemption, the Startup can avail tax holiday for 3 consecutive
financial years out of its first ten years since incorporation.

Eligibility Criteria for applying to Income Tax exemption (80IAC)

a. The entity should be a recognized Startup
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b. Only Private limited or a Limited Liability Partnership is eligible for Tax exemption under Section
80IAC

c. The Startup should have been incorporated after 1st April, 2016

- Tax Exemption under Section 56 of  the Income Tax Act (Angel Tax)

Eligibility Criteria for Tax Exemption under Section 56 of  the Income Tax Act

a. The entity should be a DPIIT recognized Startup

b. Aggregate amount of paid up share capital and share premium of the Startup after the proposed
issue of  share, if  any, does not exceed INR 25 Crore.

The relief for startups facing tax demands for selling shares at a premium to their fair market value will
be effective from 19 February, the Central Board of  Direct Taxes (CBDT) said in a notification issued on
Tuesday. The Indian government has been evolving the definition of  an “Eligible Startup” for over a
decade, i.e., a Startup that is eligible to claim regulatory and tax incentives. An entity is considered a
“Startup” only if it is incorporated as a Private Limited company (under the Companies Act, 2013), or
registered as a Partnership Firm (under the Partnership Act) or a Limited Liability partnership (under
the Limited Liability Partnership Act) in India, and fulfils the following conditions:

• Not more than seven years have elapsed from its incorporation/ registration (for an entity in the
biotechnology sector, this period is 10 years).

• The turnover of the entity in any financial year since incorporation/ registration has not exceeded
INR 250 million.

• The entity is working towards innovation, development or improvement of products or processes
or services, or is a scalable business model with a high potential of employment generation or
wealth creation.

However, an entity formed by splitting up or reconstruction of  an existing business is not considered a
“Startup.” Thus, we need to ensure that an entity qualifies as a “Startup” in the first place to avail the
various tax and regulatory benefits.

- Capital gains tax exemption

To boost the startup ecosystem in India, a long-term capital gains exemption up to INR 5 million is
provided, if the amount equal to capital gain arising from the sale of capital assets is reinvested in the
units of a notified fund set up for Startups for a period of at least three years.

- Carry forward of losses despite substantial change in ownership

The Indian tax regime allows the protection of unabsorbed tax losses of Startups incurred in the initial
seven years of its operations, as long as all the shareholders in the year of incurrence of loss continue to
be shareholders in the Startup company in the year of carry-forward and set-off. Therefore, such protection
is available even if  the change in shareholding is beyond 49% threshold applicable in other cases.

However, any startup will be eligible to claim these tax benefits only after obtaining a certificate from
the Inter-Ministerial Board which has been set up specifically for this purpose.
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Financial Benefits

Startups will get an 80% rebate on patent costs. This means, that if and when a startup applies for a patent, the
government will come to its aid by funding the defence of the patent. The company will thus get a rebate of 80%
in the fees. Moreover, the government will also pay the fees of  the facilitator and help obtain the patent. Patent
registration and protection of  Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) will be faster and the process, simple.

However there are lots of challenges made by startups too:

1. People generally believe startups are just about thinking about a new idea or plan. But in reality,
execution of such plan is more necessary than just thinking about it.

2. The view or perspective of  the government on startup India plan is quite short-term in nature. It does not
look at the long-term path of the startups.

3. For the success of  any new business, competent workforce is necessary. But in case of  startups, skilled
workforce is not possible due to the lack of  funds at the initial phase.

4. The risk of reaching failure is greater in the startups as compared to other organizations. It is because
they tend to take steps quite fast.

Role of Company Secretaries in Startups

Company Secretaries plays a proactive role in guiding startups and big companies alike, said Suresh Senapathy,
Board Member of Wipro Enterprises. Delivering the keynote address at the Institute of Company Secretaries of
India’s (ICSI) 40th Southern India Regional Conference, Senapathy said there was need for value-added services
from Company Secretaries who are now elevated as Key Managerial Personnel under the new Companies Act,
2013.

Covering a large canvas, he highlighted how disruptive technologies are changing our lives, how demographic
dividend could turn into demographic liabilities if  we do not gear up, how professionals must shift from single-
man firms to multi-disciplinary collaborative partnerships to rise in activism in all walks of life leading to
greater transparency.

He emphasised the need for Company Secretaries to rise up to the challenges in the global economy by embracing
technology tools and focus on value-added advisory services rather than confining to board meeting agenda and
minutes and routine matters.

In addition to the legal record-keeping and reporting requirements the company secretary normally fulfils an
important role in the efficient administration of a business.Company Secretaries has a significant role in startups.
Wider public accountability is to be achieved principally through improved company reporting, which for
public and very large private companies will require the publication of a board operating and financial review
which explains the company’s performance, strategy and relationships.

Ranjeet Pandey, president the Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India told BusinessLine.

“The new business concepts being introduced are how to guide start-ups, how to detect and minimise frauds and scams and
to stay up breast with corporate governances as a conscious keeper,” he added.

ICSI in its national conference of practising company secretaries has introduce a session on start-ups and
professional at its two-day national conference of practising company secretaries being held at here on July 5 and
6.
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“ the national conference enters its 20th edition and is being held in Bengaluru after a gap of  12 years,” said Nagendra D
Rao, Council Member, ICSI.

Mr. Pandey exemplified the need for constant upgrading of  the existing skill set of  the professionals. He said,
“The theme for this year’s conference ‘Expanding Dynamics of  professional excellence’ has been a thoughtful
attempt of the ICSI to lend the members an insight into the upcoming alterations and challenges in the corporate
scenario.”

“The sub-themes focussed on emerging areas of AI and Start-ups and expansion of existing activity base in secretarial
audit are a forthright endeavour to strike a chord between the existing and expected role of  professionals,” he added.

The conference was addressed by regulatory body members like NCLT, MSME, SEBI and officials from Ministry
of Corporate Affairs and will cover important topics - Secretarial Audit, Companies Act, SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, Start-ups, Artificial Intelligence, Regulatory Expectations and
Governance.

Recent News on Startups

- Make in India

Make in India is an initiative taken by the Indian Government,
under the governance of the Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, to encourage companies to manufacture in India. The
initiative was launched by Prime Minister in September 2014 as
part of a wider set of nation-building initiatives. It was a powerful,
galvanising call to action to India’s citizens and business leaders,
and an invitation to potential partners and investors around the
world. But Make in India is much more than an inspiring slogan.

It represents a comprehensive and unprecedented overhaul of outdated processes and policies. Most
importantly, it represents a complete change of  the government’s mindset – a shift from issuing authority
to business partner, in keeping with Prime Minister's tenet of  ‘Minimum Government, Maximum
Governance’. The prime minister announced the commencement of  the campaign a day after India’s
successful Mission to Mars. It is by far the most significant and comprehensive policy initiative taken
by the Government in recent times. The initiative has found its place in KPMG’s 100 Most Innovative
Global Projects being one among the world’s most inspiring and innovative infrastructure projects.
DIPP initiated this process by inviting participation from Union Ministers, Secretaries to the Government
of India, state governments, industry leaders, and various knowledge partners. After the launch, India
gave investment commitments worth ?16.40 lakh crore (US$240 billion) and investment inquiries
worth of  impration?1.5 lakh crore (US$22 billion) between September 2014 to February 2016.

- 82-year-old brand Haldiram’s to tap startups, invests in Venture Catalysts

Integrated incubator Venture Catalysts on Tuesday said it has partnered with one of  India’s biggest
sweets & snacks manufacturer and CPG brand Haldiram’s, to boost its overall understanding and
facilitation of  startups in this sector.

- Venture Catalysts partners with Kanpur Angel Network to enable UP's startup Ecosystem

Venture Catalysts has expanded further into the Northern Indian region, by joining forces with one of
the oldest and most active investor networks in the country, Kanpur Angel Network (KAN).
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- BYJU’S – The Learning App

BYJU’S is India’s largest Ed-tech company and the creator of  India’s largest K12 learning app which
offers highly adaptive, engaging and effective learning programs for students in classes 4-12 (K-12) and
competitive exams like JEE, NEET, CAT, IAS, GRE and GMAT.

- Tiger Global in talks to back 3 new startups

Tiger Global Management continues to make aggressive new bets in India.

The New York-based investor is in advanced stages of  talks to back three new startups, including a $50-
million (Rs 350-crore) round in MyGate, which offers security management for gated communities.

- Zomato

In February, 2018, the 10-year-old food tech company became a unicorn when it raised $200 million at
a valuation of $1.1 billion. The company has also launched several other services and products that
could help it earn more revenue and build a loyal customer base. For instance, in November 2017, it
launched a loyalty programme called Zomato Gold and already has 1,60,000 subscribers for it.

- Policy Bazzar

The online insurance aggregator turned unicorn in June after it raised $200 million from Softbank. At
the time of  the funding announcement, founder Yashish Dahiya said most of  the money will be used to
scale its new telemedicine business, DocPrime, which will also act as a cross-selling platform for
PolicyBazaar and PaisaBazaar, the group’s lending arm.

Startups Globally with India

Bengaluru-based unicorn Ola, the Indian taxi app service, has launched services in Australia, New Zealand and
the UK. OYO has already grabbed a substantial portion of  the lucrative Chinese market with more than 180K
rooms in the country.

Outside India, Paytm is also offering different services in Canadian and Japanese markets. Online travel agent,
Cleartrip has established profitable businesses in the Middle East. Food delivery agent Zomato is already
operating in Dubai, Melbourne, Istanbul, Prague, Toronto and several other international cities.

A number of  factors have prompted this surge of  Indian startups going global. Quest for expansion and global
business domination backed by increasingly tough competition in the Indian market are factors that have propelled
this trend.

Ola has to constantly evolve its strategies to fend off competition from the global giant Uber; Amazon is constantly
breathing down the neck of Flipkart. This not only forces the Indian companies to look for revenue opportunities
in international markets that have greater purchasing power, but also prepares them for global dominance.

Major Indian family-led businesses such as TATA Cos, Mahindra & Mahindra, Reliance and Aditya Birla Group
have already left their footprints on the global consumer market. However, the past few years have seen the
emergence of  a series of  new competitive Indian startups with long-term vision and resilience. Be it e-commerce,
tourism, and IT-based business solutions, these new-age startups are not only building capital but also are also
changing the way businesses are conducted in India.

- The next start-up cities that will transform the global economy

In fact, there will be no “next Silicon Valley”. Instead, new research from Startup Genome’s 2019
Global Startup Ecosystem Report (GSER) points to there being 30 “next” hubs that will reach critical
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mass and reshape the state of  the global economy. While none of  them will be as big as Silicon Valley in
the foreseeable future, each will thrive due to either regional dominance or start-up sub-sector leadership.

Now, it’s not obvious which ecosystems will end up as the global change agents we predict, but we have
some big clues. The first place we should look to determine the next hotspots is at present start-up
ecosystem rankings. We rank 150 leading start-up ecosystems each year, incorporating data on more
than a million companies globally. The newest list shows Silicon Valley is at the top, but following it are
New York City, London, Beijing, Boston, Tel Aviv, Los Angeles, Shanghai, Paris and Berlin.

Startup Genome dubs these “Challenger Ecosystems” and 12 such ecosystems are identified, in alphabetical order:

1. Greater Helsinki, Finland

2. Hangzhou, China

3. Jakarta, Indonesia

4. Lagos, Nigeria

5. Melbourne, Australia

6. Montreal, Canada

7. Moscow, Russia

8. Mumbai, India

9. São Paulo, Brazil

10. Seoul, South Korea

11. Shenzhen, China

12. Tokyo, Japan

The global start-up community is now the top engine of job creation and economic growth in the world, not only
in Silicon Valley. The next hubs, partly predicted above, will be where the bulk of  that growth is occurring and
they are where the global economy will be remade, especially in the areas of advanced manufacturing, agricultural
tech, AI and blockchain.

CONCLUSION

Startups work in an environment of changing technology and try to maximize profits by innovation. This
induces backward and forward linkages which stimulate the process of  economic development in the country.
Startups can change the world and in coming years; more and more startups will grow with innovation and
creativity. Entrepreneurship is the only way to enhance the economic growth of  a nation. And a small idea can
be termed into big innovative solution which can change your future. So if  you have an idea, don’t block your
dreams because of fear of failure and taking risk. Develop your idea into startup and contribute to the growth of
our nation. Now we can conclude that startups are important for economic growth of a nation. They act as
catalytic agent for change, which results in chain reaction. Once an enterprise is established, the process of
industrialization is set in motion. This will generate demand for various types of units and will in turn, lead to
overall development of an area due to increase in demand and setting up of more and more units.

***
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE : ARE WE
READY FOR THE CHANGE ?

CS Harshawardhan S. Chindhade* & CS Kiran M. Chitale **

* ACS. Company Secretary, Keihin FIE Private Limited.

** FCS. Country Head of  Legal - Commercial, Innovation and Technology Legal - India Barclays Global Service Centre Pvt. Ltd.

The views expressed are personal views of  the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

Artificial Intelligence is the new way through which technology is directing its journey. Artificial Intelligence or
commonly known as “AI” is a way to drive innovation and newer versions of  technology tools and applications to
implement activities that are currently performed manually. This article emphasises the need for Company Secretaries
to endear robust and judicious deployment of  AI. The article further suggests areas which Company Secretaries may
explore implementation of AI to enable focusing their time and energies to the work justifying human intervention.

Artificial intelligence (“AI”) has become the new norm.  AI has become the talk of  the town. Why is that? What
is so special or unique about AI? When you get in a technology forum or a discussion amongst information
technology experts, you get to hear more and more discussions about and see applications of Artificial Intelligence.
You would also hear them talking of  some other terms appearing to have similar meaning viz. Robotic Process
Automation (“RPA”) or Machine Learning (“ML”), Block-Chain Technology, Internet of  Things (IOT), etc.
These are like different trains moving on the information technology track that help human beings scale up their
travel into a high-class experience. Robotic Process Automation primarily deals with automation of  repetitive
processes in any activity or application through use of various versions of Robots (these are not understood
through use of  physical robots, rather through use of  technology). RPA deploys set of  programs or codes to carry
out the pre-set tasks/ steps/ processes without human intervention or with minimal human intervention. Machine
Learning is another version where the machine (a computer or the like) tries to learn from series of patterns,
behaviours, trends and information flows in order to build a set of  learning points and has ability to deploy the
same for similar future activities. ML is said to be a sub-set of Artificial Intelligence where ML is referred to the
area within technology where machine will store and apply its learning for future use/ prediction/ anticipation/
trend analysis, etc. All these technologies are already in use in various fields including banking, financial
management, medical, telecommunication, legal etc. In the legal field AI is being used/ explored mainly for
automation of contract management, legal research work, etc.

The whole transition and transformation from manual work to any computerised work involving manual
presence/ action further into the work carried out by computers without human intervention is an altogether
different experience. One may probably refer to the evolution in the means of  transport (from bullock carts to
cars to aeroplanes to spaceships; if  this analogy gives a flavour of  its impact on human beings, the degree of
technological revolution and the pace at which all these dynamics are changing in the world of transportation).

A-76
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It is needless to state that the current version of  artificial intelligence is traveling at fast pace making us worry
about next set of problems that can be solved through next version and upgrades to the current form of artificial
intelligence.

It would be appropriate to understand the meaning of  the term “Artificial Intelligence” as is understood for a
layman. In simple terms, artificial Intelligence is commonly understood to be automation of processes involving
manual intervention to the extent or in the manner that machines (typically computers and their versions) can
perform specified operations or activities with minimal human presence or involvement. It also includes
application of  prior experience and machine’s intelligence to apply that in the activities that are usually standard,
repetitive and process oriented.

At this juncture a brief distinction between AI and IOT may help in getting an insight to the niceties of AI. Thus,
IoT1  is about transferring data without or with human intervention. It is nothing about human-to-human or
computer interaction as it has UIDs (Unique Identifiers). Artificial Intelligence is all about making your system
behave smartly according to human behavior, whereas IoT is all about the sensors of  devices. To broadly unfold
the above explanation, it can be said that Artificial Intelligence consists of machines or robots (not necessarily
in physical form) having human attributes. It means a machine will possibly give a generic reaction or multiple
choices for one action, or even of  giving a specific solution or response. AI thus aims at behaving “as a natural
person would have reacted or responded”.

A step ahead it is also important to understand the meaning of the words “intelligence” and “intelligent” as used
in common parlance. According to the Oxford English Dictionary2 the meaning of  intelligence is ‘the ability to
learn, understand and think in a logical way about things; the ability to do this well’. Similarly, the word
intelligent means ‘good at learning, understanding and thinking in a logical way about things; showing this
ability’.

Further, as described by Howard Gardner3, an American development psychologist, Intelligence has various
aspects, namely, linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial intelligence, bodily-kinesthetic, intra-personal
and interpersonal intelligence. Thus, AI aims at introducing machines or non-human agency having the attributes
of  human behaviour and having the ability to handle “common” functions of  human beings.

AI AND COMPANY SECRETARIES (CS)

With the above smattering of the concept it becomes important for company secretaries as professionals to
understand the role of  AI. It is said that the future is all about AI and IOT. Company Secretaries essentially need
to understand and appreciate the impact which AI is likely to have on the profession. Business and stakeholders
have already started using AI based tools in some of  their areas or part of  the business activities. Business world
will soon start expecting professionals like us to be using AI based tools. There are plenty of start-up entities that
have jumped into this space. To imagine, explore and dive into the areas where Company Secretaries may
consider deployment of artificial intelligence following is the illustrative list of areas where use of artificial
intelligence may be explored and deployed accordingly, with support from information technology experts to
automate, solve and simplify certain areas for Company Secretaries:

Sr. Area of  Work Potential AI based work/ version

1. Filing of various forms Auto generation of  certain fields in the Forms based on Company
under Companies Act, Registration No. and history of  form filing. For example, if  DIR-12 is
2013 and rules thereunder filed for cessation of a Director / KMP/etc. “on account of death” the

necessary allied forms should automatically pick up the data/ facts and
automatic action for cancellation of  DIN, etc. should be executed.
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2. Drafting of resolutions/ Resolutions for matters that are commonly used could be drafted once
minutes someone feeds in basic information about the proposal e.g. for opening of

branch office of  a company, one should just key in basic information
about branch location, address, nature of activities to be carried out by/
from the branch office, date of  opening of  branch office and persons
authorized to sign necessary documents, etc. Similarly, auto drafted
resolutions and explanatory statements can be the outcome of facts entered
or the data inserted in a given format.

This could be applied to those resolutions which are widely drafted with
use of  more or less standard set of language/ drafts e.g. adoption of annual
financial statements, declaration of final dividend, making investment in
specified set of securities or as a fixed deposit in bank, etc. All of this
would require someone to feed in relevant data for a machine to generate
a draft resolution.

For companies/ Company Secretaries who believe in the art of  drafting
resolutions, could still have an option to make further modifications to
the standard draft provided by computers through use of AI/ ML.

3. Tracking of data Example:

Automatic generation and tracking of dates of Board meetings when the
resolutions relating to opening/ closing of bank accounts were passed or
where signatories for operating the bank accounts were changed, AI can
easily track changes in signatories to a specific bank account or all bank
accounts, and so on.

4. Basic due diligence With use of appropriate computer program, it may be feasible to carry
out basic analysis of a company from company secretarial perspective
e.g. changes in Board members since inception, review/ comparison/
details of  charges on the assets of  the company, etc.

5. Shareholder complaints Analysing shareholder complaints received for various reasons and
preparing report of complaints received vs. resolved, trend analysis of
complaints, etc.

6. Attendance management A tool that can potentially track attendance of Board members, members
of committees of the Board and shareholders, which can prepare a summary
report, with standard features for further decision making / reporting.

7. Record keeping/ updating Based on data entry in the master data, electronic secretarial records could
of records be updated e.g. when a resolution for appointment of  a director is drafted

with use of  AI, the system should generate Form DIR 12 and/ or other
relevant Forms and update Register of  Directors based on the information
that is available in the system i.e. particulars of  director appointed, date
of appointment, etc. A Company Secretary should be able to digitally
sign the forms/ resolutions to issue a digitally certified copy of the
resolution, putting right tools/ technology in operation.
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This would help completing multiple tasks/ compliances after feeding in
one set of database (say appointment of director in the above example –
where one should key in all relevant details in a master format which
should capture all relevant fields in Form DIR 12, Register of  Directors,
etc.). With further advancement of  technology, one may imagine extracting
of directors’ details based on documents used as a proof of identity and
address so that one does not need to key in those details.

With use of optical character recognition and natural language processing,
some of these things do not appear to be far from reality; rather some of
these tools/ technologies are already in use in various other fields such as
banking, medical, etc.

8. Drafting of standard While use of mail merge tool helps generating standard letters to be sent
covering letters, etc. to multiple set of  people, with use of  AI based tools, it would be possible

to generate standard letters to be drafted for general secretarial matters.

9. Remuneration of Directors AI can build a tool to compute remuneration as specified under Companies
Act and that can help tracking limits for multiple companies within the
group or for multiple directors in much more sophisticated manner.

10. Related Party transactions AI based tool can help tracking of related parties and transactions with
related parties to capture conditions provided under the Companies Act,
LODR and various SEBI Regulations. This would include shareholding
by individual directors, their directorships on Board of various companies,
as a member of committees of various companies, etc.

11. Linking of multiple Advanced AI based tool can link provisions applicable under Companies
provisions applicable to Act and SEBI Regulations, etc. that apply to a specific event e.g. issue of
certain events bonus shares, payment of dividend, etc. and can help a Company Secretary

in tracking completion of actions under all those provisions (to be captured
in such a high-tech tool to be developed for the purpose).

12. Checklists for procedural One may consider capturing various procedural compliances that are part
compliances of Company Secretarial procedures, which could help as a handy checklist.

It is understood that some of  these are available today as well; AI could
convert it into a much robust mechanism by further reducing human
intervention to the extent necessary and feasible. For example, if  Form
DIR-12 is filed consequent to appointment of  a director, the relevant
checklist items should automatically reflect completion of relevant
checkpoints.

13. Client diary An AI based tool can probably help practising Company Secretaries to
track actions pending for their multiple client companies (LLPs, firms,
etc.) based on the data fed into the system. For example: A Ltd. may have
carried our rights issue during the financial year. AI based tool may
probably be able to ensure its entry in the Directors’ Report for the relevant
financial year and start building draft report of the Board in parallel (on
real time basis).
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Note: The above table attempts to list down potential areas which could be automated with use of  AI or AI based tools.
Further, the above are some of  the areas for application of  AI in the routine secretarial function which could be said to be
done with average intelligence. Complex string of actions requiring judgement and analysis based on external factors may
be left to human actions and intervention.

Enhanced use of  AI or similar other technology would have certain advantages and disadvantages. Any such
implantation would lead to technology upgrade for Company Secretarial function/ department and would help
moving work at faster pace and with better accuracy. Routine tasks are expected to be carried out by machines/
computer programs and with less use of  paper. Further AI is expected to offer better data analytics, research with
more simplification. This would leave more time available for more strategic work. Automated tools can provide
for reminders to recurring compliances including a reference to allied actions to complete the process end to end.
This may lead to creation of more technical jobs within Company Secretarial department but reduce the time
spent on routine administrative tasks. This could lead to creating business process outsourcing companies or
firms in Company Secretarial space, where such firms/ companies provide routine set of  Company Secretarial
services through use of  information technology. Having stated that all of  these could mean additional funding for
technology upgrade, some of  the manual jobs or roles may become extinct. In the long run as part of  whole
transition process, expectations of management or stakeholders may be varied and increase manifold with level
of detailing in the reports/ MIS submitted by Company Secretaries. This may also require integration of various
systems/ tools/ applications which itself would count as a project and so on.

As stated above, this article emphasises the need for Company Secretaries to navigate through deployment of  AI
and the article further suggests areas where Company Secretaries may potentially explore implementation of AI.
Through use of  AI, CS should be freed up from most of  his routine/ recurring/ usual tasks. Technology should
assist a CS to perform such tasks or action at fast speed and with accuracy

The intent here is to demonstrate the ways in which the role of Company Secretary can be more automated in
order to simplify, standardize and streamline various set of  activities that are performed by a Company Secretary.
More importantly, the same should create more time and opportunity for Company Secretaries to focus on areas
justifying human intervention e.g. professional advisory work, areas that involve human judgement, in structuring
of  corporate transactions such as mergers, acquisitions, use of  data analysis for better governance, interpretation
of  law, stakeholder management and exploring other areas such as Valuer, Arbitrator, etc.

AI - A FEW ASPECTS GOING FORWARD

Increased reliance on AI may make certain roles redundant. On the other hand, it will increase the need for
skilled personnel. Knowledge of  law and application, to a certain extent, will be handled electronically. The
development in the AI field, IOT and robotics is growing at such a pace that almost all human aspects including
emotional intelligence will be artificialized. As a trend it can be anticipated that human intervention will be
gradually eliminated to a certain extent. Organization structures will go flat, and skill-based employment,
consisting of  persons mainly having the ability to handle and operate the AI gadgets will increase. Occasionally,
AI is also referred to as intelligent automation (“IA”) which is basically meaning intelligent use of  automation
for solving problems or helping in resolving issues that are only addressed through human intelligence/
intervention.

Going forward, AI systems will have human-like intelligence. In the corporate scenario it will not be far stretched
to say that the AI gadgets will occupy the Board rooms including Board seats. Then, will AI gadgets be the real
independent Directors… food for thought!! Company Secretaries need to get further trained in handling AI
based gadgets and become more conversant with the changing technology.

The ICSI may consider developing AI based tools that would benefit the profession of Company Secretaries and
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may probably engage with a few start-up entities to build sophisticated tools/ applications suitable for company
secretaries.

CONCLUSION

Hope the readers find this article motivational enough to provoke thoughts to get closer to the technology and
command better space and place in the key role of company secretaries including that of compliance officers,
governance officers, etc. AI is the next big thing which has already reached our doors. Company Secretaries will
need to upskill themselves to adapt to technological transformation. It would benefit our profession, if Company
Secretaries try and understand importance of AI and start adopting new ways of doing things. AI will not replace
human intelligence; rather it will help humans to focus/ use their intelligence for better reasons or complex
situations requiring human judgement, experience and assessment. AI is an offshoot of HI (Human Intelligence).
Though Human Intelligence is supreme, AI is now a reality. Let’s welcome, learn and face the new era.

***
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
BLOCKCHAIN : GIANT LEAP FORWARD

FOR INDIA

CS Navneet Kataria*

* ACS.

The views expressed are personal views of  the author and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

Disruption is an opportunity for change – and the rapid technological advancement taking place now is one such
opportunity for India.1

The transformation in business models, production processes and global value chains that are enabled by
technological adoption and digitization have the potential to reshape work in India for the better. The possibilities
include creating more productive and higher wage jobs; better matching job seekers with suitable opportunities;
more livelihood opportunities more accessible; making jobs safer; and improving access to social security
protection.2

Recently, an online food aggregator made news in India for laying off  around 10% of  its staff. Immediately the
question arose: was this a sign of a slowing economy or the cascading effect of technology? When the company
confirmed that it had, indeed, automated processes and hence rationalized staff, it brought into stark reality the
impacts of  a fast-changing technology landscape.3

In view of the above, it becomes imperative for every professional to understand the future of Artificial Intelligence
and Blockchain in India along with its existing regulatory model to redact their skills and contribute more
profusely toward nation building.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

NITI Aayog is spearheading the Artificial Intelligence in India through its #AIFORALL initiative and its
discussion paper on this subject has defined the Artificial Intelligence (AI) as the ability of machine to perform
cognitive task line thinking, perceiving, learning, problem solving and decision making. Initially, AI was
conceived as a technology to impersonate human intelligence. However, the evolution of  AI is much beyond the
concept first developed and especially the fusion of  this technology with data analytics have catapulted the
applicability of  this technology into wide areas of  life.

The truly transformative nature of  technology, yet the nascent stage of  its adoption worldwide, provided India
with an opportunity to define its own brand of  AI leadership. #AIFORALL – the brand proposed for India
implies inclusive technology leadership, where the full potential of  AI is realized in pursuance of  the country’s
unique needs and aspirations. India should strive to leverage AI for economic growth, social development and
inclusive growth, and finally as a ‘Garage’ for emerging and developing economies.4

A-82
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The global artificial intelligence market size was valued at USD 641.9 million in 2016 on the basis of its direct
revenue sources and at USD 5,970.0 million in 2016 on the basis of enabled revenue and AI based gross value
addition (GVA) prognoses. The market is projected to reach

USD 35,870.0 million by 2025 by its direct revenue sources, growing at a CAGR of 57.2% from 2017 to 2025,
whereas it is expected to garner around USD 58,975.4 million by 2025 from its enabled revenue arenas.
Considerable improvements in commercial prospects of AI deployment and advancement in dynamic artificial
intelligence solutions are driving the industry growth.5

In view of its exponential economic impact, NITI Aayog has partnered with Google to exploit AI in various
sector in India including agriculture, education, employment and telemedicine. It is pertinent to note that, AI
can drastically reduce the administrative work of  all the professionals including teachers, lawyers, company
secretaries thereby saving time and effort which cane be put to use in other more productive tasks.

What is AI?

Before we embark to understand AI, it is important to understand what AI per-se mean, the neologism-term
“Artificial Intelligence” was used for the first time in a Dartmouth conference wherein John McCarthy at the
Massachusetts Institute of  Technology defined AI as science and engineering of  making intelligent machines,
especially intelligent computer programs. It is related to the similar task of using computers to understand
human intelligence, but AI does not have to confine itself  to methods that are biologically observable6. According
to him there existed no “solid definition of  intelligence that doesn’t depend on relating it to human intelligence
because we cannot yet characterize in general what kinds of computational procedures, we want to call intelligent.
Further, another definition was provided by Marvin Minsky in 1968 stating that artificial intelligence is the
science of making machines do things that would require intelligence if done by men.7

In order to define AI, various other definitions have come up over the time period. In 1993, Luger and Stublefield
defined it as the branch of  computer science that is concerned with the automation of  intelligent behavior.
Further, In Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach Stuart and Russell and Peter Norvig defined AI as the
designing and building of intelligent agents that receive percepts from the environment take actions that affects
the environment.

Furthermore, In Artificial Intelligence: Foundation of  Computational Agents (books published by Cambridge
University Press, 2010. Copyright David Poole and Alan Mackworth, 2010) AI was defined as the filed that
studies the synthesis and analysis of  computational agents that act intelligently.

AI Technologies

Over the period of  time, various AI technologies have emerged, few of  them are mentioned herein below for
ready understanding8:

— Machine Learning : It uses computer algorithms based on mathematical models using probability to
make assumptions and can make predictions about similar data sets.

— Cognitive Computing : This builds on the Machine Learning using large data sets with the goal to simulate
human thought process and predictive decisions. Training the systems tends to utilize human curation.

— Deep Learning : This also build on Machine Learning using neural nets to make predictive analysis. The
use of  neural nets is what is differentiating Deep Learning from Cognitive Computing right now. Deep
Learning is also helping improve image and speech recognition.
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— Predictive application programming interfaces (API) : A predictive API basically uses AI to provide a
predictive output (from a standardized set of  outputs), when you have data sets.

— Natural Language Processing (NLP) : This is programming computers to understand written and spoken
language just like humans, along with reasoning and context, and finally produce speech and writing.
Many machine learning companies use NLP for training on unstructured data.

— Image Recognition : This is recognizing picture and objects as humans, as well pattern in visually
represented data, which may not be apparent.

— Speech Recognition : This is converting spoken language to data sets that be processed by the NLP.

Applicability of AI in various Sectors

AI is helping various businesses in different activities including human resources, accounts, sales and marketing
by reducing or eliminating the judgement error.

— Legal

Artificial Intelligence is impacting the legal sector in a very aggressive way as it is helping the law firms
in their daily scheme of things such as Due Diligence (Review of Agreement and Legal Research),
Prediction Technology (Predicts the probable outcome of  the cases), Legal Analytics (Provides the
Judgement and Precedent Law), Electronic Billing and Automation of  Documentation.

Further, it is important to note that various Indian legal tech startup such as NearLaw, Practice League,
Pensieve, CaseMine, SpotDraft etc. are innovating using the Natural Language Processing to deliver
next level research platforms to help law firm cater to its clients for reduce cost and increase efficiency.
Considering the foregoing, the time is not far when we may have the robots replacing the professionals
for the repetitive work at law firms.

— Transportation and Manufacturing

Leading the AI revolution is, in all probability, the emergence of  autonomous or driverless cars.9 The
technology behind self-driving cars can be applied to public transportation, delivery drivers, and more,
decreasing the risk of accidents, alleviating traffic congestion, and lowering energy costs.10

Manufacturing was one of the first industries to harness AI by using robots to assemble products and
package them for shipment.11

— Education

The use of AI as an effective method of teaching learning is the latest technological development in the
EdTech space. AI has the ability of  monitoring and adapting to the learning patterns and providing
effective solutions to students, and the benefit of AI can therefore be used to improve the standard and
quality of  education as a whole.12

— Employment

Many of the AI applications in use stem from the demand for automation in all industries. When
companies can automate task, they reduce man hours and increase both efficiency and accuracy due to
the removal of  human error.13 While there has been a worry that AI will create a job deficiency, it is
perhaps only repetitive manual jobs that will be effected, as there will be jobs created in the industries
that flourish on the development of  innovative, new processes.14
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— Business Intelligence

HANA, an AI based cloud computing platform by SAP is helping turn large amount of  business data
into meaningful intelligence. HANA is capable of  identifying useful trends that could be used into
providing actionable intelligence.15 Apptus is an AI based tool which helps online merchants boost their
sales.16

Legal Framework to govern AI

The constitution of India is the basic legal framework which allocates rights and obligations to person or
citizens. Unfortunately, courts are yet to adjudicate upon the legal status of  AI machines, the determination of
which would clear up the existing debate of  the applicability of  exiting laws to AI machines.17

With the rampant development in the field of AI, wherein, self-driven cars and almost fully automated machines
and robots starting to enter into use, pertinent legal considerations arise in the form attributing liability in case
of  damage. The assignment of  liability is a crucial aspect of  granting artificially intelligent entities as legal
personality as well. The general rules thus far have been that since robots or machines cannot qualify as natural
or legal person, they cannot hold liable in their own capacity18. As one court observed, ‘robots cannot be sued’
even though they can cause devastating damage.19

Paulius Cerka (et al)20 mentions that, damage is one of  the main conditions of  civil liability, which must be
proven in order to obtain redress. Arguments are put forth that if AI would be fully autonomous (such as super
intelligence), then they must be aware of  their actions. If  they are aware of  their actions, they must be liable for
their actions. An AI autonomy in the eyes of Law means that AI has right and corresponding duties. In law, rights
and duties are attributed to legal persons, both natural (such as humans) and artificial (such as corporations).
Therefore, if  we seek for AI to be liable for its actions, there is an argument to be made about whether or not legal
personality should be attributable to it?21 Although, in the event AI is given independent autonomy, the challenge
which would continue is the enforcement of  rights / obligations against the AI. At this point in time, there are no
straight jacket answers, but the jurisprudence on the same would certainly evolve with the passage of  time. With
the recent instances of accidents that occurred in relation to autonomous / self-driving cars being tested / used
by Tesla Inc22 and Uber Technologies Inc.23 questions pertaining to imposition of  civil liability on AI systems
and / or their developers have become more prominent.

The biggest issue that the assignment of liability faces is how to penalize the entity for its wrongdoing. A number
of questions arise: If the offence under which entity is convicted prescribe punishment, how would entity be
made to serve such sentence? How would capital punishment, probation or even fine be imposed on an AI
entity?24 When AI entities do not have bank accounts, is it really practical to impose upon it a fine? Similar
problems were faced when the criminal liability of  corporations was debated, and it is suggested that just as law
adjusted for corporations, it will for AI entities as well.25

BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is part of the fourth Industrial Revolution and as part of the Union Budget 2019, Government of
India had promised to explore the use of blockchain technology proactively to help usher a more secure digital
future. Now, the research wing of  Reserve Bank of  India has said that its working on developing blockchain
model to cater to the needs of Indian Banks.26

The Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT), under RBI, is working on a
model platform for blockchain application for the government in banking. The platform will list all available
blockchain application for vendors or banks with the interoperability parameters, among other tools.27
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As per the Nasscom Avasant India Blockchain Report (2019), Blockchain transformational potential has been
recognized by enterprises and governments across the world, over 50 countries have already embarked on
initiatives to integrate blockchain in their economies. Further, it mentions that, global Blockchain investment
through venture capitalist and initial coin offering reached over USD 20 Billion. Even in India, nearly half of the
states have initiated Blockchain projects to address different elements of  citizen service delivery.

What is Blockchain?

Blockchain Technology, which is still on the development horizon, is considered to have the potential to
revolutionize business and finance transactions much like the internet’s impact to change the speed and access of
information. Blockchain is premised on the theory of  open or distributed ledger technology (DLT) or database.
Meaning that either everyone (public/anonymous) has access to digital information. Or, restricted access (private/
known) to an authorized, shared community.28

The Blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transaction that can be programmed to record not
just financial transaction but virtually everything of  value.29 What this really means is tracking the ownership of
assets. “An asset can be tangible – a house, a car, land – or intangible like intellectual property, such as patents,
copyrights, or branding”.30

How Blockchain Technology Work?

Blockchain Technology works on a peer to peer architecture which in a closed system is shared and permissioned
amongst its authorized participants. Each participant is called as a node, which has access to access to shared
information. Each and every time, a transaction is made to the Blockchain, this data is synchronized and updated
to all the Blockchain network participants. Blockchain is also consensual medium whereby any transaction of a
participant must gain a consensus of all participants in order to validate the transaction.31

Blockchain is a continuously growing list of  records called blocks, which are liked and secured using cryptography.
Each block contains a link to a previous block called a hash pointer. By design, Blockchain are inherently
resistant to modification of the data and serve as an open, distributed ledger that can record transaction between
two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way. Once data is recorded in a block that data cannot
be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks, which require a consensus of the Blockchain
network majority.32 A brief  flow of  blockchain technology is elaborated herein below for quick learning:
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Application of Blockchain Technology

— Financial Services/Fintech

A report by Deloitte identifies ‘trade clearing and settlement’ as one among two use- cases of smart
contracts that were most immediate to market.33 This makes the banking industry huge potential market
for Blockchain, hence, TCS and Infosys and TCS are the first large companies to roll out the use of
blockchain in core banking platforms.34 A recent report by the innovation fund of Santander Bank
predicted cost saving of  USD 15 to 20 billion by 2022 as a result of  blockchain technology reducing
financial infrastructure cost.35 Smart contract add to the ledger functionality of  blockchain technology,
allowing many kinds of self-executing instructions to be programmed into blockchain. With the
blockchain as the single source of truth, requiring no manual verification, smart contracts can automate
approval workflows and clearing calculations.36

— Smart Contracts

While “Smart Contracts” do not refer to contracts in the legal sense, legal contracts are an important
application of them. As mentioned, contractual obligations like payment and delivery can be
programmed to self-execute once given conditions are satisfied eg. payment can be automatically made
once a delivery event is proven (the delivery would also be automatically verified on the blockchain).
This drastically reduces the resources that have to be spent on contract management i.e. ongoing
monitoring and compliance with contractual obligations. Additionally, decentralization and math-
based verification removes the need for trust-based execution of contractual obligations. A significant
way this can be put to use is in supply chain and trade finance documentation, by automating processes
previous spread across multiple parties and databases.37

— Real Estate and Government Services

Real Estate transactions around the world are usually time-consuming and bureaucratic. Because, it is
trustless, decentralized system, the blockchain has the potential to remove the need for middlemen,
disrupt existing identity verification processes (through digital IDs), reduce the risk if fraud (by creating
incorruptible, digital ownership certificates for each property)38 and track the regulatory compliance of
the property.

In the context of land registration in India, land ownership records are often unclear and difficult to
ascertain since many records are maintained on paper. These records and registration of  land are
susceptible to corruption, theft, simple loss and is often manipulated by people in power, particularly in
rural areas.39

Implementation of Blockchain brings with it advantages of security and integrity to the land record
system. These are improvements over the traditional, centralized digitalization only where the risk of
tampering is high and transparency in transactions is essential. Proposed blockchain system around the
world (including certain states in India), have focused on the system’s ability to eliminate corruption
and enhance the integrity of property transaction.40

Benefits of Blockchain

Blockchain technology has the potential to offer some benefits over existing order-to-cash infrastructure, which
we have identified as core benefits:41

(a) Transparency and Trust : Blockchain offers better transparency compared to existing systems for many
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industries. Changes are visible to everyone on the Blockchain and cannot be altered or deleted. There is
also an increased trust between parties, especially with countries where trust in banking and government
does not exist.

(b) Security : Data entered cannot be altered, significantly minimizing fraud. Transactions provide a clear
trail, allowing any transaction to be easily investigated and audited.

(c) Reduced costs : Transactions could be settled on one shared ledger, reducing the costs of  validating,
confirming, auditing each transaction across multiple organizations.

(d) Increased transaction speed : The removal of intermediaries and settlement through multiple centralized
third-party systems, allows for increased transaction speed compared to existing systems and processes.

Indian Legal Apparatus on Blockchain

In India, at the moment, there is no law or policy specifically addressing blockchain technology.42 Albeit,
Reserve Bank of  India has issued a White Paper on ‘Application of  Block Chain Technology to the Banking and
Financial Sector in India’ in January 2017 to seek the views of the introduction of the blockchain technology in
the financial sector and also to envisage the regulatory framework.

Since there is little legal authority on how blockchain technology will be treated, there is uncertainty in industry
on this question. The thinking is that though the blockchain itself  has not caused the regulatory stir, this does not
guarantee that particular application will not.43

In view of  the above, the President of  the Chamber of  Digital Commerce, the world’s largest trade association
representing the blockchain industry, and the World Federation of  Exchanges, the global trade body for exchanges,
have called for regulatory clarity over the use of  blockchain technology for different purposes.44

WAY FORWARD FOR INDIA

Recently, Foreign Minister S Jaishankar mentioned at the global forum that the British took away about $45
trillion during their rule of  two centuries in India. To add further to foregoing statement, it is imperative to note
that, Shashi Tharoor in its book “An Era of  Darkness: The British Empire in India” has explained the way in
which British administration has plundered the wealth from Indian Sub-Continent.

Considering the above facts and situation of India in present context with 1.3 billion population, change in the
technology in form of  Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain has come as a boon for India, as it is having a unique
blend of  IT infrastructure and trained manpower. Through development in the field of  AI and Blockchain India
can reclaim its lost glory and lead the world in this era of  4th Industrial Revolution. Having said that, India need
to improve its IT infrastructure to some of the best in the world and there should be no gap between the
technologies available to Indian professionals with their counterparts in other part of  the world. Furthermore, as
per some of  the reports and media publications, about 40% of  India’s total workforce has to be reskilled over the
next five years to catch up with the emerging trends.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) alone also holds a potential to add US$ 957 billion to the Indian economy by changing
the nature of  work to create better outcomes for businesses and society. Thereby increasing its yearly growth rate
of  Gross Value Added (GVA) by 1.3 percentage points, and also boosting the nation’s income by 15 percent in
2035.The bottom line of this mission is to penetrate the government services at all levels within the country and
making them available to their citizens, who are the key user of  the society. The integration of  blockchain in
governance would result in quicker operational response as well as decision making. The range of application
for AI techniques in such large-scale public endeavours could range from crop insurance schemes, tax fraud
detection, and detecting subsidy leakage and defence and security strategy.45
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India at present should focus on following five sectors to leverage the developments in the field of technology
including AI and Blockchain to lead the world:

a. Healthcare (increase access to quality healthcare.)

b. Agriculture (increase farm productivity, reduction in wastage and increasing farmers income)

c. Education (increase the quality of education)

d. Transportation

e. Smart Cities

f. Financial services
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that emphasizes the creation of intelligent machines
that work and react like humans. Some of the activities computers with artificial intelligence are designed for
include:

• Speech recognition

• Learning

• Planning

• Problem solving

Artificial intelligence was founded as an academic discipline in 1956, and in the years since has experienced
several waves of  optimism followed by disappointment and the loss of  funding (known as an "AI winter"),
followed by new approaches, success and renewed funding. For most of  its history, AI research has been divided
into subfields that often fail to communicate with each other. These sub-fields are based on technical considerations,
such as particular goals (e.g. "robotics" or "machine learning"), the use of  particular tools ("logic" or artificial
neural networks), or deep philosophical differences. Subfields have also been based on social factors (particular
institutions or the work of particular researchers).

Artificial intelligence can be classified into three different types of systems:

• Analytical : Analytical AI has only characteristics consistent with cognitive intelligence; generating a
cognitive representation of the world and using learning based on past experience to inform future
decisions.

• Human-inspired : Human-inspired AI has elements from cognitive and emotional intelligence;
understanding human emotions, in addition to cognitive elements, and considering them in their decision
making.

• Humanized artificial intelligence : Humanized AI shows characteristics of  all types of  competencies (i.e.,
cognitive, emotional, and social intelligence), is able to be self-conscious and is self-aware in interactions.
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AI applications

Artificial intelligence has made its way into a number of areas. Here are six examples.

— AI in healthcare . The biggest bets are on improving patient outcomes and reducing costs. Companies are
applying machine learning to make better and faster diagnoses than humans. One of the best-known
healthcare technologies is IBM Watson. It understands natural language and is capable of  responding to
questions asked of it. The system mines patient data and other available data sources to form a hypothesis,
which it then presents with a confidence scoring schema. Other AI applications include chatbots, a
computer program used online to answer questions and assist customers, to help schedule follow-up
appointments or aid patients through the billing process, and virtual health assistants that provide basic
medical feedback.

— AI in business. Robotic process automation is being applied to highly repetitive tasks normally performed
by humans. Machine learning algorithms are being integrated into analytics and CRM platforms to
uncover information on how to better serve customers. Chatbots have been incorporated into websites
to provide immediate service to customers. Automation of job positions has also become a talking point
among academics and IT analysts.

— AI in education. AI can automate grading, giving educators more time. AI can assess students and adapt
to their needs, helping them work at their own pace. AI tutors can provide additional support to students,
ensuring they stay on track. AI could change where and how students learn, perhaps even replacing
some teachers.

— AI in finance. AI in personal finance applications, such as Mint or Turbo Tax, is disrupting financial
institutions. Applications such as these collect personal data and provide financial advice. Other programs,
such as IBM Watson, have been applied to the process of  buying a home. Today, software performs
much of  the trading on Wall Street.

— AI in law. The discovery process, sifting through of  documents, in law is often overwhelming for
humans. Automating this process is a more efficient use of  time. Startups are also building question-and-
answer computer assistants that can sift programmed-to-answer questions by examining the taxonomy
and ontology associated with a database.

— AI in manufacturing. This is an area that has been at the forefront of incorporating robots into the
workflow. Industrial robots used to perform single tasks and were separated from human workers, but
as the technology advanced that changed.

Examples of AI technology

AI is incorporated into a variety of  different types of  technology. Here are seven examples.

— Automation : What makes a system or process function automatically. For example, robotic process
automation (RPA) can be programmed to perform high-volume, repeatable tasks that humans normally
performed. RPA is different from IT automation in that it can adapt to changing circumstances.

— Machine learning : The science of getting a computer to act without programming. Deep learning is a
subset of machine learning that, in very simple terms, can be thought of as the automation of predictive
analytics. There are three types of machine learning algorithms:

— Supervised learning : Data sets are labeled so that patterns can be detected and used to label new data sets
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— Unsupervised learning : Data sets aren't labeled and are sorted according to similarities or differences

— Reinforcement learning : Data sets aren't labeled but, after performing an action or several actions, the AI
system is given feedback

— Machine vision : The science of  allowing computers to see. This technology captures and analyzes visual
information using a camera, analog-to-digital conversion and digital signal processing. It is often compared
to human eyesight, but machine vision isn't bound by biology and can be programmed to see through
walls, for example. It is used in a range of  applications from signature identification to medical image
analysis. Computer vision, which is focused on machine-based image processing, is often conflated
with machine vision.

— Natural language processing (NLP) : The processing of human and not computer -- language by a computer
program. One of the older and best-known examples of

NLP is spam detection, which looks at the subject line and the text of an email and decides if it's junk.
Current approaches to NLP are based on machine learning. NLP tasks include text translation, sentiment
analysis and speech recognition.

— Robotics : A field of engineering focused on the design and manufacturing of robots. Robots are often
used to perform tasks that are difficult for humans to perform or perform consistently. They are used in
assembly lines for car production or by NASA to move large objects in space. Researchers are also using
machine learning to build robots that can interact in social settings.

— Self-driving cars : These use a combination of computer vision, image recognition and deep learning to
build automated skill at piloting a vehicle while staying in a given lane and avoiding unexpected
obstructions, such as pedestrians.

Security and Ethical Concerns

The application of AI in the realm of self-driving cars raises security as well as ethical concerns. Cars can be
hacked, and when an autonomous vehicle is involved in an accident, liability is unclear. Autonomous vehicles
may also be put in a position where an accident is unavoidable, forcing the programming to make an ethical
decision about how to minimize damage.

Another major concern is the potential for abuse of AI tools. Hackers are starting to use sophisticated machine
learning tools to gain access to sensitive systems, complicating the issue of  security beyond its current state.

Deep learning-based video and audio generation tools also present bad actors with the tools necessary to create
so-called deep fakes, convincingly fabricated videos of public figures saying or doing things that never took
place

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

A blockchain is, in the simplest of terms, a time-stamped series of immutable record of data that is managed by
cluster of  computers not owned by any single entity. Each of  these blocks of  data (i.e., block) are secured and
bound to each other using cryptographic principles (i.e., chain).

The blockchain network has no central authority — it is the very definition of a democratized system. Since it is
a shared and immutable ledger, the information in it is open for anyone and everyone to see. Hence, anything that
is built on the blockchain is by its very nature transparent and everyone involved is accountable for their actions.
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Blockchain Explained

A blockchain carries no transaction cost. (An infrastructure cost yes, but no transaction cost.) The blockchain is
a simple yet ingenious way of  passing information from A to B in a fully automated and safe manner. One party
to a transaction initiates the process by creating a block. This block is verified by thousands, perhaps millions of
computers distributed around the net. The verified block is added to a chain, which is stored across the net,
creating not just a unique record, but a unique record with a unique history. Falsifying a single record would
mean falsifying the entire chain in millions of  instances. That is virtually impossible. Bitcoin uses this model for
monetary transactions, but it can be deployed in many others ways

The key here is this: it’s free. Not only can the blockchain transfer and store money, but it can also replace all
processes and business models which rely on charging a small fee for a transaction. Or any other transaction
between two parties.

In the financial world the applications are more obvious and the revolutionary changes more imminent.
Blockchains will change the way stock exchanges work, loans are bundled, and insurances contracted. They will
eliminate bank accounts and practically all services offered by banks. Almost every financial institution will go
bankrupt or be forced to change fundamentally, once the advantages of  a safe ledger without transaction fees is
widely understood and implemented. After all, the financial system is built on taking a small cut of your money
for the privilege of  facilitating a transaction. Bankers will become mere advisers, not gatekeepers of  money.
Stockbrokers will no longer be able to earn commissions and the buy/sell spread will disappear.

The Three Pillars of Blockchain Technology

The three main properties of  Blockchain Technology which has helped it gain widespread acclaim are as follows:

Pillar 1 : Decentralization: In a decentralized system, the information is not stored by one single entity. In
fact, everyone in the network owns the information.

In a decentralized network, if you wanted to interact with your friend then you can do so directly without
going through a third party. That was the main ideology behind Bitcoins. You and only you alone are in
charge of  your money. You can send your money to anyone you want without having to go through a bank.

Pillar 2 : Transparency: One of the most interesting and misunderstood concepts in blockchain technology is
“transparency.” Some people say that blockchain gives you privacy while some say that it is transparent.
Why do you think that happens?

Well… a person’s identity is hidden via complex cryptography and represented only by their public address.
So, if  you were to look up a person’s transaction history, you will not see “Bob sent 1 BTC” instead you will
see “1MF1bhsFLkBzzz9vpFYEmvwT2TbyCt7NZJ sent 1 BTC”.

Speaking purely from the point of  view of  cryptocurrency, if  you know the public address of  one of  these big
companies, you can simply pop it in an explorer and look at all the transactions that they have engaged in.
This forces them to be honest, something that they have never had to deal with before.

Pillar 3 : Immutability: Immutability, in the context of  the blockchain, means that once something has been
entered into the blockchain, it cannot be tampered with.

The reason why the blockchain gets this property is that of cryptographic hash function.

In simple terms, hashing means taking an input string of any length and giving out an output of a fixed length. In
the context of cryptocurrencies like bitcoin, the transactions are taken as an input and run through a hashing
algorithm (bitcoin uses SHA-256) which gives an output of a fixed length.
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A cryptographic hash function is a special class of hash functions which has various properties making it ideal for
cryptography. There are certain properties that a cryptographic hash function needs to have in order to be
considered secure. You can read about those in detail in our guide on hashing

The blockchain is a linked list which contains data and a hash pointer which points to its previous block, hence
creating the chain. What is a hash pointer? A hash pointer is similar to a pointer, but instead of  just containing the
address of the previous block it also contains the hash of the data inside the previous block.

New Applications of Block Chain

— Smart contracts : Distributed ledgers enable the coding of simple contracts that will execute when
specified conditions are met. Ethereum is an open source blockchain project that was built specifically
to realize this possibility. Still, in its early stages, Ethereum has the potential to leverage the usefulness
of  blockchains on a truly world-changing scale.

At the technology’s current level of  development, smart contracts can be programmed to perform
simple functions. For instance, a derivative could be paid out when a financial instrument meets certain
benchmark, with the use of blockchain technology and Bitcoin enabling the payout to be automated.

— The sharing economy : With companies like Uber and Airbnb flourishing, the sharing economy is already
a proven success. Currently, however, users who want to hail a ride-sharing service have to rely on an
intermediary like Uber. By enabling peer-to-peer payments, the blockchain opens the door to direct
interaction between parties — a truly decentralized sharing economy results.

An early example, OpenBazaar uses the blockchain to create a peer-to-peer eBay. Download the app
onto your computing device, and you can transact with OpenBazzar vendors without paying transaction
fees. The “no rules” ethos of the protocol means that personal reputation will be even more important
to business interactions than it currently is on eBay.

— Crowdfunding : Crowdfunding initiatives like Kickstarter and Gofundme are doing the advance work for
the emerging peer-to-peer economy. The popularity of  these sites suggests people want to have a direct
say in product development. Blockchains take this interest to the next level, potentially creating crowd-
sourced venture capital funds.

In 2016, one such experiment, the Ethereum-based DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization),
raised an astonishing $200 million USD in just over two months. Participants purchased “DAO tokens”
allowing them to vote on smart contract venture capital investments (voting power was proportionate to
the number of  DAO they were holding). A subsequent hack of  project funds proved that the project was
launched without proper due diligence, with disastrous consequences. Regardless, the DAO experiment
suggests the blockchain has the potential to usher in “a new paradigm of economic cooperation.”

— Governance : By making the results fully transparent and publicly accessible, distributed database
technology could bring full transparency to elections or any other kind of poll taking. Ethereum-based
smart contracts help to automate the process.

The app, Boardroom, enables organizational decision-making to happen on the blockchain. In practice,
this means company governance becomes fully transparent and verifiable when managing digital assets,
equity or information.

— Supply chain auditing : Consumers increasingly want to know that the ethical claims companies make
about their products are real. Distributed ledgers provide an easy way to certify that the backstories of
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the things we buy are genuine. Transparency comes with blockchain-based timestamping of  a date and
location — on ethical diamonds, for instance — that corresponds to a product number.

The UK-based Provenance offers supply chain auditing for a range of consumer goods. Making use of
the Ethereum blockchain, a Provenance pilot project ensures that fish sold in Sushi restaurants in Japan
has been sustainably harvested by its suppliers in Indonesia.

— File storage : Decentralizing file storage on the internet brings clear benefits. Distributing data throughout
the network protects files from getting hacked or lost.

Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) makes it easy to conceptualize how a distributed web might operate.
Similar to the way a BitTorrent moves data around the internet, IPFS gets rid of  the need for centralized
client-server relationships (i.e., the current web). An internet made up of  completely decentralized
websites has the potential to speed up file transfer and streaming times. Such an improvement is not only
convenient. It’s a necessary upgrade to the web’s currently overloaded content-delivery systems.

— Prediction markets : The crowdsourcing of  predictions on event probability is proven to have a high
degree of  accuracy. Averaging opinions cancels out the unexamined biases that distort judgment.
Prediction markets that payout according to event outcomes are already active. Blockchains are a
“wisdom of  the crowd” technology that will no doubt find other applications in the years to come.

The prediction market application Augur makes share offerings on the outcome of real-world events.
Participants can earn money by buying into the correct prediction. The more shares purchased in the
correct outcome, the higher the payout will be. With a small commitment of  funds (less than a dollar),
anyone can ask a question, create a market based on a predicted outcome, and collect half of all transaction
fees the market generates.

— Protection of intellectual property : As is well known, digital information can be infinitely reproduced —
and distributed widely thanks to the internet. This has given web users globally a goldmine of free
content. However, copyright holders have not been so lucky, losing control over their intellectual
property and suffering financially as a consequence. Smart contracts can protect copyright and automate
the sale of  creative works online, eliminating the risk of  file copying and redistribution.

Mycelia uses the blockchain to create a peer-to-peer music distribution system. Founded by the UK
singer-songwriter Imogen Heap, Mycelia enables musicians to sell songs directly to audiences, as well
as license samples to producers and divvy up royalties to songwriters and musicians — all of these
functions being automated by smart contracts. The capacity of blockchains to issue payments in fractional
cryptocurrency amounts (micropayments) suggests this use case for the blockchain has a strong chance
of success.

— Internet of  Things (IoT) : What is the IoT? The network-controlled management of  certain types of
electronic devices — for instance, the monitoring of  air temperature in a storage facility. Smart contracts
make the automation of  remote systems management possible. A combination of  software, sensors, and
the network facilitates an exchange of data between objects and mechanisms. The result increases
system efficiency and improves cost monitoring.

The biggest players in manufacturing, tech and telecommunications are all vying for IoT dominance.
Think Samsung, IBM and AT&T. A natural extension of  existing infrastructure controlled by incumbents,
IoT applications will run the gamut from predictive maintenance of mechanical parts to data analytics,
and mass-scale automated systems management.
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— Neighbourhood Microgrids : Blockchain technology enables the buying and selling of the renewable
energy generated by neighborhood microgrids. When solar panels make excess energy, Ethereum-
based smart contracts automatically redistribute it. Similar types of smart contract automation will
have many other applications as the IoT becomes a reality.

Located in Brooklyn, Consensys is one of the foremost companies globally that is developing a range of
applications for Ethereum. One project they are partnering on is Transactive Grid, working with the
distributed energy outfit, LO3. A prototype project currently up and running uses Ethereum smart
contracts to automate the monitoring and redistribution of  microgrid energy. This so-called “intelligent
grid” is an early example of  IoT functionality.

— Identity management : There is a definite need for better identity management on the web. The ability to
verify your identity is the lynchpin of  financial transactions that happen online. However, remedies for
the security risks that come with web commerce are imperfect at best. Distributed ledgers offer enhanced
methods for proving who you are, along with the possibility to digitize personal documents. Having a
secure identity will also be important for online interactions — for instance, in the sharing economy. A
good reputation, after all, is the most important condition for conducting transactions online.

Developing digital identity standards is proving to be a highly complex process. Technical challenges
aside, a universal online identity solution requires cooperation between private entities and government.
Add to that the need to navigate legal systems in different countries and the problem becomes
exponentially difficult. E-Commerce on the internet currently relies on the SSL certificate (the little
green lock) for secure transactions on the web. Netki is a startup that aspires to create an SSL standard
for the blockchain. Having recently announced a $3.5 million seed round, Netki expects a product
launch in early 2017.

— AML and KYC : Anti-money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC) practices have a strong
potential for being adapted to the blockchain. Currently, financial institutions must perform a labour
intensive multi-step process for each new customer. KYC costs could be reduced through cross-institution
client verification, and at the same time increase monitoring and analysis effectiveness.

Startup Polycoin has an AML/KYC solution that involves analysing transactions. Those transactions
identified as being suspicious are forwarded on to compliance officers. Another startup Tradle is
developing an application called Trust in Motion (TiM). Characterized as an “Instagram for KYC”,
TiM allows customers to take a snapshot of key documents (passport, utility bill, etc.). Once verified by
the bank, this data is cryptographically stored on the blockchain.

— Data management : Today, in exchange for their personal data people can use social media platforms like
Facebook for free. In future, users will have the ability to manage and sell the data their online activity
generates. Because it can be easily distributed in small fractional amounts, Bitcoin — or something like
it — will most likely be the currency that gets used for this type of transaction.

The MIT project Enigma understands that user privacy is the key precondition for creating of a personal
data marketplace. Enigma uses cryptographic techniques to allow individual data sets to be split between
nodes, and at the same time run bulk computations over the data group as a whole. Fragmenting the data
also makes Enigma scalable (unlike those blockchain solutions where data gets replicated on every
node). A Beta launch is promised within the next six months.

— Land title registration : As Publicly-accessible ledgers, blockchains can make all kinds of record-keeping
more efficient. Property titles are a case in point. They tend to be susceptible to fraud, as well as costly
and labour intensive to administer.
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A number of countries are undertaking blockchain-based land registry projects. Honduras was the first
government to announce such an initiative in 2015, although the current status of  that project is unclear.
This year, the Republic of  Georgia cemented a deal with the Bitfury Group to develop a blockchain
system for property titles. Reportedly, Hernando de Soto, the high-profile economist and property
rights advocate, will be advising on the project. Most recently, Sweden announced it was experimenting
with a blockchain application for property titles.

— Stock trading: The potential for added efficiency in share settlement makes a strong use case for
blockchains in stock trading. When executed peer-to-peer, trade confirmations become almost
instantaneous (as opposed to taking three days for clearance). Potentially, this means intermediaries —
such as the clearing house, auditors and custodians — get removed from the process.

Numerous stock and commodities exchanges are prototyping blockchain applications for the services
they offer, including the ASX (Australian Securities Exchange), the Deutsche Börse (Frankfurt’s stock
exchange) and the JPX (Japan Exchange Group). Most high profile because the acknowledged first
mover in the area, is the Nasdaq’s Linq, a platform for private market trading (typically between pre-
IPO startups and investors). A partnership with the blockchain tech company Chain, Linq announced
the completion of  it its first share trade in 2015. More recently, Nasdaq announced the development of
a trial blockchain project for proxy voting on the Estonian Stock Market

Advantages and Disadvantages of Blockchain

For all its complexity, blockchain’s potential as a decentralized form of  record-keeping is almost without limit.
From greater user privacy and heightened security to lower processing fees and fewer errors, blockchain
technology may very well see applications beyond those outlined above.

Pros

• Improved accuracy by removing human involvement in verification

• Cost reductions by eliminating third-party verification

• Decentralization makes it harder to tamper with

• Transactions are secure, private and efficient

• Transparent technology

Cons

• Significant technology cost associated with mining bitcoin

• Low transactions per second

• History of use in illicit activities

• Susceptibility to being hacked

ITES: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES

ITES stands for Information Technology Enabled Services. It includes a wide variety of  operations which uses
information technology to improve the efficiency of anorganization. Most of the major companies in the world
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prefer India for outsourcing IT Enable Services (ITES). It is due to availability of  relatively cheaper and talented
workforce which helps reduce cost and improve service standards. If a company takes similar services from a
developed nation, it will demand a minimum three or four times premium as compared to India

— IT Enabled Services consist of the following processes:

• Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)

• Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO)

• Back Office Operations

• Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO)

• Log istics Management

• Game Process Outsourcing (GPO)

• Call Centres

It also includes the services like e-CRM, medical transcription and coding, data processing, data mining, electronic
publishing etc.

— Popular IT-ITeS Employers in India:

• Tata Consultancy Services Ltd

• Infosys Technologies Limited

• Wipro Technologies Limited

• HCL Technologies Limited

• Tech Mahindra Limited

• Mphasis Limited

• NIIT Technologies

• CMC Limited

FINTECH REVOLUTION IN INDIA : THE CONCLUSION

Open banking and emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence and blockchain are helping fuel for the
fintech revolution taking place in India, according to a joint report by professional services firm KPMG and IT
Lobby Nasscom.

The report states that growing internet and smartphone penetration, besides initiatives by the government and
regulators to build a ‘Digital India’ have triggered the faster adoption of  digital technologies.

This report comprises three sections. Section 1 provides an overview of  the Indian FinTech landscape by
exploring the underlying factors driving its growth, key FinTech segments, and challenges faced by the FinTech
ecosystem. Section 2 focusses on the key ‘emerging technological’ trends that are transforming the FS sector, and
section 3 presents our recommendations for furthering India’s FinTech growth story.

Financial institutions both in public and private sector have been implemented AI, block chain and machine
learning in order to cater to customer needs.
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According to the report, 31 fintech deals were struck in the second quarter of 2018, with global fintech investments
for the first half of 2018 expected to reach $57.9 Billion.

An earlier report by Credit Suisse estimated that the local digital payment industry which comes under the
fintech umbrella, will touch $1 Trillion by 2023.

The report also states that the Indian Financial Services sector has witnessed major traction in blockchain
applications, such as Know-Your-Customer (KYC), anti-money laundering, trade surveillance, settlement and
clearing, smart assets, and collateral management.

Consequently, Financial institutions and start ups have started investing heavily in the Technology.

RBI has been promoting the Unified Payments Interface (UPI), which has well-designed applications and offers
instant settlements. It has outpaced other forms of digital payments in terms of growth. While most UPI
transactions are peer-to-peer, UPI allows tech companies to build innovative products on top of  it while it acts
as a settlement railroad.

In December 2016, Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) app.
Global internet giant Google has launched Tez, another UPI app through which money can be sent or received
directly into a bank account. After banks, e-commerce companies and cab aggregators, wallet companies are
providing a global payments experience to Indian consumers.

The Indian Government recently launched the NCMC, also labelled as ‘one nation, one card’. This interoperable,
contactless transport card enables consumers to make multiple payments, including transit to toll and retail
shopping, and also allows for money withdrawal. Apart from being cost effective, these cards can vastly decrease
friction in transit payments. With the Government’s emphasis on smart city projects, the transit sector is set to
witness rapid growth. These cards would then play a key role in driving the adoption of digital payments in this
sector

As India moves towards a less-cash economy after the remonetising of high-value currency notes in November
2016, digital payments are estimated to grow 10 times: from $50 billion last year to $500 billion by 2020.
Official figures show that prepaid payment instruments registered a spectacular volume growth of over 162% in
2016-17.

“Within next 5 years, blockchain has a potential to create value to the tune of $5 Billion in India across all
sectors.” The report said.

GoI has allowed interoperability among prepaid payment instruments. This means that users will soon be able
to transfer funds from one mobile wallet to another. This collaboration and ‘co-competition’ will widen the
reach and provide a homogeneous environment     to     drive     digital     payments     industry     into     the     next
phase.

More significantly, these measures will ensure that payments are safe, secure, authorised, efficient and accessible
as the propensity for highspeed mobile internet with afford.

GoI has proposed a two-percentage-point discount in GST for consumers who make digital payments. This is a
good move that will automate workflows, encourage good accounting practices, ensure tax compliance and
spark a new approach towards digital inclusion.

With these trends, India should transform into a knowledge-driven economy through a digitally empowered
society. Much sooner than the world expects.

***
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Company Secretaries must have recently noticed that change is the only constant factor travelling with them.
Infact, we can say that Company Secretaries have witnessed a sea change. But it is worth noting that these changes
were the sign of continuous development and progress. The professionals who were in practice prior to 2005 and
who still continue to be in practice can very well certify this. They will agree that change was necessary and it has
reformed many professional practices.

In the past decade, changes are noticed not only in the Companies Act but also in the SEBI Regulations. The ROC
forms, methods of filing, types of disclosures, market operations, certifications and many more such aspects
have undergone changes. Summary of  changes have been elaborated separately in this Article for a bird’s eye
view. The intention to speak on this, is to highlight the need for a Company Secretaries to bring key transformation
in themselves as professionals and as intermediaries for stake holders.

As we are aware, corporate environment is substantially influenced by government policies, taxation structure,
laws, regulations and international environment. Need of  the hour demands Company Secretaries to be vigilant
about the dynamism in the corporate environment. Only the vibrant professionals can get the feel of changing
environment and progress made by them through it.

Changes in government policies, taxation structure, laws, regulations and international environment have opened
up many new areas for Company Secretaries. They have touched the lives of  Company Secretaries in practice as
well as in employment. Additional avenues are opened up for a Company Secretary through various amendments
in corporate laws from time to time and they include:

1. Introduction of the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code 2016 (IBC)

The one stop solution for resolving insolvencies which previously was a long process that did not offer
an economically viable arrangement. The code aims to protect the interests of small/large stakeholders
and make the process of  doing business less cumbersome. The transactions between a Company/LLP
with stakeholders like customers, suppliers, landlords, Bankers, Lenders, State and Central Governments,
shareholders and employees may result into debt recovery process which is quite ungainly. Prior to IBC
nearly half  a dozen laws were governing the debt recovery process, which further made this process
lengthy, multiple litigations, cumbersome and unattractive. However, IBC has now catalysed the process
and it is made quite transparent and user friendly.
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2. Introduction of Chapter XVII to the Companies Act, 2013 (Act) on Registered Valuers

A Company needs to appoint a Registered valuer for valuation to be done by it of  any property, stocks,
shares, debentures, securities or goodwill or any other assets or of its  net worth or its liabilities under
the provision of  the Act. Various provisions of  the Act mandate the appointment of  Registered Valuer
and these provisions include:

Section 62(1)(c) : Further issue of share capital:  Where the shares are further issued to any person as
authorised by a special resolution of shareholders, then the price of those shares shall be determined by
a registered valuer.

Section 192(2) : Restriction on non-cash transaction involving directors:  The notice for approval of the
resolution in a general meeting shall be accompanied by the valuation of the assets by the registered
valuer.

Section 230(2) : Scheme for corporate debt restructuring: a valuation report with regard to shares, property,
assets of  the company is necessary.

Rule 8 of Companies (Share capital and debentures) Rules, 2014:  Issue of sweat equity: the price shall
be determined by a registered valuer.

Even SEBI regulations and IBC requires valuation by a registered valuer.

3. Establishment of the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)

Company Secretaries in practice have an opportunity to settles disputes of  corporate entities by
representing them in NCLT, a quasi-judicial authority, that handles corporate cases like:

Compromise Arrangement and Amalgamation

Oppression and mismanagement

Revival and rehabilitation of Sick Companies

Insolvency & liquidation and Winding up matters

Reduction of Capital

Corporate restructuring

PCS as Member of  NCLT & Appearance before NCLAT.

4. Mandatory dematerialisation of securities

MCA notification no. G.S.R. 853(E) dated 10th September 2018 has introduced Rule 9A in the Companies
(Prospectus and Allotment of  Securities) Rules, 2014 w.e.f. 2nd October, 2018. By way of  this
notification, issue and transfer of securities by unlisted public companies has been mandated to be in
dematerialised form. The Unlisted Companies are not much aware of  the practices, procedures and
rules to be followed for dematerialisation at the time of transfer or issue of securities. Helping such
unlisted clients and other listed clients to introduce complete dematerialisation of securities is a new
field that can be explored by our professionals.

5. Introduction of Annual Secretarial Compliance Report (ASCR)

This annual compliance report is introduced by SEBI vide circular No. CIR/CFD/CMD1/27/2019
dated 8th February, 2019. It is pertinent to note that SEBI has posed faith in Company Secretaries in
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practice for the purpose of  this certificate. While the secretarial audit covers a broad check on compliance
with all laws applicable to the entity, ASCR is intended to require a check by the PCS on compliance by
a listed entity of  all applicable SEBI Regulations and circulars/ guidelines issued thereunder. This
certificate has become applicable w.e.f. 31st March, 2019 and is required to be filed with stock exchange
within 60 days from the close of  the financial year. The manner in which a PCS is required to submit
ASCR to the listed entity is specified in this circular. This audit can be a stepping stone that will help
company secretaries to obtain recognition for many other certifications under SEBI regulations or stock
exchanges directions.

6. Secretarial Audit for material unlisted subsidiaries as introduced by Regulation 24 A of Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirement Regulation, 2015 (LODR) wef 31st March, 2019

The Committee on Corporate Governance, constituted under the Chairmanship of  Shri Uday Kotak, in
its report dated October 05, 2017, recommended the following in view of the criticality of secretarial
functions to efficient board functioning:

a. Secretarial audit to be made compulsory for all listed entities under the LODR in line with the
provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.

b. Secretarial audit to be extended to all material unlisted Indian subsidiaries in line with the
recommendations of the Committee on strengthening group oversight and improving compliance
at a group level for listed entities.

The aforesaid recommendations were accepted and in order to implement the same, the LODR have
been amended to include the following Regulation 24A:

“24A: Secretarial Audit

Every listed entity and its material unlisted subsidiaries incorporated in India shall undertake secretarial
audit and shall annex with its annual report, a secretarial audit report, given by a company secretary in
practice, in such form as may be prescribed with effect from the year ended March 31, 2019.”

SEBI vide circular No. CIR/CFD/CMD1/27/2019 dated 8th February, 2019 clarified that the listed
entity and its unlisted material subsidiaries shall continue to use the same Form No. MR-3 as required
under Companies Act, 2013 and the rules made thereunder for the purpose of compliance with Regulation
24A of the LODR as well.

7. Non-debarment certification for directors

LODR have been amended to include sub-clause (i) to clause 10 of  Para C of  Schedule V    w.e.f  1st
April, 2019 as follows:

“(i) a certificate from a company secretary in practice that none of the directors on the board of the company
have been debarred or disqualified from being appointed or continuing as directors of companies by the
Board/Ministry of  Corporate Affairs or any such statutory authority”.

This annual certification shall be required for all the directors of the listed entity and will require a
Company Secretary to check debarment/disqualification orders/notifications from SEBI/MCA or
such other authorities. Currently SEBI and MCA orders are quite accessible but the words “such other
authorities” will need a wide interpretation and also a strong data base.
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8. Highlights of changes in Companies Act and SEBI Regulations -A bird’s eye view

Sr. No. Act/Regulation prior to 2015 Last amended and updated Act/Regulation

a The Companies Act, 2013 The Companies Act, 2013 is including amendments by:
the Eleventh Schedule to the Insolvency and
BankruptcyCode, 2016;  the Companies (Amendment)
Act 2017 and the Companies (Amendment) Ordinance
2018

The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019 (partly effective
from 2nd November, 2018, partly from 15th August,
2019 and partly will be effective from different dates to
be notified in future)

b Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial
of India (Substantial Acquisition Acquisition of  Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011
of  Shares and Takeovers) (Last amended on 29th July, 2019)
Regulations, 2011

c Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of
of India (Prohibition of Insider Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 (Last amended on
Trading) Regulations, 1992 21st January 2019)

d Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue of Capital
of India (Issue of Capital and and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018 (Last
Disclosure Requirements) amended on 23rd September, 2019)
Regulations, 2009

e Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Share Based
of India (Employee Stock Option Employee Benefits) Regulations, 2014 (Last amended
Scheme and Employee Stock on 6th Mar’ 2017)
Purchase Scheme) Guidelines,
1999

f Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue and
of India (Issue and Listing of Debt Listing of Debt Securities) Regulations, 2008 (Last
Securities) Regulations, 2008 amended on 7th May, 2019)

g Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Registrars to an
of India (Registrars to an Issue Issue and Share Transfer Agents) Regulations, 1993 (Last
and Share Transfer Agents) amended on 30th May, 2018)
Regulations, 1993

h Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Delisting of
of India (Delisting of Equity Equity Shares) Regulations, 2009 (Last amended on 29th
Shares) Regulations, 2008 July, 2019)

i Securities and Exchange Board Securities and Exchange Board of India (Buyback of
of India (Buyback of Securities) Securities) Regulations, 2018
Regulations, 1998
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j Agreement executed with stock Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing
exchange(s) for the purpose of Obligations And Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,
listing 2015  (Last amended on 29th July, 2019)

k Agreement executed with stock Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue and
exchange(s) for the purpose of Listing of Non-Convertible and Redeemable Preference
listing Share) Regulations, 2013  (Last amended on 9th Oct’

2018)

Changes and opportunities discussed above are illustrative in nature and the list can exceed. The intention to
discuss them here is to highlight the need for upskilling and automation that is much desired in a transforming
economy. Like for example a Company Secretary in practice undertakes a non-debarment certification for
directors of  a Company, then currently he does not have any information about the directors other that available
on websites of MCA & Stock Exchanges. Hence some database shall be created for him/her to rely upon for the
debarment orders. Such database can be created only after through liasoning with multiple authorities that are
involved in the operations of  a Company.

UPSKILLING REQUIREMENT

The present and forth coming opportunities for Company Secretaries certainly require upskilling and even
upscaling in many directions. It may start from the size of our fraternity and cover aspects like attracting
students towards this profession, men-women ratio, fee structure, revenue cycle for those in practice, variety of
services rendered, quality of services rendered, percentage of unemployed and under employed professionals,
opportunities for fresher’s and the experienced professionals, guidance given to the students and professionals
for their self development, income parity etc.   Broadly we can categorise upskilling  into four parts:

1. Upskilling in pre-qualification activities

2. Upskilling in post-qualification acitivities

3. Upskilling of qualified Company Secretary to grab the opportunities

4. Upskilling the disciplinary structure

1. Upskilling in pre-qualification activities

This will involve upskilling of:

- Strategies for attracting students to this profession

- Infrastructure and teaching facilities for students

- Syllabus and study material for the students

Examination and Training structure

- Orientation for students to make them capable for handling responsibilities in job or in practice.

- number of  skilled professionals available to render services to the corporates.

2. Upskilling in post-qualification acitivities

This will involve upskilling of:

- the skills of professionals in practice and in employment
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- the knowledge base

- the manner in which knowledge is accessed by professionals

- the understanding about requirements of clients and skills involved

- the awareness of  the clients on compliance and corporate governance.

3. Upskilling of qualified Company Secretary

Upskilling of qualified Company Secretaries is essential:

- to enable them to grab opportunities

- to enhance the faith and respect of statutory bodies in this profession

- to give skilled work force to the industry

- to make compliance structure a hassle free and friendly process

- to enable introduction of automation in compliances.

4. Upskilling the disciplinary structure

There are many aspects to a disciplinary structure and it is the backbone of every profession. It is
essential for a profession to sustain in testing times. Amongst all other benefits that are reaped through
vigilant disciplinary structure, some important include:

- Awareness about effects of  non-compliance

- Restriction on malpractices in profession that repose non-confidence.

- Standardisation of process for new incumbent to accept services.

- Healthy competition amongst professionals

- Wider acceptance of the decisions taken by the disciplinary authorities.

NEED FOR AUTOMATION

Automation is a symbol of development. It can rope in speed and accuracy. However, generally a strong resistance
for automation is felt with an argument that secretarial work is a customised legal service that cannot be
standardised by way of  automation. It is pertinent to note that times and needs have changed. Also the complexity
of  compliances have changed and penal structure is made heavy. Considering all this it shall be prudent to
introduce automation in the operating fields based upon the frequency, complexity and type of  events.

Automation is already introduced by entities where standard operating procedures are well defined like
Depositories, Depository Participants, Registrar and Share Transfer Agents, Brokers etc. Government has also
pioneered in automating operations of all its departments including Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Investor
Education and Protection Fund Authority, National Company Law Tribunal, etc.

Stock Exchanges have also introduced automation for private sector by making filing in XBRL mode mandatory
for majority of disclosures under LODR, PIT & SAST etc . System driven disclosures under PIT & SAST are
also introduced by SEBI vide series of circulars and the last being SEBI/HO/CFD/DCR1/CIR/P/2018/85
dated May 28, 2018 on the said matter.
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Recently, SEBI (Prohibition of  Insider Trading) (Amendment) Regulations, 2018 have introduced sub-regulation
5 to Regulation 3 w.e.f. 1st April, 2019 that mandate every listed and proposed to be listed company to implement
a structured digital database containing the names of such persons or entities as the case may be with whom
information is shared under this PIT Regulation along with the Permanent Account Number or any other
identifier authorized by law where Permanent Account Number is not available. Such databases shall be maintained
with adequate internal controls and checks such as time stamping and audit trails to ensure non-tampering of the
database. It will be highly appreciated, if  the products that are introduced for compliance of  this regulation are
checked or certified by SEBI for their comprehensiveness.

However we can see that, private sector corporate entities have introduced automation in their secretarial work
to a very limited extent. Certain compliances for which automation tools are available in the market include
Meeting Management, Statutory compliances applicable to an industry, Employee Stock Option Scheme etc.
There is still much more potential for introduction of automation on compliances under Companies Act, SEBI
Regulations, FEMA and other corporate laws. These include introduction of  products that help in defining
combined compliances for an event that triggers compliances under multiple corporate acts like Companies Act,
SEBI Regulations etc. Such products can help the private sector industry to be more vigilant about the compliances
and will avoid non-compliances and penalties just because of  ignorance or lack of  knowledge.

The opportunities that are opened up for practicing company secretaries also demand automation of certain
functions. Thinking with innovative mind is essential to so that a curve in the style of functioning can be
established. For example secretarial audit is currently done by collecting and analysing data in a traditional
manner with physical copies being referred every time. But now with the advent of  Auditing Standards, the style
of audit needs to be changed by implementing system based audits. These systems can be designed to confirm
with Auditing Standards and guidelines issued by ICSI from time to time on various topics. Intensity and
comprehensiveness with which Audits are conducted can also be ensured.

Further we can take example of  a PCS firm rendering services in multiple areas of  practice. Such firms can
establish standardisation of  their services to an extent by automating them in a user friendly manner. This will
ensure that the clients are handled in a very safe and secure environment without leak of information.

TRANSFORMATION

Transformation in profession shall be aimed at achieving the pace at which economy will develop. If  the
economic growth is aimed towards US$ 5 trillion, then obviously all the professional streams will have to
contribute heavily towards these efforts. The Government, while operating through its numerous departments,
certainly depends on the professional organisations as they have a wide spread of  learned and responsible
citizens.Hence, opportunities are being opened up for professional services and with development of  the economy,
many more will be lined up. But tackling them in a prudent way is expected so as to achieve sustainable growth
for a profession.

Transformation that upskilling and automation can achieve includes:

- reduction in manual errors (system failure or errors in programming and applications are the exceptions)

- data storage for an indefinite period.

- easy saving and retrieval of  data.

- data sharing between the government departments or within or outside a company become easier and
faster.

- presentation of statistical data and decision making based on the data has become faster
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- system based approvals have become possible.

- keeping a track of changes with time stamping and audit trails

- non-tampering of  the data maintained by an entity.

- avoiding leakage of  information and detecting frauds.

It is important to note here that the certifications and audits done by a Company Secretary in practicing or in
employment need to be done with due care and diligence as the cases for negligence filed in NCLT against the
professionals pursuant to the provisions of  sections 448 to 450 of  the Companies Act are increasing alarmingly.

Company Secretary 2020 will be a profession looked upon to catalyse implementation of economic changes that
are brought in by way of statutes, regulations or policies. The upskilling and automation as discussed above will
empower this profession to be an active participant for transformation with an ultimate aim to gain higher
respect and higher social recognition because of the responsibilities shouldered by them.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

LLP- Limited Liability Partnership

LODR- Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirement Regulation, 2015

MCA- Ministry of Corporate Affairs

NCLT- National Company Law Tribunal

ROC- Registrar of  Companies

SEBI- Securities And Exchange Board of India

FEMA- Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999

***
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INTRODUCTION

Today’s modern technology has surely made a great impact on the whole world. Particularly  Artificial
Intelligence (AI) created an astonishing impact on human interaction with machines and devices. Because the
combination of  new entrants, new products and shifting client expectations mean today’s Business  sector is
almost unrecognisable from that of even five years ago  like  Chatbots, Alexa, androids, and tablets — even as
little as 10 years ago, these innovations were just figments of  our imagination. But today, there’s very little that
can surprise us. Now cars can drive themselves, watches can track calories, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) can
predict a consumer’s every move – almost like it’s reading minds! But for the most part, AI’s remarkably helpful.

WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?

Before we discuss the impact of  AI on the legal profession, it’s important to define it. The term Artificial
Intelligence can be a bit misleading, at least when it comes to application in the legal field. No, we’re not talking
about some type of  walking and talking robot from “The Terminator” with a briefcase and tie (though that would
be pretty cool). Perhaps a better description, and one that is catching on, is cognitive computing. This means
teaching computers how to learn, reason, communicate and make decisions. Cognitive tools are trained vs.
programmed – learning how to complete tasks traditionally done by people, where the focus is looking for
patterns in data, testing the data, and finding/providing results.

In general, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the science that makes computers and machines perform tasks that
require intelligence when performed by humans. These tasks include learning, problem-solving, and reasoning,
perception and understanding languages. With AI, computers and machines are able to perform tasks that are
normally performed by humans such as driving, facial recognition, playing games, and many more. As a result,
AI has been the focus of  technology not only at the present but also in the future.

As per Wikipedia., AI research defines itself as ”the study of any device that perceives its environment and takes
actions that maximize its chance of success at some goal.”

Perhaps, this is why we are concerned and why we call this “Artificial Intelligence.” Computers may one day be
as smart as humans, or possibly smarter? So, why is this bad news?

Artificial Intelligence is actually good news as long as it can be controlled by humans. But, like any new change
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that is unknown or difficult to understand, time is needed to absorb information and understand the facts, instead
of relying on a press-related “gossip mill.”

Very simply, it’s machines doing things that are considered to require intelligence when humans do them:
understanding natural language, recognising faces in photos, driving a car, or guessing what other books we
might like based on what we have previously enjoyed reading. It’s the difference between a mechanical arm on
a factory production line programmed to repeat the same basic task over and over again, and an arm that learns
through trial and error how to handle different tasks by itself.

Over the next five years, we are about to witness the world we live in entirely disrupted by improvements in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). Children today are growing up with AI assistants in
their homes (like Google Assistant, Siri and Alexa) -- to the point that you might consider their mere presence an
extension of  co-parenting. As voice and facial recognition continue to evolve, machine learning algorithms are
getting smarter. More and more industries are being influenced by AI, and our society as we know it is
transforming.

Lots of stuff is going on with AI. Broadly speaking there are two major ways of thinking about problems
addressable by AI today. One side is around perception based problems – self  driving cars and virtual assistants
– these rely on data such as imaging and sensing the environment.

Perception based problems present a different challenge to AI in that the data tends to be “over-complete”. For
instance, if  you took a picture of  a room with a high quality camera and a low quality camera, you’d still be able
to make general remarks about the dimensions, colours, people etc. regardless of quality. Data used for perception
based problems have redundant information.    Perception based AI solutions have really come a long way, in
part thanks to consumer technology companies such as Google; mainly because these are the problems that
everyone faces – problems that humans evolved to solve.

The second area in AI is non-perception based. Imagine if you collected genetic samples from 10,000 people;
one genome from the genetic sample would have three billion base pairs. This type of  data is non-perception
based and not redundant as it has very small details. As an example, a single switch of  the DNA alphabet can
cause genetic diseases. This is a problem where there is no redundancy and you need to learn from the entirety
of large and complex datasets. These problems are very difficult for human beings since we did not naturally
evolve to solve such high-dimensional and non-redundant problems.

AI has introduced the users to a new way of  search via voice and images instead of  text mode. After the
involvement of AI in mobile applications it became compulsory for developers to develop image recognition
system and voice recognition system. AI along with Internet of Things (IoT) lets your device communicate with
each other. AI is making drastic changes by collecting the real-time data and processing that data, so that devices
learn on their own. Thus, AI helping mobile apps to learn and improvise with every information that is exchanged
among the devices and then take necessary action improving the overall experience of using smart phones. AI in
Personalized App has changed the definition of  ‘what it means to have personalized apps’. Many mobile app
development companies are incorporating AI into mobile apps to provide location-based searches to the users.

How AI  works

At its core, AI is the science of  teaching computers how to “learn, reason, perceive, infer, communicate, and
make decisions like humans do.” The initial goal is called machine learning, where the machine (a computer)
begins to make decisions with minimal programming. Instead of manually writing rules for how the computer
should interpret a set of  data, machine learning algorithms (i.e., sets of  instructions for solving particular
problems) allow the computer to determine the rules itself. Beyond machine learning lies an even bigger goal,
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Deep Learning. Deep Learning uses more advanced algorithms to perform more abstract tasks such as recognizing
images.

Ultimately, with machine learning or deep learning, computers actually become better at their tasks with
experience. Fundamental to this learning are the three core processes of  how cognitive computing works: 1)
gather information, 2) analyse and try to understand the information, and 3) make decisions based on this
understanding.

Impact of AI in our Real life

Advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Automation will transform our world. The current debate centres
not on whether these changes will take place but on how, when, and where the impact of  Artificial Intelligence
will hit hardest.

AI used for Easier Decision Making : AI has been continuously making its way into decision making in
different fields such as business, computing, engineering, finance and economics. For instance, Artificial
Intelligence is and will continue being widely used in smart investment systems. In these systems, the AI
automatically defines an investment portfolio. Based on a set of  specified criteria, adjustments are made
automatically to ensure the desirable outcomes are achieved. In the airline ticketing system, AI is used in
adjusting the prices depending on a given criteria set before. This trend is expected to continue as even more
tasks are taken by artificially intelligent computers and machines.

AI Used for   justice system : As all lawyers know from experience, this process is iterative and we become
better the more times we undertake the task – especially if we are corrected and guided in our work by
someone more experienced. For the legal industry, it works exactly the same way with Artificial Intelligence.
Advancements in facial recognition are making the fingerprint obsolete. Tech start ups are using AI to
automate legal work. Meanwhile, some courts are already using AI to sentence criminals and determine
parole eligibility. But the criminal justice system is the one area where too much innovation could be a
terrible thing for society and lead us into a dystopian future if we are not careful.

Without proper government regulations of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning, we are at risk of
major disruptions to our democracy. One potential solution is to keep these government systems open
source so that the code can be scrutinized for built-in biases. Unfortunately, when your data is biased, it can
create biased algorithms. Keeping this type of software open source would allow the public to inspect and
improve the algorithms so that they are fair and balanced

AI (Robot) used for  Dangerous Jobs : Currently, robots are already doing some of  the dangerous jobs such as
bomb defusing. Although these are not fully artificially intelligent as they require human control. Technology
will keep focusing on improving AI such that robots will be able to handle such tasks without human
control. By taking these dangerous tasks, human lives are spared. Other jobs that may require integration
include welding due to the toxic chemicals, heat and noise produced in the process.

AI used for  Industries Automation : Industrial robots are just one of  the AI technologies that have been
developed. At the forefront of the fourth industrial revolution will be a connected framework of machines
that communicate with each other. Such connectivity is expected to be a major step forward, increasing the
efficiency gains in AI markets and services. Completing a full economic framework for the impact of AI on
labour markets before these new developments are deployed is a difficult task.

One of the most common benefits and effects AI has on nearly every industry is its automation opportunities.
In addition to AI reducing the manual expense management problem, it can automatically generate
expenditure and expense reports quickly, efficiently, and without errors.    AI understands approval workflows
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and allows companies to restructure and automate the expense tracking process. It also helps to automatically
prevent reimbursement fraud and guides organizations with their budgeting efforts, thanks to automated
reports.

AI used for Business : Data expertise is at least as important and will become exponentially more important..The
role of a senior manager in a deeply data-driven world is going to shift. Information hoarders will slow the
pace of their organizations and forsake the power of Artificial Intelligence while competitors exploit it.
Judgments about consumers and potential consumers will be made instantaneously. Many organisations
will put cyber security on par with other intelligence and defence priorities. Open source information and
Artificial Intelligence collection will provide opportunities for global technological parity. In the future,
predictive analytics and Artificial Intelligence could play an even more fundamental role in content creation.

AI used for Securing Sensitive Information : Business owners can also use technology to create secure environments
for maintaining sensitive business or consumer information. Many types of business technology or software
programs are user-friendly and allow business owners with only minor backgrounds in information technology
to make the most of their tools and feature

Impact of AI in Finance : One of the key reasons various finance firms are implementing AI into their
processes is to increase security. Normal security systems like anti-viruses are no longer keeping up and
companies are looking for the next best thing: Artificial Intelligence. AI uses machine learning, which
allows companies to fine-tune their systems to improve security.   Because AI helps by analysing larger
volumes of security data and is also able to scale to the size of a company as it grows, this technology can aid
organizations in identifying: Fraudulent behaviour, Suspicious transactions, Potential future attacks,
Reducing Processing Times.

In addition to keeping sensitive information safer, AI cuts processing times in half. As you well know,
processing receipts and other financial documentation is extremely time-consuming; it requires the patience
and perseverance of  multiple resources and is one of  those necessary tasks that’s often prone to human error.

AI allows you to process this information more accurately and quickly. Machine learning can recognize
specific patterns and is able to improve with every task it undertakes. As a result, its ability to process
information becomes quicker over time.   Because documentation and processing require a lot of  brainpower,
it’s natural that there’s more space for human error. While AI isn’t advanced enough to replace humans
altogether, it can validate and double-check information for duplicate expenses, among other common
mistakes.

Impact of  AI in   Return On Investment (ROI) : The use of  analytics, Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), and social data lead to higher ROIs on marketing campaigns – but these have always been complex
tasks to accomplish. A current application of AI, Machine Learning, is now making it easier for marketers
to identify commonalities and trends in behaviour. The intersection of  AI and marketing enables multi-
layered strategies that automatically produce messages customized to each user. This ensures that customers
receive the right triggers at the right time, seamlessly leading them to the next stage of  the buying journey.

Impact of  Artificial Intelligence in Job market : Looking back on history, it seems reasonable to conclude that
fears and concerns regarding AI and automation are understandable but ultimately unwarranted.
Technological change may eliminate specific jobs, but it has always created more in the process. Beyond net
job creation, there are other reasons to be optimistic about the impact of Artificial Intelligence and
automation.
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The studies do not reach a consensus over the  potential impact of automation on labour markets. The fact that
it  is difficult to predict the exact impact of  AI makes it complex to  frame a policy response. But some society-
level reaction is surely  needed. It is therefore necessary to initiate an open consultation of all involved parties,
to define our approach towards the AI era.

However, we should not rush into a response . The time for policy will come, but at the moment we are still in
the early stages of  understanding the potential of  AI and the various ways it might impact our economy. To
deepen this understanding, we should promote further social dialogue among all the involved parties (researchers,
policymakers, industry representatives and trade unions, politicians and so on).

And also by eliminating the tedium, AI and automation can free us to pursue careers that give us a greater sense
of  meaning and well-being. Careers that challenge us, in still a sense of  progress, provide us with autonomy, and
make us feel like we belong; all research-backed attributes of  a satisfying job.

And at a higher level, AI and automation will also help to eliminate disease and world poverty. Already, AI is
driving great advances in medicine and healthcare with better disease prevention, higher accuracy diagnosis,
and more effective treatment and cures. When it comes to eliminating world poverty, one of  the biggest barriers
is identifying where help is needed most. By applying AI analysis to data from satellite images, this barrier can
be surmounted, focusing aid most effectively.

CONCLUSION

Artificial Intelligence application has been increasing since its introduction. The applications are expected to
continue rising in the future because of  the efficiency, accuracy and dependability AI exhibits. The ability of  AI
to make computers and machines learn, solve problems, reason, perceive and understand languages will continue
making most technological innovations focus on it.   Seeing the progressive growth of  the AI in today’s time, it
can be depicted that there is a clear emphasis on the influencers and advertisements that are using micro-targeting
to expand their reach. AI will soon be incorporated with 5G smart phones that means the users can leverage
complete benefits of  AI that has the potential to collect, store, and process real-time data

In summary, although the advent of  the AI age creates a “struggle” between humans and machines and replaces
jobs, it also creates opportunities for new talents who can create, apply and optimize AI technologies. It requires
workers with strong communications abilities who can apply their high-level technical achievements to production
and daily life.

Finally, very importantly, incorporate reassurance and trust inside your business at every step – from the
strategy through to the design, implementation, and operation. If your people do not understand why and how
the decisions have been made, and what is going on with the systems, then any AI efforts and investments will be
ineffective, decisions undermined, and results jeopardised.

***
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INTRODUCTION

The word “Revolution” can be described as a complete change in ways of thinking or methods of working. In the
coming years, such a complete change in ways of doing work in the area of Finance can be made possible because
of  FinTech. In brief, FinTech means Financial Technology. It is the use of  technology and innovative business
models in providing Financial Services at large.  In the upcoming years, the financial services can be disrupted
in India through the combination of  innovative business models and technologies provided by FinTech. In the
modern era, both the business life and private life are becoming digitalized at a rapid rate. People have become
increasingly tech savvy. Realizing this, FinTech is being used in multifold financial services such as money
transfer, lending, borrowing, making payments and such services are being seamlessly integrated in people’s
lives. Today, FinTech companies are directly competing with the banks in the area of  providing financial
services and customer solutions. Millennial and the following generations prefer quick and easy banking services
over walking to a branch, appointments with bank consultants, and lengthy processes for setting up accounts or
other banking services. For example, Online Banking Services provided by banks is nothing but an improvisation
of  traditional banking system with the help of  FinTech. Not only restricted to banking sector, but FinTech is
being widely adopted in other financial sectors such as education, fund raising, investment management, etc.

Today, one person who is in need of  funds need not go to the bank and fulfill the bank’s lengthy and complex
processes to avail the required funds. Crowdfunding has made it easy like anything. It is beneficial for the party
who is in need of funds as well as for the party who has surplus fund. Lenders and borrowers are matched
together online in the Crowdfunding platform which is called Peer to Peer Lending (P2P Lending). The Lenders’
required rate of return and risk appetite are matched with the borrowers’ risk taking capacity by the platform and
then the required funding is done. The interest rate of  lenders and borrowers can be decided either by the
platform or by mutual agreement between lenders and borrowers.

FINTECH APPLICATION IN P2P LENDING AND CROWDFUNDING

One such example of  P2P Lending in Indian Financial Market is “Fair assets Technologies India Pvt. Ltd”
(Faircent). Faircent is the pioneer of  India’s P2P Lending platform. Since physical document verification process
gets eliminated, cost of borrowing and return on investment through P2P Lending is far more reasonable than
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traditional financial institutions Starting from 2014 till 22nd September 2019, Faircent has funded ?.88,99,00,000
amount of loan till 22nd September 2019 with Rs.1,116,050,000 committed to lend.1

Fig 1.0 : Loan provided and lending commitments by Faircent

The Crowdfunding method is governed by the SEBI whereas the P2P Lending platforms like Faircent fall under
the purview of Reserve Bank of India. Hence one should not worry about the risk of getting caught in the trap of
Ponzi Schemes before lending in these platforms. In the near future, P2P Lending is going to be one of  the major
forms of lending and borrowing in the context of banking transactions and going to disrupt the financial scenario
of India.

FinTech in Educational Sector

Be it banking or crowd funding, evolution of  FinTech cannot be suppressed or ignored. Even in the education
sector also, the contribution of  FinTech is immeasurable. With the introduction of  “EdTech”, digital technologies
are being applied into education to deliver a new form of  learning architecture. Worldwide education and
training industries account for spending of more than $4 trillion, which increases at a huge rate as compared to
that of  the year 20002.  Despite this, reading and math scores have remained stagnant in USA, while almost 85
percent of every dollar spent on education is spent delivering the education such as bricks and mortar and
teaching staff, amongst other things. In order to reduce this increased cost associated with traditional education
system, EdTech provides a clear opportunity to strengthen the educational performance with lowest possible
cost. Cost of study material also has reduced to a great extent because of introducing online study materials.
According to a report by KPMG and Google, the Indian EdTech market is pegged to touch $1.96 billion by
2021. Hence it can be said that EdTech is the next FinTech. Indian educational sector has the huge potential to
implement the EdTech at a large scale and EdTech has the capacity to disrupt the educational sector.3

INTRODUCTION OF BLOCKCHAIN

A blockchain is an open, decentralized ledger that provides a cryptographic secure way of transacting without
the need of trusted third parties. Blockchain has the potential to transform multiple industries and make processes
more democratic, secure, transparent, and efficient. It is a cryptographed, secure, tamper-resistant distributed
database. It is a perfect place to store value, identities, agreements, property rights, credentials, etc. It is
decentralized, dis-intermediated, cheap and censorship-resistant. Blockchain technology has the potential to
optimize the global financial infrastructure, dealing with global issues, such as sustainable development, or with
asset transfers much more efficiently than current financial systems.
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A Blockchain is a chain of blocks containing information. This technique was originally described in 1991 by a
group of researchers who intended to timestamp digital documents so it is not possible to backdate or to tamper
with them. However, it went mostly unused until it was adopted by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 to create a digital
cryptocurrency “Bitcoin”.

A Blockchain is a distributed ledger, i.e., completely open to anyone, they have an interesting property once a
data is recorded inside a blockchain it becomes very difficult to change it. If we want to study a block, each block
contains some data, the hash of block and the hash of the previous block. The data stored inside the block
depends on the type of  blockchain. The Bitcoin block stores the name of  the transaction such as the sender,
receiver and amount of coins. A block also has a hash; a hash is like a fingerprint. It identifies a block and its
contents and it is always unique, just like our fingerprints. Once a block is created its hash is calculated, changing
something inside the block will cause the hash to change. In other words, hash is very useful when we want to
detect changes in block. If the fingerprint of the block changes it is no longer the same block. The third element
of  the block is the hash of  the previous block and this effectively creates a chain of  blocks and it’s this technique
that makes a blockchain.

The blockchain does not use a central entity to manage the chain instead it uses a peer to peer network and
everyone is allowed to join. When someone joins this network he gets a full copy of the blockchain. A node of
a blockchain can be used to verify that everything is still in order. When someone creates a new block that block
is sent to everyone on the network. Each node then verifies the block to make sure that it hasn’t been tampered
with and if everything checks out, each node adds this block with its own blockchain. All the nodes in this
network create consensus. They agree about which blocks are valid and which are not. Blocks that are tampered
will be rejected by other nodes in the network. So to successfully tamper with the blockchain we will need to
tamper with all the blocks on the chain, redo the proof of work for each block and take control of more than 50%
of the peer to peer network. Only then will our tampered block be accepted by everyone else, which is almost
impossible to do.

Benefits of using Blockchain technology

1. Blockchain helps in greater transparency4 - Use of blockchain technology helps in making transaction
histories more transparent. Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger where all network participants
share the same documentation as opposed to individual copies.

2. Blockchain helps in enhancing security - In blockchain, transactions must be agreed upon before they are
recorded. After a transaction is approved, it is encrypted and linked to the previous transaction.
Moreover, information is stored across a network of  computers instead of  on a single server. It makes it
very difficult for hackers to compromise the transaction data.

3. Blockchain helps in supply chain management5 - A blockchain can be used to track the movement of goods,
their origin, quantity and so forth. This brings about a new level of transparency to B2B ecosystems,
simplifying processes such as ownership, transfer, production, process assurance and payments.

4. Blockchain helps in increasing efficiency and speed - Blockchain helps in streamlining and automating
processes which makes transactions faster and more efficient. Since record-keeping is performed using
a single digital ledger; shared among participants, multiple ledgers not required to be reconciled.

5. Blockchain helps in quality assurance - Blockchain system can lead to its point of origin where irregularity
has occurred. This makes it easier for businesses to carry out investigations and execute the necessary
actions.
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Literature Review

Nishith Desai Associates (2018) : The Indian FinTech has considerably developed over the past few years, with
Indian bank running blockchain pilot projects and making significant investments has been discussed. The
use of  blockchain in India among the diverse sectors like media, intellectual property, insurance, healthcare,
supply chain management, and telecom has been highlighted.

LuisannaCocco, Andrea Pinna, and Michele Marchesi (2017) : Implementation of blockchain technology across
banking, to achieve sustainable development using a more efficient system than the present. The efficiency
of bitcoin in handling the financial process has been discussed.

Richard L. Sandor (2018) : While reviewing this book we came across some important comments on blockchain.
Talking about blockchain tokens Entrepreneur Benjamin Roberts made this analogy: “Just like the HTTP
packet is the basic unit of  the World Wide Web, the token is equivalent to the Internet of  Value”. A token is
not just value and not just data; it's both. We can wrap everything up in the same way. This is the
democratization of  financial engineering where financial engineering is available to everybody. “Whereas
most technologies tend to automate workers on the periphery doing menial tasks, blockchain automate away
the center” said Buterin of Etherium.

Jørgen Brastad & Philip Alexander Stendahl (2018) : Blockchain combines with the Internet of Energy-things,
enables these energy trading networks to secure transparent and efficient transactions.

Smart Contracts Alliance, (2016), Nick Szabo (1996) : described a smart contract as "A set of promises, specified
in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises." The model of the
smart contract can vary from being entirely embedded in code to being written in natural language with only
an automated encoded payment mechanism.

FinTech Revolution in India using Blockchain

For India to realize its goal of  a $5 trillion economy by 2024, the adoption of  blockchain technology is necessary.
The adoption of  blockchain to power more streamlined, cheaper payments can transform India’s economy. We
need to embrace the innovation that blockchain technology can bring to our country. The debate that surrounds
blockchain as a disruptive technology has now passed. Rather, we should be looking at how blockchain technology
and digital assets can improve and enhance the remittance payments experience for people of  our country, for
the good of our entire economy and well-being.

Important points from Blockchain Report 2019 by NASSCOM

Globally blockchain potential has been recognized by governments across the world as over 50 countries are
integrating blockchain in their economy. Global blockchain investment through venture capitalists has reached
over USD 20B by 2018 covering a wide range of  industries and technology.

Indian public sector has also taken the blockchain initiative as nearly half of the state in India has started a pilot
project to provide a conducive framework to participate in these initiatives. Some of the major startups in India
that are using Blockchain are:

— Signzy-offers a digital on-boarding solution for banks, NBFCs and other financial institutions with funds
of  USD 3,600,000. The major investors for Signzy are Stellaris Venture Partners and Kstart (Kalaari
Capital's seed initiative).

— Unocoin- most popular Bitcoin; an Ethereum platform in India with funds of USD 1,500,000 with
investors such as Blume Ventures, Bitcoin Capital, Digital Currency Group (DCG), Boost VC, Funders
Club.
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— Zebpay-app-enabled cryptocurrency exchange with funds of USD 1,000,000 and Arjun Handa, CMD of
Claris Life Sciences, and Amit Jindal, MD of  Jindal Worldwide as their investors.

— Nuo Bank-Rewriting Global Debt by using blockchain USD 250,000 with investors Citrus Pay founders
Amrish Rau and Jitendra Gupta.

India’s public sector growth based on Blockchain

The Government is playing an important role both as a regulator and a consumer of blockchain solutions in
India. Over 40 blockchain initiatives are being executed by the public sector, 92% are in the pilot phase and 8%
in the production phase. Most of  the cases are related to the land registry, securing digital certificates with the use
of  smart contracts and farm insurance. The Government of  Telangana and Andhra Pradesh are the two leading
states in terms of  blockchain Technology. In West Bengal, the district of  Bankura and Durgapur have partnered
with the Netherland based company Lynked.World so that they can use blockchain to issue birth certificates.

Blockchain technology is considered revolutionary for its ability to enable the secure movement of assets,
without intermediaries, with its economic impact projected to exceed $3 trillion in the next decade. Globally,
we are still in an exciting but nascent stage of  blockchain’s evolution as it moves from the protocol stage to
infrastructure, before mass consumer interfaces and application layers are dealt with. This is the perfect juncture
for a rising power such as India to pay careful attention and capitalize on the enormous opportunities of this new
Internet. Sectors such as financial services, agriculture, healthcare, real estate and utilities—all crucial for an
emerging economy like India—can see tremendous benefits from the application of  blockchain technology.

Blockchain Cases

Blockchain in Automobile Industry: Blockchain is becoming indispensable for the automobile industry in the years
to come. Vehicles are evolving to become much more than just a mode of  transport. Blockchain will make a
vehicle autonomous and increase the efficiency of their supply chains.

Volkswagen has picked blockchain startup called carVertical, as its new partner to pilot the blockchain solution
for its automotive industry. In September 2018, carVertical started Die GläserneManufaktur, a Volkswagen
innovation hub located in Dresden, Germany. It developed an innovative business model in which they use
blockchain to store huge amounts of vehicle history data. Afterward, stored vehicle records are analyzed using
machine learning to calculate their real value.6

The automobile sector in India is in a declining stage with over 31% decline in sales and thus, there is an urgent
need to implement blockchain technology in this sector to enhance the productivity of  this sector.

Tata Motors has started a program for startups named “Tata Motors AutoMobility Collaboration Network 2.0
(TACNet 2.0)” through which it intends to develop a range of  industry-related products, including AI and
blockchain-enabled solutions.

TACNet is a 3-P driven program starting from inviting Participations from aspiring start-ups, to the Pitching of
their business to the senior leadership at Tata Motors and then culminating into a potential for – strategic
Partnership and/or Piloting a project alongside Tata Motors.

TATA motors want to use a blockchain-based solution for the automotive industry, NLP native chatbot, including
parking marketplace, real-time fuel quality check, and demand prediction algorithm. TACNet 2.0 will help
develop a center of automobile innovation through partnership firms for new technologies and business models.
The blockchain in automotive will provide solutions like the smart contracts for sales, services and warranty
claims, building tokens for loyalty and providing security in connected vehicles.
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Blockchain in Banking : The traditional banking system is loaded with huge amount of processing cost involved
with each transaction and hence, implied limitations of  traditional banking transactions can be made easy
through the blockchain application. Since Blockchain is immutable and cannot be tampered, data security level
is extremely high. That is why; many major banks in India like ICICI Bank, Union Bank of India, Canara bank
are joining the blockchain network created by the leading multinational investment bank JP Morgan.  Blockchain
nowadays, are being used by many banks worldwide for facilitating various services such as Post Trade Financing,
Cross Border payments, Forex Trading, Loan syndication, Supply chain financing and many more. Thus,
application of  blockchain can save time and money both to an unimaginable level.

For example, post trade processing, which is an essential requirement of  every trade, involves a lot of  paperwork
to be done manually at several points under traditional banking system. Approving the transaction, changing the
record of  ownership, settlement of  cash and securities, etc. is involved in this process. With the help of
blockchain, as all the post trade activities can get completed by accessing single data by multiple users, the
inefficient manual touch points and redundancies get eliminated, resulting an efficient way to leverage the
existing infrastructure.

The main advantages of using blockchain in the field of post trade finance are:-

— Verification of  goods in real time.

— Better knowledge of the condition of goods.

— Real time tracking of goods for the end customers.

— Approval from authorizers in real time, even from remote places.

Fig 2.0 : Problems of traditional post trade finance7

Fig 3.0 : Solutions of traditional post trade finance through Blockchain7
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The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation, an American Post trade financial service provider is currently
trying to implement blockchain technology in catering the clearing and settlement services that are a part of post
trade finance. Recently, in India, Infosys Finacle, a wholly owned subsidiary of  Infosys has announced its
successful completion of a global blockchain trial in partnership with, one of the fastest growing enterprise
blockchain software companies in the world. 18 Banking groups worldwide joined this trial which involves
banks like Bank of Baroda, Axis Bank and Syndicate Bank from India.8  The collaboration and co-innovation can
provide exponential benefits to the clients as all the related parties such as clients, banks and other financial
intermediaries can be connected together in a single distributed ledger system called blockchain that will ultimately
reduce the time and cost involved in the manual processing of post trade finance. Though some of  the issues such
as legal and compliance, connection to existing market infrastructure remain unanswered, still the fruitfulness of
the blockchain application cannot be ignored.

Companies such as Ripple, Santander Bank are another example where blockchain is being used to facilitate one
of  the major banking functions known as Cross border payments.9 The global payment infrastructure in today’s
world moves money from one country to another through a series of financial institutions who act as
intermediaries. By joining Ripple’s global network, this time constraint involved in cross border payments can
be eliminated. The transferor country need only to transfer a certain amount of crypto currency called XRP to
Ripple’s Wallet and the transferee country can receive the money from the wallet and convert them into local
currency. These transactions take four seconds to complete which can save both the countries from being exposed
to foreign exchange volatility risks. The Ripple Network can handle almost 1500 transactions per second.

In the context of India, application of blockchain technology in the world of finance can revolutionize the entire
sphere of  finance. Realizing this, many of  the banks in India are trying to apply blockchain technology in their
banking activities.

Limitations of Blockchain

Although blockchain technology has spread to various industries and domains like automobiles, banking, asset
management, retail, digital currencies, and e-contract still it is not perfect. The signature verification process of
a blockchain is very complex and involves a lot of  time. Also, the decentralized system of  blockchain ensures
that every block in the network must reach a common consensus. The back and forth communication involved
to attain a consensus can consume a considerable amount of time and resources.

Blockchain cannot be ‘edited’ like conventional ledgers. Once transactions are recorded, they remain in the
universal ledger unless every participant agrees otherwise. Thus, this can be considered the most inherent risk in
blockchain technology. When third parties participate it becomes difficult to make a blockchain stable. A
company that builds a blockchain to manage an inter company process such as transfer pricing or treasury
management might be struggling with dozens of ERP systems and inconsistent data and processes.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

A major application of technology in the world of finance can become evident through the mode of Artificial
Intelligence, popularly known as AI. Globally, AI is being adopted by many countries and being applied into
different fields such as healthcare, education, transport, financing and many more. The simulation of  human
intelligence processes by computer systems can be called AI. These processes include Learning, Reasoning and
Self-correction. The full-fledged implementation of AI can really make any economy to advance at lightning
speed. However, the use of  AI also raises many questions such as human biases towards giving input to the
machines. As machines can work on the data provided by humans, the question of biases in selecting the data and
feeding them into machine is a matter of concern. This inherent issue must be closely monitored. Nevertheless,
realizing the potential AI possesses, its usefulness cannot be ignored. Many companies worldwide, and even in
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India also are using AI in conducting their core businesses. For example, in India, several companies and
startups have started using AI in their businesses. Aindra, a Bengaluru based company is actively and dominantly
using AI in providing healthcare services. They have already built a platform called Astra, based on the AI
technology, which can detect severe diseases such as cancer just by screening the patient. The first product of
Aindra is CervAstra which is developed using the online pathology platform called Astra. CervAstra can detect
Cervical Cancer just by screening the patient. Yes, it is that simple. Through this AI based product, the dependency
on quality healthcare professionals and accessibility of superior health care services in remote areas can be
removed to a large extent.10

In FinTech sector of  India, companies like Fluid AI are being constantly engaged to understand and anticipate
the needs of the customers to solve complex challenges. The AI based platform of Fluid AI is providing solutions
to the major problems of  modern day banking. For the purpose of  lending, they use several variables to profile
customers according to different risk classes. These variables include Customer demographics, Customer
transactions, Customer’s financial behavior in past three years, their Earnings and savings account balances and
many such as 700 data points. Through their filtered and improved targeting of loan offers, this company has
offered loan to previously tagged un-lendable people by the banks while has been successful in identifying
almost 95% of  all defaulters. All these have been achieved keeping the default rate as same as that of  bank.11

Fig 4.0 : Risk Profiling by Fluid AI

For a number of  years, AI is becoming successful in preventing frauds and errors to a greater extent and the future
is looking brighter every year. Due to increased e-commerce and online transactions, the major focus area of  AI
based platforms in the FinTech sector is focused on fraud detection and prevention. By analyzing client’s behavior,
location, buying habits, a security mechanism gets triggered if anything seems out of order and contradicts the
established spending pattern. Companies applying AI in the FinTech sector are SHAPESECURITY, ALPACA,
ALPHASENSE, AYASDI in USA, RUBIQUE, and LENDINGKART in INDIA. In the coming years, the
increased application of  AI in the various sectors of  the economy can bring a major disruption. Most importantly,
business leaders and Government authorities should identify the prioritized areas where AI can bring a visible
and major impact. In the initial phases, businesses need to work on the areas of requisite data, training processes
and refined outputs. AI systems are needed to be developed in such a way that they become free from human
biases and robust against manipulation. If barriers such as high costs and lack of technological skill get eliminated,
then AI holds the capability that it can drive the economy to a new phase of  history.12

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES (ITES)

ITeS industry may become the most disrupted sector by machine learning solutions. The repetitive manual jobs
will be replaced by the AI based machine learning tools. Many of  the ITeS such as Application development,
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providing E-Business solutions, Content management, data mining provided by the IT companies will be
automated by machines through the application of AI. IT enabled Service providers in the area of Finance can
also be termed as TECHFIN which means technology companies providing financial services with more customer
& technology centric approach. Companies under the purview of  TECHFIN are Alibaba, Facebook, Google,
Amazon, etc. Many of the tech firms are generating a level of trust which was previously reserved for traditional
banks and credit unions only. As a result, increasing number of  consumers is willing to use financial products
offered by the tech firms. As said earlier, people nowadays are becoming more and more tech savvy and hence
they will get annoyed if they are forced to use traditional non-digitized channels for day to day banking transactions.
The major financing sector, i.e., banks must realize the growing importance of  technology in catering services to
today’s tech savvy customers so that customers can better manage their finances in daily lives.13

Therefore, it can be concluded that be it TECHFIN or FINTECH, no matter what path people will adopt, the
ultimate winner will be consumers at large.

CONCLUSION

The Indian FinTech industry holds the potential to add $700 billion to India’s GDP by 2025. FinTech in India
recorded an explosive growth in the last three years and has placed itself  second, right behind the US FinTech
landscape by the number of new startups that emerged in 2015–2018. It attracted over $1.8 billion funding in
2018 alone and is poised to scale up in the near future. However, the industry is facing an acute talent shortage as
proactive measures to create and attract skilled talent pool have not been taken.14
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INTRODUCTION

Banking sector of India had long back made computers an integral part of its operations and since 1990s, in many
of  their processes, e.g., money withdrawal, transfer of  funds, ordering cheque books etc. automation has emerged
as the pillars of modern banking (Moin & Ahmed, 2012). Now while India is moving ahead with a target to
achieve 5 trillion economy by the year 2024, banking sector cannot remain complacent with its conventional
strategies, instead a paradigm shift is bound to take place in banking sector, reforming, transforming and
empowering their operations leveraging on latest digital technologies for implementing their strategies related to
various aspects and thus achieving their strategic objectives.The most common example of application of
technology is virtual assistants enabled by few banks to serve the customers on real time basis. In this study
author explores more such applications, their development, implementation and future opportunities with
specific focus being on Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a collaborator for successful strategy implementation in
India’s banking sector.

Digital Technology has become a crucial element of  Information Technology (IT) strategy of  every banking
organization operating in the present agile environment of Industry 4.0 era because in order to optimize its
performance and business potentials, every bank needs visibility into its people, customers, processes, tools and
utilization trends thereof. Traditional methods of  doing this activity manually, are prone to errors and very time
consuming, hence banking IT strategies are embracing automation of data collection, analysis thereof and
intelligent reporting with an objective of achieving prompt services to the customers and capacity optimization
of their IT resources. Now Strategic goals include ensuring optimum utilization of IT resource – hardware &
software, consequent saving of  money while at the same time offering world class services to customers, thus
banks have to move on and deploy digital technology like AI which is capable of  successfully implementing
intended strategies. Benefits of institutionalizing AI in Banking sector are summarized below:

1. This system can sense the environment, is able to think, learn and take action according to the
environment sensed, helping human beings in decision making.

2. Clear visibility ensured about various IT resources and utilization trends thereof.

3. Managing the risk of  non-availability of  human capacity at the right point in time.

4. Controlling cost of  deploying excess capacity or deploying it too early.
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Author identified several areas of  India’s banking sector where AI has made its way and much more which can
be achieved by leveraging AI in this sector. Consequently, author posed the question – what role does AI play in
successful strategy implementation in India’s banking sector?

So it is essential to locate the current status of the research, its practical applications achieved till now and the
forthcoming opportunities for successful strategy implementation in India’s banking sector by way of  proactive
utilization of  AI. The objective of  this study is to examine the state of  affairs of  AI in India’s Banking sector and
research conducted thereon. The scope of this study contextually is the development, implementation and
future opportunities associated with proactive utilization of AI part out of various digital technologies.

OVERVIEW OF BANKING SECTOR, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

In the recent past of  India’s economy, major events like demonetization and government sponsored initiatives of
developing digital India have not only encouraged India’s economy to become cashless, but also brought in a lot
of  work for bank employees, demanding quick, secure and strategic completion of  work – that too error free. In
view of  such huge changes in economy, banking sector has proactively started employing AI to digitize the
tedious manual tasks and thus implementing its strategies successfully. AI is the ability of  machines to learn and
become capable of smooth service delivery without human intervention in certain areas of operations. The term
“Artificial Intelligence” was coined in 1955 by Prof. John McCarthy, one of  the “Founding Fathers” of  AI,
defining AI as “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines”. Since then the concept of AI has
received wide attention from various practitioners, scholars and researchers. AI is a significant leap in
technological advancement from robotics towards machine learning and predictive analysis. It is a discipline of
digital technologies which embeds human intelligence into machines by designing and applying algorithms
enabling machines to learn, adapt & develop solutions on their own by interpretation of data over a period of
time so that tasks like problem solving, reasoning, learning, speech / visual recognition, natural language
processing  etc. may be managed mechanically. So it is but obvious that banking sector has also explored and has
started focusing on integrating AI with its strategy implementation to gain competitive edge in terms of swift,
error free, effective and efficient customer services, e.g., Chatbot assistants deployed by the banks to handle
customers’ queries online and consequently reducing branch visits.

In the present significant transformation era, industries are relying heavily on interconnectivity, automation,
machine learning and real time data processing for conjunction of physical production and digital technologies.
This transition is known as Industry 4.0, i.e., the fourth revolution in industries, a new approach overhauling
end-to-end business operations and growth. A German government high-tech strategy document released in
2013 discussing “Industrie 4.0” outlined a plan to almost fully computerize the manufacturing industry without
the need for human involvement (plattform-i40, 2019). Service sector also cannot remain untouched by this
wave.

LITERATURE REVIEW

For revamping the business model, Business Strategies and Technology were found to be integrated long back in
last decade of  20th century itself  (Chester, 1994) and value of  investments on technology with reference to its
productivity as well as economic benefits were being evaluated (Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 2000). Since banks have a
very significant role in economic development of any nation, so their successful strategic implementation,
leveraging state-of-the-art technologies, adds value not only to their own business but to the economic activities
and growth of the entire nation.Ability of human brain to process information and solving problems has fascinated
and encouraged scientists to put similar intelligence into machines (Shachmurove, 2002). And a technology that
can act like human, has ability to learn languages, accomplishes physical tasks, emulate human decision making
(Russel & Norvig, 2003) enables machines to carry out activities that require human intelligence (Brachman,
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2006) by combining various techniques of machine learning, pattern recognition, logics & probability theory in
addition to biologically inspired model (Duch, Swaminathan, & Meller, 2007) has emerged which is described
as computational intelligence. Customers’ faith in technologies had paved the way for mobile banking payments
(Donner & Tellez, 2008). System quality and information quality is found to be a significant influencer on the
customers’ satisfaction and trust (Lee & Chung, 2009). AI has already made its way in accounting, auditing and
assurance domain, easing out some of its most challenging tasks and supporting decision making by collecting,
analyzing and creating accurate financial information (Davenport, 2016). Main factors contributing towards the
adoption of AI in banking sector are its strategy towards low cost products, open source system and accessibility
of the same and within next 3 years AI is expected to become the primary way banks interact with their
customers – without depending on bank branches and physical cheque books (Sinha, 2017). Application of
innovative technologies by banks in implementation of their practices, policies and frameworks to achieve
efficiency is appreciated (Lagarde, 2018) and is expected to create their globally unified practices, policies and
framework with the help of AI (Erdélyi & Goldsmith, 2018). Strong positive relationship (R- coefficient =
0.859) has been observed between AI and proper record keeping (Longinus, 2018). Banking products have
moved far ahead from the conventional banking of  India (KUMAR, 2018) and AI is found to have strong
potentials of refining investment strategies, managing customers’ data, carrying out risk assessment, curbing
money laundering issues and adding value by reducing costs while increasing accuracy levels, thus improving
the quality of  decisions made at different levels of  management (VEDAPRADHA & HARIHARAN, 2018). It is
noted that the adoption of  AI in banking sector may add approx. $1trillion to India’s economy by 2035
(Lakshminarayana & Deepthi, 2019).

Discussion on Literature Review

It is extremely important for any organization to be competitive and remain proactive in Industry 4.0 environment
and banks are no exception to this.Accordingly they have to be dynamic, constantly taking and aligning their
decisions, accelerating changes in business processes with an objective to optimize the profitability as well as
service delivery. Having traverse through the wide literature reviewed on this topic of  interest, this study
identified the potentials of  AI for achieving successful implementation of  strategies in India’s banking sector
while at the same time reducing costs, enhancing profitability and offering world class service delivery to the
customers.

This study analyzed application of AI for achieving success in implementing strategies in the dynamic environment
of banking sector by undertaking the end-to-end activities which are assigned to these intelligent machines and
a summary of  findings is presented here-in-below listing the areas where banks have opportunity to leverage AI:

1. Developing and driving strategies based on research about financial institutions, loans, investments and
customers’ profiles.

2. Enhancing core banking solutions by operating at a much robust pace with a better go-to market approach
and being agile in response to market conditions, creating seamless customer journey.

3. Improving Profitability by reducing Strategy cycles, reducing costs on redundant tasks and optimizing
service delivery by becoming operationally lean, along with increased productivity & efficiency.

4. Catering to applicable Regulations by transforming and re-engineering banking operations.

5. Surveillance in sensitive areas, security and safety can be ensured by developing customized secure
environment as per applicable regulatory requirements, guiding the customer through mandatory
authentication / authorization process, generating unique service token and inbuilt anonymous
continuous monitoring mechanism when user is performing the banking transactions.
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6. Authorizing access to Locker rooms & designated areas based on face recognition.

7. Achieving customer delight by ensuring effectiveness, efficiency, rationalization and swiftness in 100
percent error-free online, personalized, & extremely intuitive customer service delivery, while at the
same time reducing banks’ response / turnaround time significantly.

8. Intelligent Machines offer qualitative services to the customers, answer all their queries without any
frustration and self-interest of earning commission, perform voluminous, time consuming, monotonous,
repetitive tasks based on ability to standardize the tasks and scale up the capacity during peak / emergency
scenarios.

9. Reducing human bias and emotional intentions to avoid distortion of  decision making process.

10. Credit / loan application evaluation and decision can be effectively managed by Neural Network
branch of AI based on pattern recognition, classification models and time series forecasting adhering to
banking credit standards.

11. Error free and up-to-date record keeping, handling some of the most challenging aspects of accounting,
auditing and assurance domain.

12. Virtual customer assistance engage customers in speech / text in their normal – language, learns from
their activities/interactions, provids suggestions to them, understands their behavior and takes action
accordingly, handling all the tasks from customer on-boarding to various customer services. These
virtual assistants must be designed and intelligent enough to seamlessly handover customer dealing to a
human executive at any stage when such a need arises. Learning from past data being an essential
element of AI, such virtual assistants will become more efficient with increased use of it. The concerned
bank officials shall keep on enriching the data base/question bank, based on which these virtual assistants
respond, in order to keep pace with latest information and wider coverage of  subject matter. This
combination of AI and precise human input by banks adds to customer delight by fulfilling requests,
solving problems and predicting customer requirements.

13. AI powered chatbots operate not only within banking domain environment but outside it on wider
social media and messaging platforms also, the platform which are meant for news, e-commerce and
even entertainment and thus influencing customers’ behavior towards banking products by conversing
intelligently.

14. Many fintech companies are currently working with various banks to develop functionality which can
handle payment related jobs.

15. Transforming Interactive Voice Responses (IVRs) in todays’ scenario when customers are shifting from
webpage search (Google) to the voice search (Google Assistant), AI is getting employed in offering
voice assistance to the banking customer, which enables human-like interaction, minimizing the scope
of human errors and dependence on call centres, KPOs & BPOs.

16. Manpower freed by applying AI into day-to-day tasks, can be utilized for more value added and human
centric service functions. It will also create ground and motivation for employees to up-skill and re-skill
themselves for shouldering higher responsibilities. An added advantage would be that bank employees
will be able to enjoy a better work-life balance for themselves.

17. Few practical applications of  AI in India’s banking sector which are becoming part of  day-to-day life are
mentioned below:

(a) SBI:- Propelled a national hackathon and using Chapdex created by winning team
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(b) HDFC:-Since March 2019, Chatbot “EVA” built by Senseforth AI Research,

o addressed customer queries>over 2.7 million

o interacted with unique users> 530,000

o held conversation >1.2 million

(c) ICICI Bank:- Deployed software robotics & automation in over 200 business processes across
various functions.

(d) AXIS Bank:-AI & NLP enabled app to help consumers with financial and non-financial transactions,
to answer FAQ and to assist for getting in touch with the bank for loan and other products.

CONCLUSION

Evidently this study has made some vital discoveries regarding application of AI for successful strategy
implementation in banking sector. Rapid technological advancement has brought AI into mainstream applications
with technology becoming more affordable and accessible. However, still a lot more is to be done to realize its
full potentials. India’s banking sector is assured of  implementing its strategy successfully when its business
analytics, annotations, customization and database is managed with such sophisticated digital technology, e.g.,
AI which is capable of moving upwards to the next level where it would develop intelligence to understand the
intentions and emotions of  customers and will respond accordingly. “Accenture Banking Technology Vision
2017” report quoted 87 per cent of  India’s bankers saying that AI is all set to enable banks with intelligent
machines which create very human-like customer experience. As the conclusion of  this study, it can surely be
said that India’s banking sector is all set to see lots of  collaboration with AI to achieve success in its strategy
implementation, after all, life is all about keeping pace with time and evolving and changing with the passage of
time.

Author is hopeful that this study gives a consolidated view of work done on this topic till now and accelerates the
momentum of  proactive application of  AI for successful strategy implementation in India’s banking sector,
enabling them to achieve harmonization and service optimization across all business processes, marching ahead
with confidence to handle changing demand patterns in dynamic business requirements of Industry 4.0.
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The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI), with its puissant and  embellished  VISION NEW ICSI –
2022,   has been playing  a vital role  in building New India.  The passion,  drive and determination of ICSI,   with
thoroughness, skill building and sanguineness of  its venturous and  discerning workforce, are poised for coming
up to the  expectations of the Government in establishing a NEW INDIA by 2022.

NEW  INDIA- 2022

The Lok Sabha,  on 9th August, 2017, passed a resolution pledging to create an inclusive and prosperous India
of  the dreams of  freedom fighters by 2022, the 75th anniversary of  India’s Independence.  The Hon. Prime
Minister  Shri Narendra Modi launched “Sankalp se Siddhi” (Attainment through Resolve) scheme, the aim of
which is good governance. The  pledge is  to create a New India that is strong, prosperous and all-encompassing;
an India that will make our freedom fighters proud.

NITI AAYOG - STRATEGY FOR NEW INDIA @ 75

On August 15, 2022, independent India will turn 75. The NITI Aayog,  drawing inspiration and direction from
the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s clarion call for establishing a New India by 2022, embarked on a journey of
formulating the Strategy document for New India and  on 19th December, 2018 unveiled its comprehensive
national Strategy for New India,  which defines clear objectives for 2022-23. In his foreword the Prime Minister
says,“The Strategy for New India @75 put together by NITI Aayog is an attempt to bring innovation, technology,
enterprise and efficient management together, at the core of  policy formulation and implementation.”

The forty-one chapters in the document have been disaggregated under four sections : Drivers, Infrastructure,
Inclusion and Governance. The document defines the strategy for 2022-23 across forty-one areas. Each chapter
includes:

• Objectives for 2022,

• Progress already made,

• Binding constraints,

• Way forward for achieving stated objectives.
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Also, in an effort to align the ‘Strategy for New India @ 75’ with India’s commitment to the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals, each chapter is mapped to the relevant goals. India is currently putting in place
a ‘development state’ guided by the philosophy of Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas.

HON’BLE PRESIDENT OF INDIA SHRI RAM NATH KOVIND  – ON ICSI AND COMPANY SECRETARY

On 5.10.2018, the Hon’ble President of  India Shri Ram Nath Kovind, who graced the 51st Foundation Day
celebrations of the ICSI in New Delhi, said on the occasion that in the five decades, ICSI and Company
Secretaries have played a seminal role in role in the development and growth of  India. As per him,  Company
Secretaries are the sentinels,  who ensure compliance of  company laws and regulations.  The Hon President
admitted that for achieving the target of becoming  a 5 trillion economy by 2025,  the role of  Company Secretary
remains most valuable. He advised that Company Secretaries  must foster responsible business and balance
economic objectives with larger socio-economic goals ensuring  that the stakeholders understand the difference
between profit and profiteering, and comply by laws. The Hon’ble President congratulated the Institute on its
vast education network skilling thousands of youth every year and taking various initiatives for women
empowerment community development, youth mobilization and corporate social responsibility.

MAMMOTH CONTRIBUTION OF ICSI IN BUILDING A NEW INDIA - 2022

The ICSI is in the forefront  of building  a New India by 2022 and all its efforts are directed towards achieving
that objective, which is evident from the following:

— VISION NEW ICSI 2022

In line with the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s Vision New India 2022, ICSI came up with Vision New ICSI
2022, which was released by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of  India in ICSI’s Golden Jubilee Year
Celebrations inaugural Function on 4th October 2017. As per ICSI, the Vision New ICSI 2022 is
intended to stand in alignment with the Vision New India of  the Hon’ble Prime Minister to contribute
and play its expected role in nation building through imparting knowledge, empowering youth, women
empowerment, sustainable governance and strengthening economy.

In the Vision New ICSI 2022 document of  ICSI, the stakeholders have been categorised as (a) External
stakeholders comprising of Trade and Industry, Government and Regulators and Society and (b) Internal
Stakeholders comprising of Members; Students and Employees and their expectations are mentioned in
the document. This Vision will meet the growing and changing expectations of   all the stakeholder.  The
top 10 Goals for the Vision New ICSI 2022 include Enhancing quality of services by the members to the
industry, Research based development of  the Profession and the ICSI, Globalization of  the Profession
of  Company Secretary and Promoting good Corporate Governance.

— ICSI’s  SERVICES

With a view to move towards achieving objectives of  the Vision of  the Hon’ble Prime Minister for New
India 2022, while providing services to trade and industry,  government and regulators and society,
ICSI expects every of  its member, a Company Secretary, to  follow the Motto of  the ICSI, “Satyam
Vada, Dharam Chara”, which means ‘Speak the Truth, Abide by the Law’ and must keep in mind  the
core values  identified by the ICSI, which are  Integrity, Ethics, Reliability, Ownership, and Being
Stakeholder.

ICSI’s Services  to Trade and Industry

— The ICSI maintains sustained interaction with trade and industry associations/chambers

— The ICSI builds  Professionals to guide Corporate India
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— The  ICSI through its Members provides the following services to Trade and Industry

• Corporate Laws and Corporate Compliance Management Services

• Corporate  Governance, CSR and Sustainability Services

• Board processes and Stakeholders Relationship

• Arbitration and Conciliation Services

• Public Issue, Listing and Securities Management

• Takeover Code and Insider Trading

• Internal Audit of Capital Market Intermediaries

• Certification Services

• Banking Services

• Finance and Accounting Services

• Taxation Services

• International Trade and WTO Services

• Advisory Services on Information Technology

• Management Services

• General / Strategic Management

• Corporate Communication and Public Relations

• Human Resource Management

• Advocacy on Legislative and Regulatory matters; and

• Appearing before the Tribunals and other authorities.

— The ICSI supports  Trade and Industry in conducting global business and managing global alliances. Its
members having adequate  exposure to international laws and corporate laws of  the major economies.

— ICSI Motivates  the Corporates in focusing corporate governance practices in their functioning. The
following ICSI Initiatives  Promote Good Governance In Corporate India.

• Secretarial Standards

The ICSI recognizing the need for integration, harmonization and standardization of diverse
secretarial practices, has constituted the Secretarial Standards Board (SSB) with the objective of
formulating Secretarial Standards. The Institute has issued several Secretarial Standards on different
aspects of Companies Act.

• ICSI National Award for Excellence in Corporate Governance

The ICSI National Award for Excellence in Corporate Governance is conferred annually on
companies adjudged by the Jury as a front-runner in adhering to the corporate governance norms in
true letter and spirit. The Jury for the ICSI National Award for Excellence in Corporate Governance
comprises of personalities enjoying unparallel eminence and reputation in their respective fields.

• ICSI CSR Excellence Awards

With a view to provide further impetus to the Government’s efforts towards implementation of
provisions relating to CSR and to recognize the good practices undertaken by corporates under the
CSR umbrella, ICSI confers “CSR Excellence Awards” every year.
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• ICSI Auditing Standards

Wiith the aim of strengthening the present governance scenario on the Indian corporate ground and
to bring standardisation and uniformity in the professional arena, the ICSI has issued 4 Auditing
Standards : CSAS-1 : Auditing Standard on the Audit Engagement, CSAS-2 : Auditing Standard on
Audit Process and Documentation, CSAS-3 : Auditing Standard on Forming of  Opinion & CSAS-
4 : Auditing Standard on Secretarial Audit.

• ICSI Best Secretarial Audit Report Awards

By introduction of  best secretarial audit report award the institute aims at  recognising the efforts of
company secretaries in practice in their roles as auditor in elevating the culture of governance  in
corporate sector and enhancing the importance of  secretarial  audit report in the years to follow.

• PMQ Course in Corporate Governance

The Institute, as part of  capacity building initiatives conducts Post Membership Qualification
Course in Corporate Governance. The way the course is constructed, conceived, shaped and inspired
by high-profile courses abroad that instigate self-study, inspired research and pro-active pursuit of
knowledge. The course comprises written examination in five papers, submission of  dissertation or
project report followed by an interview.

• Format of  the Secretarial Audit Report

A core group comprising of senior practitioners, bureaucrats and company secretaries in employment
has been constituted to revisit the existing format of the Secretarial audit report and to make
recommendations on the same and make such other recommendations as may be considered
necessarily.

• ICSI’s other Initiatives in Corporate Governance

— Directors’ Development Programmes

— Investor Education Programmes

— Guidance note on Corporate Governance Certification

— Corporate Governance Modules of Best Practices

• ICSI is Founder Trustee of  National Foundation for Corporate Governance.

• With a view to improving the quality of professional services rendered by the membes to the
stakeholders, ‘Symposiums on Quality of Professional Services’ at various locations throughout
the country were held in the recent past

— ICSI Centre for Corporate Governance, Research & Training.

• This Centre Known as CCGRT, acts as a catalyst organization in the professional development of
the Indian Corporate sector  and has been serving the society with research and Training related
activities. with focus on corporate governance. It  conducts high-end training / workshops for
members, students, corporates and regulatory /Government Bodies. Its research is generally policy
oriented and applied research is of immediate utility to the Company Secretaries, Corporate Sector/
Banks / Financial Institutions / Government, Regulatory Authorities and Development Agencies.
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— ICSI - GRKF ICSI Governance Research and Knowledge Foundation (“Foundation”)

• It  a company promoted by the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI).  The main object
of  the Foundation is “to generate, spread and impart knowledge, directly or in association with
person(s) having similar objects or engaged in similar activities, in the area of  corporate laws,
governance, management, business sustainability and corporate social responsibility, capital and
financial markets, auditing, fiscal and economic laws and policies, information and control systems
and allied disciplines through research, publications, training, education or in any other manner”.

ICSI’s Services  to Government and Regulators

Efficient, transparent and accountable governance has come to be recognized as this government’s USP.
‘Strategy for New India @ 75’ has identified Governance as one of the  areas that requires either a sharper
focus on implementing the flagship schemes already in place or a new design and initiative to achieve India’s
true potential. ICSI  provides following services in this regard:

• ICSI regularly participates  in policy/ rule making activities of government public regulatory authorities.

• ICSI conducts Training Programs in Collaboration with Ministries, Government Bodies etc.

• ICSI fulfils expectations of the Government and the Regulators through its members by through good
governance

• ensuring  compliance management in letter and spirit and educating the industry about the compliance
requirements and changes therein from time to time

•  facilitating   the Government in building  legislative and regulatory framework

• educating the trade and industry about the new laws, policies and initiatives of  the Government and
supporting the Government in implementation of the new policies and initiatives

• exhibiting highest level of professional knowledge and skill in discharging their duties in certification
and audit work

• following the high standards of professional conduct, ethics and values

• developing expertise in drafting and documentation, as well as in advocacy skills; and

• showing enthusiasm about capitalizing on new opportunities.

• The ICSI is helping the  Government and Regulators in matters relating to Companies Act, 2013,
Securities Laws, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, GST, Competition Act etc., which is evident from
the following :

• The Institute, in pursuit of    joint participation in flagship government initiatives   interacts with
dignitaries regularly

• With a view to ensure better Governance, the ICSI, from time to time, participates in vivid initiatives
of the Government and submits its suggestions and representations

• Representation  in SEBI - Primary Market Advisory Committee (PMAC) Meetings

• ICSI advises  SEBI on issues related to regulation and development of primary market in India and
to ensure simplification and transparency in systems and procedures in the primary markets
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• ICSI conducts training Programmes in Collaboration  with Ministries, Government Bodies etc.

•  ICSI Extends  all support to Panel for Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority i.e.  IEPF
Authority, constituted by the Ministry of  Corporate Affairs,  in simplifying the processes involved.

• ICSI extends  all support to Panel for Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority i.e.  IEPF
Authority, constituted by the Ministry of  Corporate Affairs,  in simplifying the processes involved.

• ICSI Capital Markets Week

• In order to strengthen the structure of good governance in the capital market leading to a balance
between economic and social goals, the Institute has been observing Capital Markets Week annually
as one of  the mega events throughout the country.

• Format of  Annual Secretarial Compliance Report

• With a view to assist the regulator in concoting the prescribed format of secretarial audit under
LODR, ICSI   submitted to SEBI, which the regulator notified in the form of prescribed format for
annual compliance reporting required to be submitted by a PCS for listed entities as well as for their
material unlisted subsidiaries.

• Certified CSR Professionals

• In order to develop an army of  professionals, capable and competent and furthermore, entirely
dedicated to the core area of CSR, Certified CSR professional course was launched in coordination
with NSDA, Ministry of  Skill Development as NSQF compliant level 7.  Such professionals shall
commit themselves fully to the task of altering the CSR scenario in the nation with true dedication.

• ICSI’s Collaborative Initiatives

• In pursuit of  its objective, ICSI has entered into memorandum of  understanding/agreement with
national and state level chambers of  commerce, stock exchanges, management institutes, professional
bodies etc. ICSI interacts with various regulators.

• The ICSI has been playing a crucial Role in Government of  India’s  important Programmes

• Ease of doing business

• Webinar on Companies Act, 2013 - Enable, Evaluate and Excel

• ICSI quest-eAssist,  an online platform for members of ICICI where they can seek responses on
the queries and difficulties pertaining to the Companies Act, 2013 and Rules and Regulation
Notification thereunder as well as issues relating to e-filing

• E-book on Companies Act,  2013 on MCA portal

• Publications: FAQ on Companies Act,  2013 and Ready Reckoner for Private Companies

• Webinars organised to sensitize the new form SPICe (INC-32) (simplified form of  incorporating
company electronically)

• ICSI  partnered with the Ministry of  Corporate Affairs for Make in India Week and offered
other  expert advice in matters arising out of  Companies Act, Corporate Restructuring,  LLP,
FEMA, Listing Regulations, Agreements like Joint Ventures, Scheme of  Arrangements and
Compromise etc.
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• start-ups

ICSI  is preparing Company Secretaries and its members to handle mushrooming start-ups and
embrace Artificial Intelligence (AI).

• Digital India

ICSI,  in a big way, has been  supporting  Digital India  Programme of  the Government, and has
implemented the following

• E learning  - imparting education to students across India through e-learning

• e library for members and students

• e- Management Skill Orientation Program (E-MSOP)

• Computer Based Examination (CBE)

• E-Chartered Secretary,  ICSIs Monthly Journal For Corporate Professionals Publication

• SMASH (Student Member Application Software Hosting): A web based application integrating
all services public/application of ICSI

• Webinars for all

• Virtual Collaboration Platform For Members and Students.

• Goods and Services Tax

ICSI has launched  a dedicated course titled Certificate Course in Goods & Services Tax which aims
to give a comprehensive insight about principles of GST as well as other nuances of the indirect tax
regime enabling the candidates to gain an understanding GST concept and its implementation and
apprise them about the current developments with respect to GST. Further, following GST Initiatives
have been taken:

• GST Core Advisory Group – A special team to deliberate on the intricacies of GST and
making submissions to Government

• Series of webinar on GST

• GST Point - A platform to reply to the queries,  difficulties and challenges faced by consumers,
manufacturers,  traders MSMEs and  public at large

• GST helpline - Get your queries address by subject experts

• GST e-book

• GST app -  The App offers latest news, articles, regulations, and various publications on GST

• Certificate Course and Master Classes on GST - Provides comprehensive insight into the
principles of GST and other nuances

• GST Educational Series  -  to enhance knowledge of  GST Laws.

The ICSI made a presentation on Simplification of Return Filing under GST before the Group of
Ministers under Bihar Deputy Chief Minister Shri Sushil Modi.
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• Swachh Bharat  - Clean India Mission

• Swachhta Pakhwada - celebrated at Institute Headquarters

• ICSI employees members and students across India took Swachhta Pledge

• The Institute Headquarters  initiated in Neighbourhood Cleanliness Drive

• Organised awareness programs on cleanliness among children in orphanages in Delhi and Noida

•  Workshop on e-waste management at New Delhi and Noida office

• The Institute also publicized and promoted Swachhta Pakhwada to Facebook and Twitter.

• Promoting Khadi

• ICSI has been promoting Indian culture by promoting khadi among its stakeholders

• Institute has successfully adopted Indian attire for its convocations kurta pajama for men and
saree/salwar- kameez for women

• A Khadi  ‘Angvasstram’ given by ICSI is adorned by the passing out students

• MOU with Khadi and Village Industries Commission.

ICSI’s Services  to Society

Vision New ICSI, 2022 dedicatedly associating with New India, 2022 while endowing the principles of
sustainable, pro-people, and pro-active governance at precedence India is facing various problems like
poverty, healthcare, sanitation, education, scarcity of  drinking water,  lack of  infrastructure, environment
and pollution problems, safety and security of citizens, regional imbalances, communalism, casteism and
terrorism which need to be addressed at all levels. The ICSI fulfils expectations of the Society through its
Members  due to the separation of  ownership and management.  Thus, for good governance, a Company
Secretary as the ‘keeper of  the organisation’s conscience tries in all respects to ensure  that the Company in
which he works plays its role in promoting inclusive growth and discharges its Corporate Social Responsibility,
recognizes government’s legitimate obligation to society at large and supports public policies and practices
that promote social capital,  supports peace, security and the rule of  law, etc.

Social Initiatives of ICSI include

• ‘Shaheed ki Beti’: Under ‘Shaheed Ki Beti’ scheme, the Institute is providing financial support to the girl
child of martyrs for her higher education

• Standing together to nation’s call

When the nation had lost its proud soldiers during attach on them,  the Institute rose to the occasion and
created a dedicated account for collecting funds from its members

• Concession in Fee for Registration to CS Course to the Widows and Wards of  Martyrs, Permanent
Disability cases, Serving / Retired Personnel of  Indian Army, Indian Air Force, Indian Navy and all
para military forces

• Connecting and Empowering youth – pride of the nation

ICSI aimed at attaining the national goals of inclusive growth. In view of the recent reconstitution of the
state of  Jammu & Kashmir into two separate Union Territories, Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh, and
understanding the need to play our roles in empowering the youth therein by equipping them with the
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right skill, knowledge and acumen, the Council of ICSI has accorded approval for providing 100% fee
waiver for students belonging to these UTs for registration to CS Foundation and CS Executive
Programme

• ICSI’s Blood Bank Portal

ICSI is maintaining a Blood Bank portal with pan India presence of donors

• ICSI observes days  of  National and International Importance  like International Women’s Day,
Panchayati Raj Diwas International Yoga Day, Independence Day, Hindi Pakhwada Diwas, Rashtriya
Ekta Diwas ‘Samvidhan Divas’ 2018 Samvidhan Divas, Communal Harmony Week etc.

CAPACITY BUILDING

Professional Development and Continuing Education

The ICSI through professional development programmes seeks to impart continuing education to its
members, to keep them updated in the various developments in the relevant laws as well as corporate and
business environment.

Courses launched

In its  endeavour to continuing upskilling the members in the relevant areas the second batches  certificate
course on certified CSR professionals and certificate course in GST have  been launched.

Classroom Training for Educational Course on ‘Valuation of Securities or Financial Assets’

Taking forward the capacity building initiatives of  the Institute, the ICSI – Registered Valuers Organization
(ICSI RVO) conducted Classroom Training for the Educational Course on ‘Valuation of  Securities or Financial
Assets’ at various places.

STRENGTHENING SELF GOVERNANCE

In an attempt to imbibe and to reinstate its commitment towards its  vision and mission and to bring about a
culture of transparency and accountability amongst our members, the Institute has brought forth the ICSI UDIN
and eCSIN Guideliness.

• Unique Document Identification Number (UDIN)

The Institute also launched new initiatives for Company Secretaries in Practice under the aegis Unique
Document Identification Number, which is aimed at enabling stakeholders to verify the authenticity of
documents signed or certified by company secretaries in practice and shall not only prevent counter
setting of various stations public certifications but also and sure compliance with respect to ceilings.

• eCSin : The Employee Company Secretary Identification Number

eCSin is a system-generated unique number for identification of the Company Secretaries employed in
a particular company aiming to bring about greater transparency by creating a platform to identify the
company secretaries employed in a particular company.

• Strengthening Pear Review Mechanism

In order to phase- in peer review gradually, the ICSI  has not only a fixed the ceiling on number of  annual
compliance report to be issued by  PCS but has  also decided to mandate undertaking of such reporting
by peer reviewed members only.
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• Strengthening quality review

In order to familiarize quality Reviewers with the Quality Review Process, their rules, responsibilities,
duties and submissions of Reports to the Board, training programmes are organizd by the ICSI.

• PCS portal

A dedicated PCS portal has been developed with the intent of bridging the gap between the practicing
professionals specialised in their areas of activity and the corporate looking out for such professionals.

ICSI’s INITIATIVES FOR STUDENTS

• Fees Waiver Scheme for Students of  State of  Jammu & Kashmir and North-Eastern States : In order to
provide equal opportunities to the youth from North Eastern States and State of Jammu and Kashmir -
A Tale of  Success.

• CS Olympiad – This initiative started  with a view to establish brand CS amongst the students of  11th
& 12th of  the schools.

• ICSI Student Month - A Tale of  Accomplishment  - The month of  July is celebrated as Student Month
throughout the country every year, with the aim at the inclusive development of  students through their
engagement in activities organized by the Institute.

• International Company Secretaries Olympiad – MoU with Science Olympiad Foundation CS Olympiad
is one such initiative of  the Institute that caters to create awareness about the profession of  Company
Secretaries among thousands of Schools and Students.

• Study Centre Scheme – Under this scheme, in order to break the distance barrier for students belonging
to cities / locations in which the representative offices of the Institute are not in existence, ICSI establishes
stidy centres, in collaboration with reputed colleges in different locations covering the remote places.

• ICSI Signature Award Scheme - Under  this Scheme,  top rank holders in B.Com. Final Examinations in
reputed universities and also specialised programmes/papers of  IITs /IIMs are awarded a Gold Medal
and a Certificate.

• Launch of  One Day Orientation Programme for Students of  Foundation Programme.

• Reforms in Examination - One Day Gap.

• Strengthening of  Class Room Teaching Centres of  ICSI.

• Academic Corner - One Stop Solution for Academic Needs of Students.

• ICSI MOU with Science Olympiad Foundation for International Commerce Olympiad.

ICSI’s  PUBLICATIONS

The Institute brings out well researched quality publications in areas of  corporate laws, capital market, banking,
IPRs, Corporate Governance, etc. regularly for the benefit of  the corporate professionals and trade & industry.
Its monthly journal “Chartered Secretary” is highly rated amongst the corporate journals. Guidance Notes on
Annual Secretarial Compliance Report, Report of The Board Of Directors and Related Party Transactions were
issued. Besides,  Model Code For Meetings of  Non Corporate Entities and Company Secretary In Practice -
Ready Reckoner have been issued.
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TECH DRIVEN INITIATIVES OF  ICSI

• New ICSI Website

• Launch of  E-Chartered  Secretary

• Dedicated Portals for UDIN and eCsin

• Online Payment Of Fees By Members

• Online Classroom Teaching Facilities.

EXPANDING HORIZONS

Opening New Chapters of ICSI, Opening New Study Centres and Opening New Examination Centres.

INTERNATIONAL FOOTPRINT

• International MOU

• Opening of  ICSI Overseas Centre at New York USA

• Incorporation of ICSI Middle East (DIFC) NPIO

• Institute of Certified Secretaries, Kenya Annual International Conference 2019

• ICSI  participated at the ICGN 2019 Annual Conference at held at Japan.

WAY FORWARD FOR MEMBERS

• Provision of Credit Hours for Members

• Launch Of New Courses

• Sainik audit

• Arbitration and conciliation

• e-Voting at ICSI Elections

• Providing 90% Delivery and Reducing Cost of Chartered Secretary by 30%

• Development of Online Disciplinary Portal

• Digilocker

• Placement Port.

CONCLUSION

ICSI has been going all out in  uplifting the principles of  good governance.  Its  Vision New ICSI, 2022 is guiding
and steering the way to an all-inclusive development for all  stakeholders and the Nation at large.  ICSI  has been
proving a great catalyst in enhancing India’s influence  on world Trade and Commerce and has been  augmenting
global positioning of India by being  proactive  in aiding India assimilate global multifaceted and rapid changes
quickly. The  Members of  ICSI  are providing a strong support in conduction of   global business and management
of global alliances and  have been  boosters of  foreign direct investment and employment in India.  The organizing
of its 47th National Convention of Company Secretaries on the Theme “Empowering New India - reform,
perform and transform” by ICSI itself is a testimony to the fact as to how much importance ICSI accords to the
clarion call of  the Hon’ble Prime Minister of  India for establishing a New India by 2022.

***
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EVOLVING ROLE OF COMPANY
SECRETARIES – UPSKILLING,

AUTOMATION AND
TRANSFORMATION

CS G. Anand Babu*

* ACS.

The views expressed are personal views of  the author and do not necessarily reflect those of  the Institute.

INTRODUCTION

Trust is a beautiful emotion, which we use predominantly in relation to a person. But the word extends its ambit
beyond mere personal relationship. The best example to illustrate this is the Trust placed by the Government of
India on different professionals engaged in the Industry. And to be specific, I am inclined to draw reference to the
speech made by the Honourable Prime Minister of India, Sri Narendra Modi during one of his epic speeches in
Indian Parliament wherein he draws reference to the professions of  Chartered Accountancy and Company
Secretary specifically.

It is this trust that sets the foundation for higher expectations from the Professionals in helping Government
implement its plan for effective Corporate Governance.Government of  India is taking all steps to facilitate
smooth functioning of  business in India – leading up to the emergence of  ‘Make in India’ initiative.

The Vision New ICSI 2022 is intended to stand in alignment with the Vision New India of  the Hon’ble Prime
Minister to contribute and play its expected role in nation building through imparting knowledge, empowering
youth, women empowerment, sustainable governance and strengthening economy.

THE FOUNDATION OF EVOLVING ROLE OF COMPANY SECRETARIES

India is a vast and diverse country with completely different set of cultures prevailing across the nation vis-à-vis
geographical dynamics. Majority of  the enactments are driven from the Centre to the States. For all practical
purposes, Government does not have sufficient infrastructure to administer the implementation of  the enactments
effectively.

It is against this background, the recognition given to the Professionals becomes of  paramount importance. The
Government expects the Professionals to be the extended arm of  implementing the regulation effectively.

Hence, the Professional is to act as an extended arm of  the Regulator / Government. It may be noted that the
intent is to ensure that business functions within the realm of  regulatory framework. Therefore, it is essential to
understand that Professionals are not expected to be road blocks. The Professionals are expected to act as a
bridge between the Government / Regulator and the Business empires.

A-142
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So, how does a Company Secretary bridge the gap between Government/Regulator, stakeholders and the Business
empires? It is here the theme of  article becomes relevant, i.e., upskilling, automation and transformation.

UPSKILLING

‘Upskilling’ can be referred to as learning new skills or training people with new skills so that one can do a
different job or improve efficiency in performing an existing job. Thus, upskilling requires an individual to build
on their current skill set so as to enhance the value they bring to their current roles, and their chances for
advancement to higher positions.

In this context, it would be interesting to note the following quote:

“If you only do what you can do, you will be no more than what you are now”

Somehow, the above quote seems to fit in numerous situations relevant to today’s working environment. Hence,
the willingness to evolve is the key. Whether we’re conscious of  it or not, we are all constantly evolving.
Upskilling may be a professional term, but the processes involved in the same are part of  our personal lives too.
If  one faces a setback at work or gets a promotion, if  one moves to different towns, if  one’s body starts reacting
differently to certain foods, the said person has to adapt to those changes, but the person’s perspective of  that
change is what makes the difference. It is important not to look at it as being backed into a corner and embrace
it instead as an opportunity to move forward.

Coping in With the Time

It is true that technology is rendering a number of  jobs and professions obsolete, but the evolving nature of  our
world has also created a number of  jobs that didn't previously exist. Recruitment jobs, for instance, are being
taken over by Artificial Intelligence that can now scan resumes, so if the person is recruitment professional,
what doesone do? For one, the person could think of  innovative ways to do the same thing differently. In this
case, the recruitment professional could use the expertise in recruitment and work with AI developers to help
them identify what to look for in resumes and cover letters.

For Company Secretary Professionals, I often find that areas of  exploration are varied due to the inherent
foundation of  learning all the subjects while going through the examination process. For instance, a Company
Secretary qualified professional can take care of  Legal, Accounts, Taxation in addition to Secretarial depending
upon the size of  the company. In my own experience, I have seen persons handling the above and in recent times
HR as well. My own personal experience allows me to handle secretarial, legal and treasury, which I often find
interesting in a competitive world of number crunchers.

Another option would be to think about what one’s passions, skills and interests that are outside of  what one
currently does. Person’s love for yoga could possibly inspire him/her to become a fitness influencer. Similarly
person’s love for music can help him/her learn instruments like guitar, violin, flute etc. These not only facilitate
relaxation due to hard core work life but also help in building a parallel revenue earning avenue for post-
retirement life.Be willing to understand and explore such new age aspects that could help find one’s avenue.

The idea behind the above is to enable a process of knowing what one is capable of.

Skill is for Growth

Upskilling can both be great for career. They could challenge the notions of  what one is capable of, modify or
diversify aspirations, define career path, and help learn a lot more about one’s self  and what one wants. Think of
them as assets in navigating a brighter career.
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Evolution happens regardless but becoming conscious of the process allows one to maintain control and reinvent.
Making the effort to increase self-awareness will give deeper insight and more importantly help identify talents
and abilities one may never know of  having possessed them. Building on those and figuring out how they may
add value to professional life could help move up the ladder and stay ahead of the competition.

One often meets the destiny on the road he/she wishes to avoid.

AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming the nature of  almost everything which is connected to human life e.g.
employment, economy, communication, warfare, privacy, security, ethics, healthcare etc. However, one is yet
to see its evolution in long-term, whether it’s leading humanity towards making this planet a better place to live
or a place which is full of  disaster. Every  technology  has  its  advantages  and  disadvantages  but  advantages
always  outweigh disadvantages  for  the  technology  to  survive  in  the  market.  If we  look around  us,  on the
one hand,  we  seem to  embrace  the change  being brought  by technology, be it smart home, smart healthcare,
Industry 4.0 or autonomous cars. On the other hand,  we  often  find  ourselves  protesting  against  the  government
in  the  context  of  unemployment,  taxes,  etc.  As  AI  development  is  speeding  up,  more  robots  or autonomous
systems  are  being  born  and  replacing  the  human  labor.  This is the current situation; however, in long-term,
results seem to get more interesting.

Automation, robotics, artificial intelligence (AI). These words come up all the time in business circles—as a
means to keep labor costs down, as a way to help employees be more efficient.

There is a prediction based on a theory that there’s a golden age of  technology that takes place every 55 years,
like a series of  cycles or waves. Each wave is the same: a period of  creative destruction in which the economy
goes through a recession while jobs are lost to technology, followed by a boom in which new jobs—usually jobs
that would have been impossible before—are created. The first wave, of  course, was the Industrial Revolution,
which saw the advent of  factories, textile mills and a general trend of  new manufacturing processes from hand
production to machines.

About 55 years later came the second wave—railways. This helped to bring hotels from the coast down to
virtually anywhere in the country. 1829 was the beginning, and it caused losses of  jobs—stagecoach drivers,
etc.—but think of all the winners—those who could move goods and services (and hotels) inland to serve people
who could never be served before.

The third wave—the steel and electric revolutions of  1875— and the fourth wave—mass production, which
started with Henry Ford and the introduction of  the assembly line—did the same.

The current fifth wave started in the early 1970s. This is the wave we’re in right now that we’re about to see
collapsing into a brand new wave, and there’s lots of  questions about jobs in the current digital age. That wave
we’re in right now redefined lots of things—computing, materials, energy production and transportation. Look
at the computer age alone. Computer speeds have increased 200,000 times since 1971, while the costs
simultaneously decreased by a million-fold. Communication speeds are 10 million times faster. Wireless speeds
are a million times faster and the cost is one one-hundredth of  what it used to be.

While creative destruction does eliminate jobs, it also creates new ones. As we get closer to trying to define how
many jobs we’ve lost and how many we’ve gained is what happens when these industries are destroyed? They
come back again as something different with more jobs than they had before after the period of creative destruction.
In 1995, 35 million people used the internet—less than 1%. Only 1% of the world population had mobile phones
at that time. None of  those could access the internet using the mobile phone. By 2024, 90% of  the global
population is expected to have regular internet access. Think of  places that you’ve never thought of  before that
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may soon not only have a middle class, but at the same time, have communications capabilities to build businesses
you never thought of  before.

As we enter the end of  this wave, we’re in the new industrial revolution. We’re seeing robotics take over
manufacturing, we’re seeing the new labor take economy, which means 3D printing and additive manufacturing
and in years to come robots will perform 50% of such manufacturing tasks.

As robots and AI become more commonplace, that raises the question: What will happen in the next era of
technology? There will be more changes in the next 20 years than there have been in the last 2,000. We can look
forward to artificial intelligence, machine learning and robotics coming of  age. We can name this the age of  the
thinking machine.

However, there is still a way to go to get to a point where machines could replace humans at high-level tasks. This
is where as Secretarial professionals stand apart today although as Secretarial professionals we can leverage this
automation to a great deal to make our efficiency and delivery effective.

What will AI be used for as it becomes more sophisticated? As professionals we can do things like prioritizing
our email and responses, usher us through our day and guide us through decisions, monitor compliances through
compliance calendars noting that machines can replace all kinds of routine tasks. These machines can
analyzedeviations from the targets and suggest care.

There are from basic means to automate some of the processes to complicated compliance software applications
available today. For instance, a Microsoft access can be programmed to monitor compliances pertaining to
Insider Trading. However, the same is also available in the form of  complicated software application, both
yielding the same purpose.

Although, we may still automate the process, the upskilling is what will help the professionals sail through this
tide of automation as the monitoring, adhering to compliance and taking corrective actions in the event of
deviations still rests with us ‘the professionals’.

Transformation

It is possible to accept the upskilling and automation as part of  the growing up in one’s life as these changes are
brought from within and in the interest of  one’s career advancement. However, the transformation is likely to be
the most difficult as it involves in creating an acceptance from outside world over which we as individuals have
no control. Against this, we now step into the expectations of stakeholders from the professionals.

Regulators

The Regulators understand that it is not possible for them to monitor each and every company. There were times
when Regulators used to perform the roles of  administering the implementation of  enactments. However, times
have changed drastically wherein now the Regulators are being given targets. The moment this is done, the focus
of Regulators also shifts. As a result, the Regulator expects the Professionals to assist a bit in their role of
educating the business empires of the need to work within the regulatory framework.

It is to be understood here that the intent of  Regulators is not to proceed against any company or person. For
obvious reasons and considering the vastness of India, it is reasonable to believe that a company cannot always
be on the right side of  compliance. Does this therefore give permission to violate? The answer is a strict NO and
this is where the role of the Professionals come in. The Professionals need to ensure that the entities they work
for are always on the right side of  the law. As otherwise, with the evolving regulatory mechanism the punishments
have also become stringent.
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This is the first place the professionals are expected to bring in automation into their process. Monitoring
compliance is a herculean task considering that these are umpteen and tracking the same with human memory is
no less easy. Hence, it would be useful to create a compliance calendar of  all events that are applicable for a
company and monitor adherence to the same on day in day out basis. This also facilitates better planning since
some of the compliances require compilation of data.

Trade and Industry

With the above context, it would be now easy to understand the expectations of  the trade and industry. Let us be
certain about one thing. Business is run to make profits. The compliances and the charity are fall outs of a
successful business. In order to make profits, the business needs to focus on its internal operations and the
expectation of external stakeholders. It is thus the expectation of industry comes to the foray whereby the
Professionals are expected to take care of all the compliances as a matter of routine and be the spokesperson for
the company with the Government and its agencies. The role of Professional becomes more paramount as they
are expected to provide value addition in order to ensure the long sustenance of the business. The automation
herein may thus facilitate carrying out benchmarking exercise, which helps measure the business houses where
they stand in the light of strict competition.

This is where Professionals have a distinct advantage probably over some of  the other people in employment.
The foundation in terms of preparing Professionals is so strong that the individuals come up with decent amount
of understanding in terms of various aspects that affects the business. In addition, the Professionals being good
in numbers they can translate quite a few of the scenarios in numbers which helps the Promoters / Owners to
understand the aspects in crystal clear terms.

Owing to the above, the expectation of  the industry is so high from Professionals that they do not expect them to
be mere employees or advisors. They rather expect them to steer the ship in the event rough tides hit the course
of the stream. The present economic scenario is one such phase wherein every individual is contributing to the
business houses to steer through the tide.

Before we venture into other spheres having expectations from the Professionals, I would like to introduce here
the Vision of ICSI.

Vision – New ICSI - 2022

The focus of Vision New ICSI – 2022 is its stakeholders, external and internal, and meeting their aspirations and
expectations.

Trade and Industry

The members of  the ICSI serve the trade and industry and play an important role in the areas of  Corporate Laws,
Securities Laws, Corporate Governance, advocacy and appearances before the Tribunals and other authorities.
Industry expects the members to exhibit expert knowledge, skills, professional attitude and disciplined approach
in carrying out their professional assignments within timelines and in a cost effective manner. Industry further
expects the Members of the ICSI to expand their horizon to the new and emerging areas to serve the trade and
industry. The members should enhance their skills in art of  advocacy, soft skills and business orientation to serve
the trade and industry better.

Government and Regulators

The Government and Regulators have placed high level of  trust and confidence on the profession of  Company
Secretaries by enhancing its role manifold in Companies Act, 2013, Securities Laws, Insolvency and Bankruptcy
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Code, GST, Competition Act etc. Company Secretaries are considered as the first level regulators, conscience
keeper and extended arm of the regulatory mechanism.

The Government and Regulators expect the members to ensure compliance management in letter and spirit and
educate the industry about the compliance requirements and changes therein from time to time. Members should
exhibit highest level of professional knowledge and skill in discharging their duties in certification and audit
work. Members should facilitate the Government to build legislative and regulatory framework, educate the
trade and industry about the new laws, policies and initiatives of  the Government and support the Government
in implementation of the new policies and initiatives.

The members should follow the high standards of professional conduct, ethics and values.

Society

The ICSI should play a major role in imparting knowledge and training to the students to enhance their
employability. The Society expects the corporate sector to follow good governance practices and work for its
welfare and interest. Due to the separation of ownership and management, society depends largely upon
professionals for the healthy growth of  corporates and protection of  the interests of  the society. The Company
Secretaries, as conscience keeper and torch bearer of  good Corporate Governance, have an important part to
play in educating and motivating corporates to play their role in promoting inclusive growth and discharge their
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

Members of the Institute

The members in employment expect that they should be equipped with knowledge and skills necessary to act as
“Corporate Managers” and the members in practice expect to be equipped to act as “Corporate Advisors”. The
members aspire enhancement in the professional opportunities through branding of the profession by focusing
on core areas, regular coordination with trade and industry, statutory recognitions and developing skills thorough
specialised training programmes. Visibility and branding of the profession may be enhanced through sustained
interaction with trade and industry associations / chambers, active placement services, Career awareness programs,
dissemination of success stories, media publicity etc. The members be equipped to improve the quality of
services through academic support, updation of  knowledge, training in soft skills, court procedures and art of
advocacy, strengthening of  Peer Review System, strict enforcement of  Code of  Conduct etc. Certification
Courses and Post Membership Qualification Course may be conducted for the members to enable them to gain
expertise in new and emerging areas. Global recognitions, collaborations, programmes and standards may be
focused enabling the members to serve in foreign jurisdictions.

CONCLUSION

It has taken considerable thought process to build on the essence of  this article. Hence, I thought it would be
useful making it count with an appropriate conclusion.

As professionals I would like to state that you are the master of  your destiny. No one and nothing can come in
between you and your destiny except you.We all start the career of  Company Secretary under the premise that
it is our ambition to become one. Soon the energy dwindles in the limelight of  this life with the challenges,
hypocrisy and no straight forward implementation of  the spirit of  the law as has been learnt during our initial
days. Does that mean the profession is not the dream profession we envisaged? The answer is a strict NO.

It is important for us to understand that while learning, we should all learn the right way of  understanding the law
and its essence i.e. why such laws are being enacted and implemented. However, once we enter the professional
life, it is necessary for us to understand the hard realities of  life. It is essential to accept and appreciate that
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geographical dimensions, the cultural differences and the markets each of us serve and the reality that it is not
possible to fit all the enactments in all those places precisely.

The above is one of  the main reason why Company Secretarial profession will survive the ages to come. That is
the profession is one such area which can never be automated as everytime the law changes, it needs a human
brain which facilitates its implementation in light of  the challenges listed above.

The upskilling, automation and transformation are part of the evolving process which are very much needed to
scale up the ladder. The upskilling is required to keep abreast with all changes in life whereas automation is
required to smoothen out the challenges considering human memory may not be able to store everything in its
mind due to storage constraints. The transformation is still higher level as it involves creating acceptance of
many facets of life including the challenges listed above to enable a Company Secretary to deliver the role he/
she is designed to deliver.

The law per se is not that complicated. One need not read hours together various enactments against paradigms
set through judicial pronouncements. One just needs to see, feel and observe from the perspective of  law makers
and the events that would have resulted in such laws.

For instace the emergence of  Securities and Exchange Board of  India Act, 1992 and the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 has all the actions behind their evolution.The emergence of such enactments is no
coincidence but have their foundation laid earlier by the actions of  the few.

I am quite certain that lots of  Company Secretaries may have done few things in the past which perhaps have had
their personal values being challenged. Some of  them may have been able to fight and stay on their side of
personal values but some may have been forced to oblige some other’s instructions due to the contractual
relationship they may have had at that point in time.Sometimes, these memories keep flowing from the past
hurting us from within. You are therefore advised not to push past memories deeper into yourself. Let those
memories breathe and let old wounds heal.

It is important for us to realise that sometimes we do the wrong things for the right reasons. Thus, it is necessary
for us to let go off  that from the past allowing the wounds to heal. The past just doesn’t matterand the learnings
help in taking the correct actions in future. The only thing that matters is what you choose to be now. As
professionals you are therefore requested to take action to fulfil your destiny even if at first you may experience
failure. With every failure you learn new aspects about yourself. It is this important that you believe that you are
special and are destined to achieve higher ordeals in life.

All said and done, what does we all strive in the life for. Is it money, recognition, status or something else? It is
important for us to understand that all of  us are in this world serving a purpose for which we have taken birth.
With each stage our priorities change. For instance, at the beginning of  the career for majority of us money gains
the priority. But as we grow along, the priority changes from money to recognition followed by self-motivation
and thereafter to satisfaction and contentment.

Hence, the earlier we realise that we are only guests in the position we are in, the easier would be for us to traverse
the path discussed above. All this upskilling, automation and transformation are part of  our life learning processes
to keep us at the level that serves the interest of  many stakeholders, directly or indirectly. For instance, giving
prudent advice to promoters/board of  directors, help them take decisions to run the businesses efficiently. An
efficient business endeavours to earn profits thus helping the investors who have invested the money in the
company by growing their market value. This also helps the banks, who have lent money to the businesses for
their operations, in boosting the economy as with growing activities, the nation tends to benefit with growing
GDP. With growing GDP, the requirement of  employable candidates increase thus increasing the spending
power and again running through the vicious circle explained above.
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While concluding I would like to state again that there is a unique you as a Company Secretary. Embrace the
awesomeness in you as you are the master of  your destiny. Your mind may at times behave like water. When it
is agitated, it becomes difficult to see. However, if  you allow it to settle down, the answer becomes crystal clear.

In your life, you must let the illusion of  control wane. Your real strength comes from being the best you can be.
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